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INTFKJXJCTION 

This book is intended to fill a need found by the author during 
several years' experience as a mechanic for a churchm;iwsion in Liberia, 
West Africa. At that time the author could perhaps charitably be termed 
a mechanitcally inclined novice, Despite his lack of experience he found 
himself in charge of a substantial ilumber of vehicles and a fair sized 
electric generating station. It was largely through experiment and 
occasional disaster that rrmdh of the material for this book was assembled. 
It is presented here in the hop that it may save the reader many of the 
sameproblems. 

The intent is to offer suggestions to the driver or mechanic who 
operates in an area where service facilities and technical assistance 
are. not readily available. In such areas he must be his own advisor on 
every problem which Roy arise. In the event that the reader hapnens to 
have some service facilities at hand he will find that he can skip over 
some sections of the manual. 

This manual is directed largely at four wheel drive vehicles, since 
it can generally be expected that an area where no service facilities 
exist will be one with pioneer roads which require the added traction of 
four wheel drive. 

Since FWD is the name of a manufacturer iaf heavy-duty four wheel 
drive trucks, it is inappropriate to use this abbreviation to indicate 
"four wheel drive". The abbreviation F'WD is also used to describe the 
growing number of cars with front wheel drive and no power to the rear 
wheels. To avoid confusion, the term 4WD will be used here. Also, as 
a matter of convenience, the word %ar" is taken as it is used in West 
AfriCd: to mean any sort of small or moderate size vehicle whether it 
be a sedan autombile, jeep-type vehicle, or pickup truck. 

On anothermatter of nomenclature it should be noted that petroleum 
products are identified here by their United States names. Readers in 
other areas will have to translate according to local custom. This is 
a matter of some confusion: what the British callparaffin, for example, 
is known as kerosene in the U.S., and paraffin to a U.S. reader mans a 
translucent white wax. 

The reader will find the book organized into several sections. An 
understanding of the organization should make it possible to find needed 
material quickly. The first section concerns operation of a car in an 
area served by pioneer roads. The section is intended to assist the 
driver with temporary repairs to his vehicle so that he can get home in 
the event of mechanical trouble. 

The second major portion of the book is devoted to maintenance 
suggestions. These are intended for use in a frontier shop or repair 
center, no matter how ill-equipped this may be. This book should be 
used as a supplement to the vehicle's shop manual, and a source of 



guidance. The shop manual will tell how to reline the brakes, for example, 
but -H&s book is intended to indicate when relining is needed. 

In addition, material has been included on making a choice of the many 
four wheel drive cars available on the market based upon individual needs. 

Since a book of this type is worthless if material cannot be located 
when it Is needed, a special effort has been made to prepare as complete 
an index as possible. Cross-references will alSo be found~thrloughout the 
text. 

NOTE:regarding metric and English measurements: 

For convenience both systems of measment are used 
in this book, Where an equivalent is given as a 
"rule of thumb,11 however it is not intended as an 
exact equivalent. For example, 35 miles per hour is 
shown as being equivalent to 55 kilometers per hour. 
A more exact figure would be 56.35 kilometers per hour, 
but this is cumbersome and not readily remembered. 

A cconplete table of English and Metric equivalents ! 
is included in section 20.00. 



Major sections of this kook ame divided by section numbers. Section 
6.0,0, for example covers the entire range of "Winching md Towa," Within 
this large chapter will be found small secticns, For example, 6.01 concerns 
wire rope, and the following sections cover methods of splicing wire rope, 
storage of wire rope, etc. 

In addition to arranging the book in this "outline" fashion, a complete 
index will be found in section 21.00. 

1.00 

2.00 

3.00 

4.00 

5.00 

6.00 

Mechanical Rnergencies While Driving 

Lass of oil pressure; tire blmout; broken axle or drive shaft; 
boiling radiator; broken steering linkage; steering bent and 
ineffective; headlight failure at night; accelerator pedal stuck 
dm;brakefailure. 

&mat&w on Pioneer Roads 

ExaminM the~vehiele; loading the vehicLe; intruduction to the 
cab; mx&anical operation. 

Avoiding Read Hazm?s 

Four wheel drive; traveling in convoy; tire chains; loss of tnaction; 
piled-up md or solid obstacles; log bridges; capsizing; fording 
and wading; submerging. 

FA&ricatingtheVehicle 

Stuck in mud or sncw; hung up in md or snow; hung up on a solid 
obstacle; log bridges; stuck while fording. 

Pmcedu&when Stranded 

Leaving the vehicle; water supply; seeking help; vehicle submerged. 

Winches andTc&ng 

L Wirempe; joining wirecable;storageofwirempe;types of rope; 
synthetic fiber ropes; knots for fiber rope; chain; joining chain; 
storage of chain; chain repairs; the winch; selecting a winch; 
install.Lng a winch; winch drive systems; winch cable; use of the 
winch;anchorCrgthewi.nch cable;winchi.ng safety;winding inthe 
win& cable; block and tackle; recovery with a winch; winching from 
a bridge; removing a log under the car; lowering with the winch; 
using the winch for salvage; salvaging a capSized vehicle; salvaging 
a car from water; towing a derelict; attaching the tow cable; 
overmming rm2hanica.l drag; towing a trailer; trailer hitches; towing 
a tmiler; extricating a stuck trailer. 

i 



7.00 Field F%pedie.nts 

Capsizing and submerging accidents; drive -train expedients; 
steerfing system expedients; brake system t-xpedients; fuel 
system expedients; tire expedients; cooling system expedients; 
electrical expedients; problems in the primary circuit; ignition 
system expedients; engine expedients. 

8.00 Check Lists 

Cranking and starting trouble; engine will not crank; engine 
cranks, will not start; engine starts, then quits; low charge, 
dead battery; poor spark; low oil pressure; engine uses too mch 
oil; steering problems; filont tires worn; uneven tire wear; 
vibration in drive train; wheel bearings hot;steering trou~jles; 
brake trouble; brake pedal sinks to floor; brakes do not ]mld; 
brake pedal rises and brakes drag; brakes drag; car pulls to 
one side when braking; brakes grabbing; brake pedal does not 
return; clutch and gearshift problems; gearbox trouble; clutch 
trouble; rough mming or conking out; engine short of power; 
engine conks out and will not restart; engine overheats, radiator 
boils; funny noises. 

9.00 

10.00 

Tests and Testing Equipment 

Cooling system tests; engine tests; clutch tests; drive train 
and steering tests; fuel system checks; brake tests; primary 
electrical tests; ignition tests; exhaust tests. 

Shop Techniques 

General shop hints; axles; differentials; wheel bearings; 
universal joints ; fuel system; brakes; adjusting the brakes; 
bleeding the brakes; relining the brakes; the hand brake; 
electrical repairs; battery; voltage regulator; genemtor 
repairs; light system repairs; ignition repairs; steering 
repairs; tire and wheels; rep&s to springs; repairs to 
shock absorbers; cooling system repairs; exhaust system 
repairs; engine repairs; 
engine repairs. 

valves; engine remval; miscellaneous 

11.00 

12.00 

13.00 

I 

14.00 

BodyRepairs 

Window glass; roof dents; chassis repairs. 

AShop Building 

Diesel mines 

Diesel check list; Diesel engine tests; Diesel repairs. 

Tools and Equipnt 

Tcols for the car; shop tools; luxury tools and equipment; 
a generator; compressed air in the shop; welders; gas welders; 
electric ill?c welders; tools to make; homemade test equipment. 

ii 



15.00 

16.00 

17.00 

18.00 

19.00 

20.00 

JJ 21.00 

Veh$ele IYcd$ficati~ns 

Storage facilities; b@y m@fications. 

Pap-m and Supplies 

Supplkes &I the vehicle; supplies in the shop. 

Storage FaciLMes 

Puel Storage. 

Prevative maintenance 

Greasing; lubrication; tune-up procedure; radiator flush; 
miscellaneous maintenance; cold weather operation; periodic 
checks; deck points; daily checks. 

Selecting a Vehicle 

Vehicle types and sizes; 
comparisons; 

vehicle mxkifications; vehicle 
Chevrolet; Dodge; Ford; GMC; International; Jeep; 

Land-Rover; Plmuth; Toyota; unimog; Volkswagen. 

Miscellaneous Formulas 

Engine displacement; weight on rear axles; pulley ratios, 
chartsandmeas wx9xnts; water meas urements; metric equivalents; 
torque values for nuts and bolts; battery electrolyte specific 
gravi~;rnetric equivalents. 

Definitions andIndex 



1.00 - 1.04 

1.00 l$33ANICAL EPERGEZNCIES WHILE DRIVING 

While a discussion of the disasters that await the novice driver on 
a pioneer mad may be a discmraging way-to start a manual of this type, 
it is intended that tie reader me this section before he must face 
any of mese problems, so that he can be fully prepared. This section is 
not concerned with such roadside problems as flat tires, dead batteries or 
running out of fuel. By %e&hanical emergencies" is meant the sort of 
Mle with the car which places its riders in danger through lack of 
control of the vehicle or the threat of major damage to the mchine:y. 
Many of the mchanical problems related here can be avoided through 
attention to the items s ummarized in section 18.00 on preventive main- 
tenance . Repairs to correct the problems listed here are described in .%, 
section 7.00: Field Expedients. 

1.01 Less of Oil Pressure 

Since oil, under pressure, is required to lubricate the many roving 
parts of an engine, loss of this pressure is a major mechanical emergency. 
The engine must be stopped irmediately, or it will in all likelihood be 
pe?maWntlydaTIaged. Once the engine is safely stopped the driver can 
look for the cause of the difficulty. Section 8.00 on check lists my be 
of assistance in this search. 

1.02 Tire Blowout 

At the slow speeds which are con-mm on pioneer roads, tire failme 
may not be a serious problem. Perhaps the driver will only hear a flopping 
noise and notice that the steering seems unresponsive.. Athigh speeds a 
blowout can be a serious matter, since the wrong corrective action by the 
driver can spin the car out of control. T~L correct response to a blowout 
is to keep the foot off the brake pedal or accelerator and lxy to steer the 
car to a safe stop. If a front tire blows, the car will swerve toward 
the sam side. Using the brakes will often cause a spin. With the 
transmission in gear the engine will slow the car gradually, mking it 
more likely that the driver will be able to hold the wheel and steer to 
a halt. 

1.03 BmkenAxleorDrive Shaft ,- 

A two wheel drive cm, propelled by only one pair of wheels, will 
stop if an axle or propeller shaft breaks; going up a hill it will roll 
back. In such a vehicle it is necessary to make repairs before the car 
can proceed. 

A 4WD car can continue as long as either the front or rear wheels are 
functioning. If an axle shaft is broken in the rear end, for example, shift 
to 4WD and attempt to proceed using only front wheel drive. If a propeller 
shaft is broken it should be removed before proceed.ing, or the stub end 
will flop around and my damage the underframe of the car. 

1.04 Boiling Radiator 

A boiling radiator is indicative of an overheated engine, which my 
be caused by any one of a number of things as listed in section 8.70 on 
check lists. 
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Do not shut off the engine if the radiator is boiling, for then all 
circulation of water, even though the water is Overheated, will be cut 
off. Put the transmission in neutral and leave the engine idling. Very 
carefully open the radiator cap; live steam is likely to be forced out 
under pressure, so it is advisable to cover the cap with a thick rag for 
protection. With the engine still idling, slowly add enough water to fill 
the radiator. Allow the engine to continue idling until the tempemture 
indicator retmns to normal, 

Tf opening the radiator cap reveals that the radiator is already full 
and additional water it not needed, the engine is probably be.ing overworkd 
and slower speeds and lower gears should be used. Alternatively, the 
thermostat may be blocked, preventing the flow of doolantthrough the engine. 

1.05 Broken Steering Linkage 
I 

In the event of breakage of any part of the steering system, it will 
probably became impossible to steer the car. At low speed this my not be 
a crisis, but at high speed it may not be possible to avoid a crash. The 
driver must stop the car as quickly as possible under such circumstances. 
NOTE: The critical nature of the steering system mskes frequent examination 
aime safety consideration. 

1.06 Steering Bent and Ineffective 

If a car strikes a tree stump, rock, or other obstacle in such a way 
as to bend part of the steering linkage under the front end, the steering 
may become ineffective. The two front wheels may point tmard each other, 
for example. The driver will usually maintain enough control to be able to 
stop safely. 

1.07 Headlight Failureat Ni*t 

The obvious mve in the event of headlight failure is to stop ininediately. 
The well prepared driver will have a flashlight with which to seek the diffi- 
culty. ,' i 

1.08 Accelerator Pedal Stuck Down 

Mechanical failure scmetims results in leaving the accelerator pedal down, 
rather than returning it when the driver releases his foot. In this event 
the car will continue to mve. If the pedalcannotbe lifted with the toe 
of the foot, shut off the ignition and brake to a stop. 

1.09 Brake Failure 

Before giving brakes up for lost, try pumping the pedal vigorously 
several times. This my provide enough pressure to stop the car. If it 
does not, several courses are open: 

If the parkhg brake works, it can be used to stop the car. 

Tf not, the driver can shut off the *ition, leaving the transmission 
in gear and use the parking brake to stop the vehicle. 
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Mtematively, the driver can downshift to the carts lowest gear. ms 
will bring the W gradually to a Sl.oy speed. 
shyt off, the car Will stop. 

k!kn the ignition is then 

There are ah0 Ockas~ons bfitente?zmin~~y aid in stopping t$e car. A 
s~?~y sect&m of .md, for example, will serve this purpose, as will soft 
sand OF an uphi grade. 



2.00 - 2.01 

2.00 OpERATING ON PIONEQ RO@s 

Experience will indicate that a nuniber of factors contribute to suc- 
cessful operation on pioneer roads. Arm-g these is a knowledge of the in- 
dividual vehicle, ability to load the car properly, and familiarity with 
the mechanical operation of the car. These various factors will be con- 
sidered before any discussion of driving techniques. 

2.01 ming the Vehicle 

Although it eventually becomes second nature, it is important to the 
novice driver to become familiar with his vehicle and to examine it care- 
fully before starting on a trip. 

Know which side the differentials are on, since they are usually not 
centered. The differential is thelowestpointofthe unde r-carriage on 
nmst cars. The driver can gain a few extra inches of clearance over a 
rock or stump by placing the car correctly over the obstacle, with the 
differential to the side. This allows the higher side of the axle to pass 
over the obstacle. 

See whether there is a protective plate under the front end to guard 
the steering gear from obstacles. Such a plate is a good invesiment on a 
new vehicle. It usually extends from the underside of the radiator housing 
backtothecrankcase,and insoms cars covers the crankcase aswell. 

Know hw wide the car is so that clearance between trees, rocks, or 
other obstacles can be accurately judged. 

Knowhwfarapart thetires are, especially in an area where log 
bridges are comnon. At first it is advisable to get out of the car when 
approaching a log bridge to be sure that you have estimated correctly 
before proceeding. (See section 3.06) 

Knpwhwhighthetopofthetruckortheloadis. This is important 
in relation to overhanging branches. 

Beyond the dimensions of the vehicle, there are other mechanical details 
which should be examined before departing: 

In areas with poor bridges, remove the cab doors if this is at all 
pmctical. The author and many of his friends have been saved frwn dxwning 
bythis simpleexpedient. If the cab has no roof, of course, there is no 
needtoremovethedoors. On some vehicles it is possible to remove the 
top half of the door, leaving the lower half in place. Seat belts should be 
used to prevent the occupants from falling out of the car. 

Be sure that the fuel tank is full before starting, even on a short 
journey. Even in familiar territory it is quite possible to get stuck and 
work all day to get free. 

If there are racks for additional fuel or water cans, be sure that they 
arefullbeforestaPting. 

check to see that oil, battery, radiator and brake fluid reservoir care 
full. 



See that the brake pedal does not feel spongy or sink to the floor, 
and that the hand brake will stop the car if necessary. 

Be sure that there are enough spare tires to get where you are going, 
or have the tools and patches to make repairs on the mad if necessary. 

Examirrle the toolbox to see that it contains appropriate tools and 
spare parts. (See section 14.10) 

2.02 loading the Vehicle 

The two most important factors in loading are the total weight of 
the load in relation to the capacity of the vehicle, and the distribution 
of the load over the chassis. 

The driver's manual for the vehicle will,indicate the total load 
allowable. For a small car, the weight of the driver and any passengers 
may make up a large part of the total load. A full fuel tank may add 75 
to 150 pounds (34 to 67 kilograms), and a spare five gallon (19 liter) 
fuel can adds an additional 40 pounds (18 kilograms). 

As a very rough rule of thumb for overloading, there should be som 
free rmvement between the axle and the chassis. The chassis should never 
restupontie axlewithno reserve in the springs. 

In balancing the load, spread the weight as evenly as possible between 
the front and rear axles. Concentrated weight on the front portion of the 
load box in a pickup truck, for example, my break tie chassis even though 
the load does not exceed the maximm allowed in the driver's manual. 

Weight placed halfway between the front and rear wheels will be sup- 
ported equally by each axle. If all the weight is over the rear wheels, the 
mar springs and axle housing may be overloaded. If all the weight is 1 
concentrated behind the rear wheels, the front end will be lightened. It 
may even leave the ground, making steering finpossible. 

Fomulas are presented in section 20.00 for the mathematical calcula- 
tion of the load on the rear wheels, although this is not necessary if 
cormon sense is used in load distribution. 

If there is a choice of vehicles for a given load, use the one that 
will give the lowest center of gravity. That is, the one which will carry 
the load nearest to the ground. Apickuptruckcarries its loadbetween 
the rear wheels, for example, while a stake body truck carries the load 
abare the rear wheels. The result is thatapickup tmckofthe same size 
is rare stable and less likely to capsize than a stake body truck. 

Stilarly: keep the heavy part of a load as lw as possible in the 
truck 6 If -LX+ load is too high it will make the vehicle top-heavy. When 
a truck must of necessity be loaded so that it is top-heavy (for example, 
with a large machine>, the driver must be very careful on roads with 
excessive crown or tilt to avoid capsizing the vehicle. 
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The load should not be allwed to hang out of the sides of the 
vehicle if this can possibly be avoided, since a hazard will be presented 
by trees, branches, buildings and other vehicles. 

Af$&r loading, be sure that the load is secure and cannot shift even 
if the car lurches severely, Aloadthat shifts forwardn=ay injure the 
driver; if it shifts back it nmy fall out of the vehicle; if it shifts to 
the side the vehicle may be turned over. Tie theloadto the carwithropes 
that will anchor it securely, or be sure that it is wedged in place so that 
nothing can mDve. This is especiallyimportantinthe case of the small 
vehicle carrying a relatively large single unit such as a drum of fuel. A 
great deal of damage can be done by such a drum if it "gets loose" in the 
backofapickuptruck. 

2.03 Introductionto the Cab 

Before starting the engine, take amomntto familiarize yourself 
with the cab. 

Many drivers believe that on pioneer roads speeds are so low that 
seat belts are not necessary. Experience will show, however, that th&y are 
a great asset. While there may be no danger of a collision in an area with 
very few cars, the seat belt can prevent the driver from hitting his head 
onthe cabroofonaroughroad,orfromfalling outofthe carifthe doors 
have been mved. 

One of the best safety rules for driving on rough roads is to keep 
the thumbs outside the rim of the steering wheel. Although unnatural at 
first, it soon becomes second nature, and if the steering wheel is mnched 
away by striking an obstacle, the spokes cannot injure or dislocate the 
driver's thumbs. 

Hold the steering wheel with the hands in a position corresponding 
to the position of clock hands at ten minutes past ten. Wo-handed 
steering is essential if roads are rough, and this position gives the best 
leverage for a turn in either direction. 

In a snowy or rainy climate where the driver's feet will often be wet, 
mvetherubberpads fromthepedals. Therubberwillbecoms very slippery 
when wet, msking it hard to keep the feet on the pedals. (See section 15.20) 

Although most cars advertise that three people can be accomnodated in 
the front seat, it is much safer to carry only the driver and one passenger. 
This all~nmre~mfor~~ope~tionofthe gearshiftandthe transfer 
case, axI it is nuch easier for two people to get out or an endangered car 
in a hurry than it is for the third sitting in the center. 

2.04 Introduction to the Drive Train 

Before starting off, a few words about the n-bschanics of the car are 
needed. 

In an age where most sedans have automatic transmissions, many people 
are not familiar with the gear shift and clutch, or with their function. The 
gear shift is intended to allow the engine to operate at optirrwn speed regard- 
less of the speed of the vehicle, since a gasoline engine develops very low 
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power at low speeds. Thus, in first gear the engine is turning rapidly but 
the wheels turn slowly; in top gear the engine and wheels are generally 
turningatthe same speed. 

The clutch separates the engine from the wheels for a moment so that 
the gears can be shifted. A clutch resembles two flat discs, one of which 
is connected to the engine and the other through the gearbox to the wheels. 
When the discs are separated, no pcwer is tMnsmitted to the wheels. When 
they are pressed together, the engine mer is sent through the two discs 
to the wheels. 

In order to shift from one gear to another, then, it is necessary to 
first depress the clutch pedal. This will disconnect the engine from the 
wheels so that the car is coasting freely. The shift can then be made, and 
the clutch released to apply pawer again. This process of clutching, shift- 
ing, and unclutching should not be hurried; the result would be rapid clutch 
wear or even broken axles. 

DOUBLE CACHING is needed to shift from a high gear to a lower one. 
While synchromesh transmissions have made double clutching less critical 
and even unnecessary in some circumsttices, the technique is still a great 
wearsaver for any gearbox. Double clutching allows the engine and the 
gearbox to be matched in speed before the gears are engaged. If this were 
not done, the gears would "crash, I1 or gr!nd against each other until they 
are meshed by force. 

Double clutc.hing is not at all difficult, but it does require some 
practice. It cannot be taught from a book, although scme suggestions will 
be presented here for the use of the driver in his own practice sessions. 

Suppose it is necessary to shift fram second gear down to first gear 
in order to slow the car going down a hill. Withthe carm~~ingacross the 
top of the hill in second gear, press the clutch down. 
in neutral and let the clutch up. 

Put the gearshift 
The en&ine is now connected to the gear- 

box, although-the gearboxis inneutralandnottransmitting anypowerto the 
wheels. Accelerate the engine until its speed approximates the speed at 
whichitwouldbe runningifthe carwere infirstgear. Thenquickly 
press the clutch dawn, shift gently into first gear, and let the clutch up. 
If the estimate of engine speed was accurate, the spinning gears in the 
gearbox will have been going at the sa~ne speed as the wheels, and will 

I' have~shedwi~utcrsshing. 

lkuble clutching should beccyne the natural way to get into a low gear 
whendescendingahill. Use of the brakes will cause overheating and failure, 
possiblyatacrucialtime. 
sliding out of control. 

In addition, braking on a slope can start the car 

!lXETRANSFERCASEis actuallyanothergearshiftaddedtothemaingearbox 
toobtainevenlowergearratios. At these lower ratios the engine turns at 
high speed, thus developing peak power, while the wheels turn very slwly. 
Inmst4WDcars thetransfercaseapproxima 
ratio, 

tely doubles the overall gear 
& that the car travels only half as fast in low range as in 

high range. 

The regular gearshift is used in the JloTmal way in lw range. If the 
vehicle can be accelerated to top gear in lw range and it is desired to go 
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faster, it becomes necessary to shift both levers. First shift the transfer 
case to high range, then put the gearshift into the appropriate gear. It 
may also be necessary to engage the front wheel drive after shifting the 
transfer case. The whole shift may take so long that aromentum will be lost, 
and the regular gearshift will probably have to be put into the first gear 
even though it is a lower ratio than top gear in lw range. 

2.05 Introductiontothel%gine 

For those who are not familiar with the basic principles of automotive 
engines, the following basic introduction may be useful. 

Energy to move the car is derived from the fuel, usually gasoline, 
which must be mixed with air to make it burn, andthenmstbe burned in 
a controlled way so that the energy can be used. 

Gasoline, stored in the fuel tank, goes thmughtubingt~ a small pump, 
which forces it into the carburetor. At the sametime,airis sucked in 
through the air cleaner where dust and solid particles are removed, and into 
the carburetor. In the carburetor the fuel and air are mixed to a c~@.m?tible 
vapor. This vapor is then suckedthroughthe intakemanifoldtothe engine 
itself. At the engine, the fuel vapor passes through a valve at the top,cf 
each cylinder, being sucked into the Cylinder when the piston within it moves 
down, creating a vacuum inside the engine. 

The engine operates on what is termed a four-stroke cycle. The four 
strokes are intake, campl?ession, ignition (or power) and exhaust. On the 
intake stroke of a piston, the cylinder is filled with fuel vapor through 
tie intake valve. As the piston reaches the bottom of the cylinder the 
intake valve closes, and the piston starts up again. The fuel vapor is thus 
compressed, cramning mre energy into a smaller space. As the piston passes 
the top of its stzoke, when the space within the cylinder is smallest, the 
fuel mixture is ignited by a spark from the spark plug. The fuel explodes 
violently, but since both valves are closed there is nowhere for the energy 
to go unless the piston is forced downward. This is the power stroke, and 
it is the energy of the explosion forcing the piston dawrrward which turns 
the engine and makes the a3r go. The fourth stroke, exhaust, serves to 
force the used gases out the exhaust valve to clear the cylinder for the 
next cycle. 

In order to keep this cycle moving, several extra parts are essential. 
The generator is turned by the engine, and provides electric power to keep 
tie battery charged for the operation of electric accessories such as head- 
lights, windshield wipers and horn. The battery also provides power to the 
ignition system of the car: 12 WLt PckJer from the battery travels through 
thebreakerpointstothe sparkcoil. There it is built up to a very high 
voltage, tiich is sent through the distributor to each spark plug at pre- 
cisely the right time to ignite the fuel mixture at the top of the compres- 
yion stoke. 

The cooling system keeps the heat of the explosions inside the cylin- 
ders from damaging the engine. It consists of a radiator, fan, water pump, 
and a supply of cooling water which runs through little channels inside the 
engineblock. The fan blows air through the radiator to keep it cool, and 
water flowing thx~ugh the radiator is therefore also cooled as it circulates 
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around its path thrwgh the engine, water pi and radiator. 

There are several other accessories which are not strictly essential to 
the operattin of the &gjne, but‘@&zh are useful oreven vital parts of the 
T- The l$&ts, wi&Ishieldwipers, dashboard gauges and speedometer fall into 
thw c#Xgoxy The dri,ve train has been discussed i,n section 2.04, together 
witi the princ&les of its operation- 

Also essential, although not closely related to the work of the engine, are 
are suchf~parts as the chassis~itself,uponwhichthe carparts are 
mounted. On the chassis are the springs which support the weight of the 
VehiCleonthe&eS,the shockabsorberswhich smxthout someof the road 
lrnmps, and the brake system which stops the car. The steering system, also 
nxmnted on the chassis, is another separate entity which is essential to 
the operation of the car. 

Each of these parts and systems is discussed in some detail in other 
partsofthisbook. Refertothe indexatthebackofthebook for a con+ 
plete list of the various parts, their function, and hw to test and repair 
than when necessary. 

f 

Intake valve 

FExhaust valve 

POWER CYCLE OF TBE GASOLINE ENGINE 
A: Descending piston draws fuel vapor in through intake valve. 
B: Rising piston compresses the fuel vapor into a smaller space. 
C: At top of stroke spark plug ignites the mixture. 
D: Piston is forced down by exploding fuel vapor in cylinder. 
E: Exhaust valve opens and piston rises to eject used fumes. 
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3.00 AVOIDING ROAD HAZARDS 

Having devoted same time to checking the vehicle, the driver can safely 
start on h.i.s journey. The difficult process of pulling a car out of a swamp 
or broken bridge, or removing it from a projecting rock or stump, can be 
eliminated by avoiding road hazards of this Qpe. Knowing what to do in 
advance can save a great deal of time and effort. This section will be 
devoted to operating the car in such a way as to avoid hazards which may 
threaten the driver and his vehicle. 

STMDDLING OBSTACLES such as potholes, rocks and logs is a simple 
technique, and yet few drivers who are accustomed only to wide paved roads 
adapt readily to driving over an obstacle. All that is needed is a quick 
judgment' of hw.large the obstacle is and whether the car will pass over 
it without falling in or getting hung up. If the car will pass, go over 
the obstacle rather than trying to pass around it. Going amund an obstacle 
on a narrow pioneer road generally means going off the road, which is not 
usuallyagoodpractice. 

RUTS AND GULUYS can also be straddled in the same way. Often rain 
will wash a deep gulley down the middle of the road or a hill, since that 
is the lwest part of the track. It is frequently safer to straddle this 
gulley than to go to one side of it and be forced off the road. Careful 
evaluation of a long gulley is necessary before starting over it, since it 
maywidenfztheralong it course,tra@ngthe car. 

GR!WELROADSposetheirom special problems. Althoughtheyareusually 
morepassable inpoorweatherthandirt roads,theloose gravel is ahazard. 
Speed should be kept to 35 miles (55 kilometers) per hour or less because of 
the damage that can be done by flying gravel. When passing another car speed 
should be further reduced. In many areas it is common practice to cover 
the glass lenses ofheadlightswith cardboardorheavy screening for7day- 
light driving. 

TAKING A HELPER is always good practice on a pioneer road. Even in 
avehicleequippedwithawinch,havinganotherpersonwiththedrivermakes 
it mxh easier to g&t the car out of trouble. A helper can made sure the car 
is lined up on a log bridge, can check to see that a suspicious rock will not 
hit the oil pan or steering gear, and perform similar duties. In many parts 
of the world it is possible to get such assistance for a ride. 

DRIYING AT NIGH should be avoided, especially in an unfamiliar area. 
When it 15 absolutely necessary, take a good flashlight in addition to 
any other necessary tools and supplies. If thd car's lights semnverydim, 
check for rmd or dust on the lenses. If allowed by law, it is often useful 
to add extra driving lights; they should be protected fmn branches and other 
obstacles. 

AWORDONBRAKES: Stopping the car with all four wheels locked up and 
not turning, although spectacular, is not the quickest way to stop. The 
driver also loses steering ability, since the front wheels can only be 
steered if they are turning. The best method, although it requires practice, 
iS to use as much pressure on the brake pedal as the wheels can take without 
locking up. If they do skid, too much pmasure is being applied. 

- 
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When driving on mud or snow where traction is poor, continuous applica- 
tion of the brakes will send the car out of control. Under such conditions 
the driver can either steer or brake, and is therefore forced to alternate 
between the two. l%rq$ng the brakes is a good compmmise: when the brakes 
are applied the car slows but is unsteerable; when the brakes are released 
the car can be steered, but is not being slowed. \ 

3.01 Four Wheel I&ive 

Themostcommnmethodofavoiding or overcoming roadhazards is through 
the use of four wheel drive. As the name indicates, this system provides 
power for all four wheels of the car, not only for the rear wheels as is 

, generally the case with sedan type automobiles. Any vehicle used for rugged 
driving is generally equipped with four wheel drive. 

When traction is a problem, such as driving on snow or mud, tire chains 
are comnly used. Tire chains, on the rear wheels or on all of the wheels, 
add significantly to tractive power on slippery roads. 
in section 3.03. 

They are considered 

Improved traction can also be obtained with a limited-slip differential. 
This device is available on mst cars as a factory option. 
power to tie wheel with the best traction. 

It sup$ies 
While it does add to reliability, 

alimited-slipdifferentialoffers scme specialmintenanceproblems, and 
is therefore not a universally accepted device. 

At least one vehicle, the German Unimg, provides differential lop&s 
whichelimi.natetheslipping ability ofthedifferential. As aresultall 
power is trsmnitted to the tire with traction. 

Four wheel drive cars almxt always include additional gear ratios 
for slw travel, as indicated in Section 2.04. Since the greatly in- 
creased power would tear apart the drive train if it were all applied 
to the rear wheels alone, four wheel drive cars are interlocked so that 
when the lower gears am in use the four wheel drive is automtically 
engaged- The greater peer is then spread over all four wheels, which 
serves both to increase traction and reduce the chance of damage to an 
axle or propeller shaft. 

Four wheel drive should be engaged only when it is needed. The 
practice of leaving a car in 4WD just because it might be necessary so=- 
wheredownthemadgreatly increasestirewearandmay alsodamagethe 
drive train. This is because all four tires are being moved under power 
but the tires are not exactly the same size, due to tire wear and differ- 
ences ,in tread thickness and inflation pressure. The larger tire will 
farther with a single revolution than the small one, and one of the two 

go 

willhavetobe scuffed alongtomkeupthe differencebetween front and 
rear axle speeds. This scuffingwears awaythetread,andifthemadis 
hardanddry sothatthetires cannotscuffthedrive trainmaybe ovep 
worked and fail. 

An experienced driver will m in two wheel drive until he sees an 
obstacle ahead, then he will shift to 4WD without stopping. Because the 
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car is still rr&ing at a good speed, the return may carry the car through 
the obstacle, with the help of the doubled traction which results from 
eng3ging the front wheel drive. Once past the obstacle, two wheel drive 
canberesuwd. 

Sam% 4wD vehicles are equippd with constant four-wheel power sup- 
plied through a gearbox similar to a differential. 
variations in tire size, 

This system &lows for 
eliminating dragging or scuffing and resulting tire 

damage. It also eliminates the need for a control lever to engage the front 
wheels drive. The system was introduced in most cases on the 1974 models. 
Until the idea has been tried for a few years it will be impossible to pre- 
diet what advantages or defects may be present. 

3.02 Traveling .in Convoy 

An excellent way to avoid getting stuck, or to simplify the process of 
extricating a stuck car, is to travel with two or more vehicles in a con- 
WY- Each car can help the other, either pushing or pulling a stalled 
vehicle through difficult areas. If a car must travel on a poor road 
without a winch, having another car along with a winch is almost as good 
ashavinghisawn. 

It is usually advisable to send the more experienced driver first when 
going on convoy. He can then shw the best way over or around obstacles. 
His chances of getting through a difficult area are improved by his ex- 
perience, and if he passes and the following car does not, he can tow it 
-wzh- 

When different sizes of cars are traveling in the same group, the 
drivers should consider which one to send first. In deep snow, mud or 
swamps, for example, the larger car should be sent through first. Its 
greater road clearance gives it a better chance of getting through, and 
it can then tw the smaller car if it gets stuck. If the smaller car went 
first and got stuck, it would be necessary to pull it out backward (unless 
it hadawinch) andthensendthebiggercarthrough. 

On a bridge of questionable strength, send the small car first. A 
weak bridge may carry the sndller car where it would collapse under the 
larger one. Thedriverofthe small car canevaluate thelargercar's 
chances as he crosses. 

3.03 Tire Chains 

A great aid to getting through slippery areas is the use of tire 
chains. Chains are excellent in mud or snow, but provide a very rough 
ride on a snwxrth or hard road. They are a nuisance when they must be 
put on and taken off frequently to allow for alternating sections of good 
and poor mad. 

On very poor roads, or where no roads exist, chains on all four wheels, 
and the use of 4w0, will provide a mndous increase in tractive power. 
In this type each link of the chain is reinforced with a V-shaped bar 
welded across it. 
added traction. 

This bar gives both' added strength and TMD~~ important, 

I 
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The mst important consideration for long.life of tire chains is a 
good fit on the tire. The chain should be so tight that it cannot slip when 
the wheel turns. The springs or rubber circles used to pull the chains 
tight are not n)eant to hold loose chains in place. If necessary these 
spreaders can be supplmented with loops of inner tube rubber. To pull 
the chains tight, many drivers deflate the tire scmewhat, fasten the 
chains as tight as they will go, and then inflate the tire to proper 
pressure. Another somewhat easier method is to put the chains on as 
tight as possible, then drive aromd a bit until they have "settled in 17 
This should not take mre than a few hundred feet (100 meters). Then i&e 
chains can be pulled up again; it is surprising to see how much slack is 
left in the chains even though they were tight when applied. Similarly, it 
is good practice to stop periodically and check that the chains are tight 
while driving. They should never slap the fenders, exhaust pipe, or any 
otherpartofthe car. 

Driving with tire chains where they me not needed causes severe wear. 
Used on a hard-surfaced road, for example, the chains will soon be mined 
by the friction and beating action. 

The most common road hazards involve loss of traction, being hung up 
on the chassis, log bridge failures, capsizing, fording, and to a lesser 
extent, subiruzrging. The following sections will illustrate in some de- 
tail how to avoid each type of problem. 

3.04 bss of Tmction 

Perhaps the most comnly faced hazard on pioneer roads is loss of 
traction. Slipping can be caused by md, snow, ice, wet leaves, or 
similar surface materials, or it can be related to another problem. For 
exa~~@e, acarmightbehungupon a rock andhave thedoubleproblemof 
being anchored to the rock and having insufficient traction to pull off. 

Driving on mud is very similar to driving on snow, except that md 
offers much higher resistance to the passage of a wheel than snow does. 
In computing the rolling resistance, a measure of the retarding effect 
of a road surface to forward mvemnt of a vehicle, the following formula 
is used: 

(~SS weight or" vehicle, pounds or kgs.) x (road factor) = rolling resistance 
1000 (in lbs. or kgs.) 

In this form.& the following figures my be used for the "read factor": 

good concrete mad, 15 
2" (or 5 cm.) of snow, 25 
4" (or 10 an.> of snow, 37 
snwoth dirt road, 25 
sandy dirt road, 37 
mud, 35 to 150, depending on type and depth 
soft sand, 60 to 150 
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Obviously in a practical situation a driver will not stop near a swamp 
and get out his slide rule to find what the rolling resistance will be. On 
a theoretical basis, however, from these figures it is evident that the resis- 
tance of mud i.s as much as six times as great as that of two inches (5cm.1 of snow. 
To overcome this resistance, the driver will need to use lower gears or 
other tractive aids. 

A little experience will indicate that different types of md have 
different effects on the car. Sorrre mud may be recognized by a distinctive 
color or appearsnce. The driver will learn to be prepared for deep, thick 
mud, a slippery hill, or scme other difficulty solely by the appearance 
of the surface mud. 

To avoid getting stuck, a good basic rule is never to do anything 
suddenly while driving on a slippery surface. Brakes, accelerator or 
steering, if suddenly applied, will usually result in a spin or slip. As 
a mental guide, it is often useful to pretend that there is a drinking 
cup sitting on the front of the car, full to the top with water. 
is to drive the car without spilling a drop. 

The goal 

If the car does skidin mud or snow, keep off the brake pedal. It 
willonlymakethe skidworse. Instead, gently press the accelerator and 
steer in the direction in which the car is sliding. This may not be tie 
desired direction of travel, but as soon as the car is under control it 
can be slowed and turned. 

In an area where loss of traction is a frequent problem, it is useful 
to carry a piece of burlap, canvas, 
aspinningtire. 

or expanded metal to lay in front of 
Planks are often used in the same way, but are less 

convenient to carry. 

To avoid getting stuck in a swam or md hole it may be worth the 
effort required to cutleafybranches or sticks to throw inbeforeattempting 
to cross. Branches, rocks, planks, sticks, sand, thick grass or any other 
material that will increase traction may take less time to gather than would 
be required to pull the car out if it got stuck. 

Inertia can be a great help in getting through a slippery area. If 
hills andswamps alternate,asisoftenthe case,adr$vercanbuildup 
speedgoingdownhillanddrive intothe swamp as fastxas p&&He. Thecar 
will rapidly loose speed in the mud, but the inertia may&Wry it through. 
In any event it will get farther than if the car had entered at slow speed. 
This method is KU&I on the car, and should never be used if a solid obstacle 
such as a r&k or stump may be hidden in the mud, since it could rip the 
frontendofthe carapart. There is no way to get up any speed in an area 
where the hills are also slick, so under such circumstances this method is 
of no value. 

STOPPING THE CAR can also be a problem where traction is low. Rather 
than use the brakes, which wiil generally cause the car to spin or slide, 
shift the transmission to a lower gear to slow down, If the car must be 
stopped, pq the brakes up and down. 
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L = 12 inches (30 L = 12 inches (30 cm.1 an.1 

H= H= 6 inches (15 6 inches (15 an.1 CYll.1 

TWO TYPICAL WHEEL BLOCKS 

ON A STEEP HILL with poor traction a car may slip downward with all 
four wheels locked. This may be forward, sideyays, or backward, or the car 
my spin slyly around as it'goes dw. 
moving will help to stop: 

The sa& aids that are useful for 

surface, etc. 
tire Chains, leayes and branches on the road 

Another great help in such. a situation is the Block, which 
increases the area exposed to the slippery surface. The Block is nothing 
mm? than a large piece of timber, perhaps with a handle cut into one end, 
Which seems to be a universal piece of equipment for driving on a poor road. 
It my be called a chock or wedge, or any of a hundred names in other 
languages, but it is found in any part of the world where pavemnt has not 
yet reached--*'some where it has. 

,’ 
/” 
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3.05 Piled-Up Mud or Solid Obstacles 

Another obstacle caused by rmd is the retarding effect when the 
chassis of the car sinks deep enough to get hung up on the road surface. 
This is a special hazard for cars with small tires and, consequently, a 
lowframe. 

I-. If there are no rocks or stumps in the mud, the inertia principle 
described in section 3.04 can be used to carry the car through the deep 
mud, or at least well into it. 

Asking the passengers to get out before a deep swamp will lighten 
the load, and may help to avoid getting stuck. There is much to be said for 
the universal driver's slogan, "Everybody get out and push!" Getting out 
decreases the load and raises the frame of the car; pushing increases the 
tractive effort. 

If the other vehicles using the road are of similar size to your own, 
it is usually best to stay in the ruts on a very eddy road. The mud in 
the ruts is likely to be packed somewhat by earlier passages. 

To avoid getting hung up, especially in a small cam, it may be better 
to'get off the mad altogether under soma c' 3rcumstances. 

Avoiding getting stuck in deep snow may be somewhat different. Often 
the snow is piled higher than the hood of the cm, so that the problem is 
not mrely one of getting hung up on the clmssis. It becomes necessary to 
push the car into the snm, and traction may not be adequate. The snow must 
be removed in such a case. This is usually done with a plow or blower 
mounted on the front of the vehicle. 

In snow less than two feet (l/2 mzter) deep, the principles used for 
driving in md apply. 

Avoiding getting hung up on mcks, stumps, and other solid obstacles 
is more ama-tter of juagmerrt. thanpawer. Usually such obstacles are large 
enough to prevent passage, and one cannot simply push through without 
damaging the car. Keepingthecarmving,then,mans going around such 
obstacles if the car cannot pass freely over them. 
it is always best to get out and check. 

If there is any doubt, 

3.Q6 Log Bridges 

R&ably the most commn type of bridge on a frontier road consists 
of parallel logs laid across the stream. Generally there me three logs. 

One i.s on one side of the bridge, and two are on the other. The cokina- 
tion of the single log on one side and the inner of the double logs is 
arranged to fit the smallest vehicle likely to use the mad, and the outer 
log will then accomdate larger vehicles. 

Avoiding getting stuck on such a bridge is largely a matter of 
getting lined up stmight before starting across. Wle experience Roy 
dh? SOme &iyerS to charge across without slowing dm, the novice will 
do better.to stop and check,first. By sighting along the line of the logs 
it till bepossible to determine whether the tires are properly lined up. 
%JW drivers'carry'a piece of string for lining up bridges. The string is 
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held at T far md of the bridge and the back timz of the car and should 
line up With the entke length of the log and the fmnt ti- oi the car as 
well. 

STRING TOUCHES 
BOTH ENDS OF 

LOG WHERE TIRE 
IS TO PASS t 

PIECE OF STRING 
MUST BE STRAIGHT 

STRING TOUCHES 
AGES 0F TIRES 

i/ CHECK ING A LOG BR IDGE 
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When sure that the car is liled up , shift the mr into 4WD, but not low 
range- Move across the bridge as quickly as possible so that inertia may 
carry the front wheels across even if the rear ones slip off or the bridge 
collapses. In such an event, the front wheels will often be able to pull the 
car across if they have reached the other side. 

Once practiced, the crossing of a bridge of this type becomes quite 
routine, and-the dl5ver will learn to judge from some distance a rotten log 
or one that may slip sideways. If the capacity of the bridge is in doubt, 
it is usually advisable to ask passengers to walk across, thus lightening 
theloadonthebridge and perhaps sparing themadunking. 

When crossing a bridge while towing a trailer, bear in mind the added 
length of the combined vehicles and do not stop before the trailer is fully 
across the bridge. (See also section 6.80 on driving with a trailer.) 

One of the most common problems with log bridges, other than collapse 
due to rot or overloading, is the separation of the logs. This allows the 
tires to slip off the logs, trapping the car. This can be prevented by 
proper bridge design, anchoring the logs with stakes or large rocks at 
the ends. A driver approaching a bridge which looks like its logs may 
separate can usually save time by fixing the bridge before trying to cross. 
If the logs do trap the car, he will have to repair the bridge anyhow. 

3.07 Capsizinf: 

A driving trauma to which many drivers may be unaccustoti is tipping 
over. This may occur due to'the road surface or the way in which the vehicle 
is loaded., or both. 

A vehicle body style,in which the load is carried high, such as a stake 
or platform body, is inherently less stable than one where the load is low, 
such as a pickup body. (See section 2.02) Luggage racks on the roof will 
add to the tendency to roll over. 

capsizing can also result from the angle of the road. on a slick 
hill with a drop at the edge, for example, try to keep the car away from the 
ditch. If two wheels on one side slip into the ditch, even though it may not 
be very deep, the car is likely to roll over. The inertia built up in sliding 
into the ditch will help to carry the car over onto its side. 

Being unaccustomed to pioneer roads, some drivers feel insecure on 
them. If a car feels as though it is about to tip over, it is often helpful 
to get out and.look at it from in front or behind. Generally it feels worse 
than it looks, and a quick check will reassure the driver. 
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Some drivers tie a length of string with a small weight on the end-- 
a stone or washer, for example--to some convenient part of the dashboard 
where it can hang down freely. As the car starts to tip the driver becomes 
familiar withhcw great an angle between the string and the floor represents 
adangerpoint. 

For tie novice, it my even be worth tipping the car intentionally 
just to see hm far it can go before capsizing. The learning experience 
may save a lot of grief and anxiety later. Fortunately speeds on pioneer 
roads are low, so that there is no great danger to life from capsizing, 
The most notable exception would be a mtain road, where a great drop may 
lx involved. 

Although this section has emphasized techniques to be used in avoiding 
capsizing, there is an important point to rem&r if capsizing is inevitable: 
shut off the engine. As the car rolls over, oil will be drained away from 
the oil pump intake, the engine will get no lubrication, and it will risk 
freezing up. After capsizing, of course, the first concern is the physical 
safetyoftheoccupants. After that, reference may be made to section 7.00 
in the Field Expedients for advice on restoring the car. 

3.08 Fording and Wading 

Because of construction problems, many frontier roads may not have 
bridges over minor streams. Cars are expected to ford the water, which is 
not c-n practice in areas where paved r?oads are the norm. Getting stuck 
while fording presents extra problems, and extra care in warranted to avoid 
stalling. 

If unfamiliar with a ford area, stop and get out for a check before 
drivingthrough. Walk through the water if possible on the same route the 
car will follow. The bottom should be relatively firm and free of large 
rocks. There should be acceptable entrance and exit paths. The current 
must not be strong enough to carry the car off, ard the water should not 
be too deep. The allowable depth will be governed by the size of the car. 
Knee deep or slightly 111~l?e is usually the greatest depth that a small car 
such as a Jeep or Land Rover will cross safely. A larger truck will be 
able to go proportionately deeper. 

If the water will be deep enough to w&the fan blades, loosen the 
fanbelttemporarilywhilecrossing, sothatthe fandoes not turn. This 
will keep the ignition system from getting sprayed and drowned. Of course, 
the fan belt must be tightened i!!diately after crossing the ford. 

If the carhas aclutchhousingplug, as the LandRoverdoes,be sure 
it is in place before.entering the water. This plug drains misture from 
the clutch housing when it is mved, but the clutch would be "lubricated" 
by the water and -the bearings would be corroded if the housing were full of 
water. 

While fording, keep the left foot lightly on the brake pedal. This 
will keep water from getting between the brake shoes and the drums, which 
would lubricate the brakes and make i&em useless. Disc brakes, available 
on,scme 4WD GUS, greatly reduce the problem of water lubrication. 

, 
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Drive the car slowly thmugh Wet=, since high speed will result in 
water being thrown up by the wheels and drowning the ignition system, 
stalling the car. 

A Diesel-powered vehicle such as the U-g or a Diesel band Rover 
offers the advantage of haying no ignition system. It is consequently 
much n-me reliable for fording than a gasoline engine. 

If current in the stream threatens to wash the car downstream, attach 
the winch cable to a tree on the other side before starting across. If there 
is nowinchonthe car,putawire cable across the streamalongthe down- 
stream side of the ford area to act as a guide for the car. This cable should 
be securely anchored to trees or rocks on each side. 

After completing the ford, check to see that the brakes are working. 
If they got wet and are ineffective, hold the brake pedal down lightly while 
driving; the heat will dry the brake linings and restore stopping power. 

If the fan belt got wet while crossing it rray slip and fail to cool 
the radiator or turn the generator. For a quick check, look at the 
amneter. If it shows a discharge rather than a charge, the belt is probably 
slipping. Stop and dry the belt with a rag. 

Fording with a trailer can be simplified by unhitching one trailer 
and sending the car across first, thentowing the traileracrosswith a 
lengthof wirerope. c 

If the water is deep enough to cover the exhaust pipe, the pressure in 
theexhaustsystemmayre,ticeenginepoweror stalltheengine. Once the 
engine has stopped the water pressure will make it virtually impossible to 
restart, and the car will have to be towed out. 

Ifacar is driven into water that is too deep, or where the 
bottom is unsatisfactory, it may stall or capsize or both. Stalling on 
land is of little consequence, but in water may be a serious matter. Extra 
attention to fording is therefore worthwhile. 

3.09 submerning 

Submerging accidents may result from a broken bridge, a ford that is 
too deep, or from slipping off an adjacent road into deep water. In all of 
these cases the accident can be avoided by the exercise of sufficient care. 

As outlined in section 2.01, it is well worth the trouble to mve 
the doors if a submerging accident is even a remote possibility. This 
simple expedient can be a real life-saver. 

If submerging is inevitable, it is important to shut off the engine 
before it goes under water. This will prevent the pistons from drawing 
water into the cylinders and trying to compress it as they do the gas-air 
vapor. Water cannot be compressed, and the engine will be ruined in the 
attempt. 



If there i.s time, it is advisable to shut off all electrical acces- 
series that may be running: lights, radig, &dshield wipers, radio, elec- 
I&G fuel punlp, etc. 

See instrqctions in section 5.01 and 7.1Q regarding recoverv and x-e- 
storation of a submqed vehicle. 

Although mst drivers would be reluctant to experiment, it is interesting 
to note that mst Volkswagens, if lightly loaded, will float in water for a 
short time. Opening the door, however, lets the water in and sinks the car, 
so it is necessary to escape through a window. 



4'.00 EXTPICATING THE VEKICLE 

No matter how carefully he may try to avoid hazards, even the best 
driver will find that on SW roads there are obstacles which he cannot pass 

byordinarymeans andthe barbeccxnes stuck. In +his section a number of 
suggestions will be p,resented for getting out of such difficulties as mud, 
reeks, log bridges, and old-~ hazards. 

The first step when the vehicle is stuck is to consider what resources 
are available. The greatest asset is probably a winch. There are a few prob- 
lems that cannot be remedied with this all-purpose tool, since it can move 
the car without any need for traction. The uses of the winch are so varied 
that an entire section, section 6.00, has been devoted to its operation. 

Even lacking a winch, however, there are many things that can be done 
to extricate a c&r before it is necessary to give up and send for help-- 
if any help is available. 

A SHOVEL is a very basic tool, and should be a part of the equipanent 
carried in the car if md, sand, or snow must be crossed. 

EXTRA JACKS provide trwnendous pcwer, although their travel is limited 
to a few inches in most cases. 

PLANKS can be used to great advantage as levers, hole fillers, mats 
to provide traction, etc. They make good platforms for jacks, which other 
wisemay slip anddrop the car. 

A BLQCK AND TACKLE can multiply a person's pulling power several t%s, 
and there are many types of ratchet hoists and similar devices.which can be 
used to move a stuck vehicle in rrmch the same way as a winch except that 
they are hand mered and do not have the speed of a winch. 

ANIMALS are often overlooked as a source of rescue power. What kind of 
an&~&s may be available will vary widely from one area to another, but 
any arkal that can pull a plow should be capable of pulling a car if neces- 
==Y- In areas where human labor is inexpensive and plentiful it is often 
possible to gather a group of people to haul on a tow rope for a srrbsll fee, 
or even for no charge at all if motor vehicles are enough of a novelty. 



WELQ HOOK 

EMERGENCY TRACTION HOOK 

WELD A HOOK onto a wheel for use irian emergency as a replacement for 
na-hmal trmtion. Weld the hook in such a way that it would be inside the 
tire if a tire were fitted to the wheel. Whenstuck, jackupandmmve 
the slipping wheel and replace it with the prepared wheel. Attach a rope 
to the hook on the wheel and attach the other end to a solid anchor such 
as atreeorrock, infmntofthe car. Drive the car forward, letting the 
hook hold the rope and wind it onto the wheel like a winch. 
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I: ’ BY HAND TO ‘MOVE ALONG ROPE 

OBTAIN FRICTION I 
AGAINST TIRE 

ROPE USED TO IMPROVE TRACTION 

FIBERRPPEcanoftenbewrappedamundatinz i.nnuchthe sammanner. 
me*ickistodrive the.caralongthelengthtifthe ~peuntil it is 0~: 
0fthedifficuZtarea. With.. wide tires this ;Is~not difficult, and is a 
~Satisfactorywayofextricatingthe car. 
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APOQkPR,ACTICEis that of attaching‘aropeto the propeller shaft to 
get pulling power. The shaft was not meant to handle a pulling load from the 
side; it is intended only to.transfer a twisting motion frsm'the gearbox to 
the'differential. The use of a propeller shaft in this way may bend the shaft 
or damage the universal joints. 

STURDY VINES can often be used as ropes if not enough ordinary rope 
is available. Generally the vines should be twisted to separate the fibers 
at the point where a knot is to be made, or else the vine will break. In 
many tropical areas there are vines which will serve very well as towing 
cables, taking a surprising amount of strain without breaking. Residents 
of the area will probably lu~ow which vines are useful for this work. 

TWO WAY PAD10 is not a resource in the same way as the other items 
listed here, but it is a great aid in many cases. With it advice can be 
sought, and if the car cannot be extricated the radio can be used to send 
for assistance. Where radio is in common use in this manner, everyone 
seemstomake checkcalls onthe hour,.withresulting confusion and jamned 
frequencies. A much more satisfactory arrangement is to make check calls 
at some less camrrron time, perhaps 20 minutes after the hour. 

4.01 StuckinMudor Snow 

There aretwobasicways inwhich cars getstuckinmudor snow: they 
either lose traction on a slick surface or become bogged down when the frame 
is hung up. A combination of the two is also very c-n. This section will 
consider the loss of traction. 

Since 4WD increases traction and eliminates "dead" wheels, the problem 
of loss of traction is roost comnunnly faced on a hill. In flat areas the 4WD 
will usually overcome lack of traction, especially if used with tire chains 
on all, four wheels. A hill requires greater traction than flat ground. 

/ 

If a car slips while trying to climb a hill, it may be useful to remove 
scune of the load from the vehicle and make another attempt. As outlined in 
section 3.05, there is a reason why mst foreign drivers soon learn to say 
"Everybody get out and pusht" in the local language. This method, though 
admittedly primitive, lightens the load and increases the tractive method. 

Spinning the wheels in an effort to get out of a muddy or snowy spot 
will rarely do any good at all. The temptation is to use a heavy foot on 
the accelerator; it often seems that sheer power should get the car out. 
This is not the case. The spinning will soon overheat the tires, bonding 
the inner tubes to the tires, mzlting the inner tubes, or even setting fire 
to the tires. A little experimentation will reveal that the greatest traction 
is obtained by creeping the car out of such a spot as slowly as possible so 
that the wheels stick to the surface r&her than spinning. 

Another technique of little value in an extended swamp, muddy hill or 
SnowY area is rocking the car back and forth. This ~~ay be .done with the 
engine or by pushing it. while it may get the car off the slippery spot if 
it is small, a 4WD car is not likely to get stuck in a small slippery spot. 
In a swamp, for example, it will take a great deal of rocking to get to the 
other side. 
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There are a number of useful methods which can be applied when stuck in 
snow or mud for lack of traction. They are presented here in no particular 
order, and should be selected in relation to the problem at hand. 

A LQ$lTF,D SLIP DIE'BENTIAL may be aided $n its work by lightly pressing 
the brake pedal @th the left foot while operating the accelerator with the 
right foot. Ihis will simulate traction for one of the wheels if both wheels 
on an axle are spinning. Then -the special differential will be able to do its 
job of providing power to the wheel with better traction. 

A SPINNING WHEEL on a car without a limited slip differential can often 
be slowed by lightly pressing the brake pedal, as outlined above. 

NXENTUM may help get a car through a slick spot. If stuck, back up 
as far as possible, then charge into the obstacle with as much speed as 
possible. Mcunentum may get the car through; it should at least get it a 
few feet mxe than it had been. The process can then be repeated. 

BRANCHES, brush, sand, boards, grass, rags or anything else that might 
increase tr&tion can be put in front of 3he wheels if the car will back up 
a bit. This improvement maybe conibinedwith the momentummethodmentioned 
above to get the carmxing again. 

THE JACK can be used to lift the wheels if the car cannot mve back- 
wardorforward. Raise a wheel and put in rocks, sticks, burlap, grass, 
branches, a truck tarpaulin or anything else that may increase traction. 
Let the wheel down with the jack and repeat the process on the other wheels. 

PATIENCE canbe avirtue if the sunis shiningona car stuckin~~~~d. 
Using a shovel, rmd can be removed from around the vehicle, and the sun 
allowedto dry the area sufficiently to allow the car to move. Often this 
may take some time, but the time would otherwise be spent inhard physical 

labor trying to get the car out, and it is-much easier to wait for the sun 
to do the work. 

MOVING WKCER in a SW- area can also be used to carry mud away. It 
will be necessary to channel -the water, using a shovel, so that it will 
mvethemud fromthe areawhere the car is stuck. If themud rests on a 
hardbase ifwillprobably soakupthewaterandmakemoremud,worsening 
tie problem. 
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EMERGENCY SPIN PREVENTER 

THE PARKING BRAKE can often be used to hold a spinning wheel so that 
theotherwheelonthataxlecanbeusedtomvethecar. Ifthecarhas 
~bmkes oneachrear~~eel,ratherthana singlebrake cmtietmns- 
mlssbn, fastenampetothewiz oablewhichopemtes thebrakeonthe 
Spinning Wheel, using a C-clamp or lockziq pliers. Pass thi5 rqe under the 
ChasSis, underthefmntofthecar,andintothecab. Pullhardontie 
rope, p0SSibly using a short lever such as a stick of&d or hannner handle, 
~dthiswillpullthewire qable, settingthebmkeononewheel. Holding 
the kake on, gently apply power. As thecar'~&f3 tonrove, release-the 
parking bmke extension rope and drive out of the difficult area. 
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If this method cannot be used, aln-ost any maans can be tried to stop 
a wheel from spinning. Same wggestions include w@dging the space between 
the spinning wheel and the body with a big plank, &Axing the wheel to the 
chassis so it cannot turn, or jamming it with rocks under the fender. The 
other wheel on that axle will then get the pcwer that was wasted on spinning, 
possibly moving the car. Of course, such wedging or other fastening must be 
removed as soon as the car is free or the wheel will be dragged and may halt 
thecar. 

All of these expedients are made unnecessary on the Mercedes-Benz 
Unimog, whidh has locks for both differentials. These lock both wheels on 
the axle together so that if either one gets tiaction it will mxe the U-g, 
and the other will not spin. 

4.02 hung Up in Mud or Snow 

The second major threat from mud or snow is sinking peep enough in it 
to allow tne chassis to become hung up. This creates so nnxh drag on the 
car that the tires lose traction, and the car cannot proceed. 

This difficulty is often mxe easily dealt with than that of pure loss 
of traction, since the driver can see the obstacle and either remove it or go 
around it. Perhaps the most comrkx method of extricating a car fram deep 
snow or mud is to dig it out, thus removing the obstacle. 

As outlined in section 3.05, there are sm conditions in which it is 
unreasonable to expect a car to operate without a plow. If snow is two feet 
(112 meter) or less in depth,a 4WD car with chains should be able to get mu&~. 

Ifthefrantendishungupinthesnowormud,trybackingout. It 
may help to add some traction under the wheels with sand, gMve1, sticks, 
leaves, grass, planks, or whatever else is at hand. Once off the obstacle, 
cut it down wi-ih shovels and try again. 

Rmvingpart of theloadis anotherusefulexpedient. I-tallows the 
frarruz to rise on the springs, since the springs are not so heavily loaded. 
This increase in ground clearance may make it possible to get the car out. 
It should at least make it easier to free the car. The axles may rise 
slightly as a result of reduced load on tie tires, but will not rise as 
much as the chassis. 

If the car cannot be backed up, it will be necessary to lift it over 
the obstacle. With a small car and a large number of people it may be 
possible to lift the car enough by hand to get off the obstacle. Otherwise 
jack up the wheels one by one and pack the space under them with logs, sticks 
orplanks. This will provide a raised roadway, albeit rather crude, on 
which the car can be driven over the trouble spot. 

Once the car is ming again, use every nmns to keep it going. 
Momentum is a great aid to getting a car through deep snow or mud, and 
keeping a car moving slmly is much easier than getting it started from a 
dead stop. If the hazard is an extensive one, it may be advisable to drive 
with one side of the car off the road, up on the ridge of snow or mud, if 
the ridge is packedhardenough. Once mvi.ng, sections 3.04 and 3.05 will 
provide some assistance on hew to keep the car going. 



4.03 IIung Up on a Solid Obstacle 

Although similar to being hung up in mud or snow, the problem of 
getting stuck on a yoclc, stump or other solid obstacle presents its own 
difficulties. The prime cLncern is to avoid ae to the car, since a 
rock can rip a hole in the crankcase or gas tank or cause danage to the 
steering or drive train. 

It is not usually practical to pull a solid obstacle out from under 
the car, since theweightof the car is restingonit. If the carhas a 
winch, it may be possible using the technique described in section 6.52. 
lhe only alternative is to lift the car off the obstacle. The most common 
way of doing this is with a jack, lifting the car and placing logs or 
planks under the tiheels to raise the chassis off the obstacle. It may 
only be necessary to raise one side of the car, particularly if the obstacle 
is off center. 

4.04 I.ag Bridges 

Getting stuck in a log bridge can maan either the in~nvenience of 
having to e:ctricate the car from between the logs or the major calamity of 
losing the car into the water. 
cussed in section 5.01. 

Difficulties involving submerging are dis- 

If the tires are stuck between the logs of a bridge, spinning will 
rarely get them out. As explained in section 4.01, the heat which results ' 

*r* from the friction will only damage the tires. 
results if the wheel does not spin. 

Much greater tractive power 

Often it nay be possible for several people to lift a car upward 
and forward while it is &iven off the bridge. 

A jack can be used to lift the wheel from the space between the logs, 
and the car can then be intentially pushed sideways off the jack, dropping 
the wheel onto a log. (See illustration.) 

A plank can be used to fill the space between logs. The tire should 
be jackedup fromtiehole andtheplank inserted underitto provide a 
Wnporary roadway. Thetireis thenlaweredonto theplankandthe car 
driven off the bridge. 

Asn&ltreetrunkorbranchcanbeusedas arampfrombelowthe 
bridge in some cases. Insert one end of the log, perhaps four inches (10 cm.> 
in diameter, inbetween the separat 1 logs in front of the stuck tire from 
the underside of the bridge. Push it forward as far as it will go, and then 
raise the free end from the river until it meets -the tire. A rope can be used 
to haul the lower end of the log upward and to secure it temporarily while the 
car isfdriven off. (See illustration.) 

4.05 Fording 

Eking stuck while fording a stream is no different km being stuck 
elsewhere, with one principal exception: if the car is stuckwiththe engine 
or tailpipe under water, do not try to restart the engine once it has stopped. 
Pull tie car out of the water with other pawer: people,another car, animals, 
etc. 

@herWise, all tne expedients listed elsewhere in this section apply 
to a car stuck in water. 
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5.00 PRNUNRZS WhEN STRANDED 

In the event that none of the advice given in section 4.00 tiuugh 
4.05 or other atter@s will extricate -the vehicle, then it may be considered 
stranded: additional assistance will be necessary. In this event one must 
either await the arrival of help or go and look for assistance. 

There are my parts of the world where being stranded is a serious 
matter, due to intemperate weather, wild anirr&ls, lack of food or water, or 
simply the remteness of the area. This bookis notintendedas asurvival 
mm-se, but there are several items which should be reviewed in advance, 
before a driver finds himself stranded. 

Because of the variety of supplies which may be needed in a vehicle 
used in a remote area, a complete section (section 14.10) has been devoted 
to this subject. 

LENINGTHE CAR is generally mtagoodideaunless ammberof the 
party is absolutely sure of where he is and where the nearest source of help 
is, and how to get there. In hot areas such as deserts the car provides 
shelter and shade which are not available elsewlsere. The best shelter in a 
desert will be found by digging a hole under the car. 

In any climate the car will provide shelter from animals. Even if the 
car has turned over, it is generally safer and mre cmfortable to sleep in 
itthanonthe ground. A check should be made to see that no gas is leaking 
tocauseafirehazard. 

AWATERSUPPLY shouldbe carried in the car inany areawhere drinking 
water is not readily found. If no water is available, dig a hole about a 
footdeepandthreefeetindiamterandplaceacuporothercontainer in 
the middle of it. Iay a sheet of clear plastic over the hole and weight 
the edges with a ring of dirt to hold it in place. Into the center of the 
plastic drop asmall stone sothatthe plastic points dmnwardinto the cup. 
Waterwillcondense fmnthe soilduetotheheatofthe sun,andwilldrop 
frwnthe centeroftheplastic sheet into the cup. 

WALKFDRHEU only along the road, ifany,unless arwnberofthe 
partyisveryfamiliarwith-thearea. Ingeneral,eventhoughthe~distance 
is greater, it is better to follow the road in searching for assistance. 
This is especially true if there areany other vehicles in-the areawhich 
~tusethesarrreroadoraconnectingroad. 

SIGNALS can be made to &tract attention, either by day or night. If 
people aze ti to be nearby, it II-BY be possible to attract their attention 
by sounding the carhorn. 

Inthedaytime,asmkyfirewillusuallybe seen froanadistanceof 
many miles on a calm day. Gasoline from-the carcanbeusedto start the 
fire. For fuel, either sticks or a tire can be used. Once a good fire has 
beenmade with&y sticks, greenbranches canbe addedtomake smoke. If 
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&ng a tire, pick the worst one on the car, take it off the rim, and arrange 
a good pile of kindling to get it started. A tire is hard to ignite, and 
some rags so&ed in ga- 3 or some other source of heat will be needed to start 
itburning. Once started, the fire will produce a great deal of thick bla& 
stroke. 

At night, rrake a fire on high ground so that it can be seen. 

5.01 Vehicle Submerged 

If a car has become subrrerged in water it may be considered stranded, 
since the engine cannot be used to extricate it. The principal consideration 
at first will be getting all the occupants out and marking the location of 
the car. Then recovery operations can be arranged. 

GETTING OUT of a submerged car is no trouble if the doors have been 
removed. If they have rrot, the water pressure will prevent them from being 
opened until the car has nearly filled with water. For this reason it will 
be necessary to escape through a window or wait until the car has nearly 
filledbefore openingadoor. Inatightlybuilt car this may take as much 
as several hours, although generally ten or fifteen minutes is a n-ore average 
tiJ-iE. 

LIFE PRESERVFRS may be arranged for those who cannot swim if the car 
is scsne distancefromland. In many 4wD cars the seat cushions are of foam 
rubber, andwill float. Bnpty or partially empty fuel cans are excellent 
floats, and a spare tire will float even while carrying the weight of the 
steel rim. 

MiCUING THE LJXATION may be important if the car is likely to be n-oved 
by currant or to be hard to find for any other reason. Tie a rope or string 
to the carandattachthe otherendto afloat for amarker. 

ANCHOR THE CAR if it is in fast-nrsving water where it may be carried 
off by current. It can be tied with rope or cable to any secure anchor on 
thelandsuchas atree. 

SALVAGE OPERUIONS become quite routine in soms areas where bridges 
are not reliable, or where roads often follow waterways. In the Netherlands, 
for example, emergency crews have been formed whose sole job is the recovery 
of vehicles fram canals. 

A winch on a recovery vehicle can usually provide enough power to haul 
out a submerged car. Winching teohniques for salvage are described in section 
6.40. If no win& is available, two or IIDKE vehicles may be needed to pull 
out the submzrged'car. The towing cable shouldbe attached to front towing 
hooks on the submrged car, or toits front axle. If the car is not upright 
under the water, it will be much easier to right it while most of the weight 
is supported by the water than after it is on land. This can be done with 
cables to the salvage vehicles. 

Whenthemrhas beenbroughtnearl.andandstartstorise from-the 
surface of the water, it will be necessary to let any water drain out of it 
tolightentheloadonthe1~covery vehicles, Openany doors or other 
water-retaining barriers to drain the car as completely as possible as it 
cams out of the water. 
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FLQATATION can be used where the submerged car cannot be draed over 
a rocky bottom for fear of damaging it. To float tie car, it is necessary to 
put containers of air inside the car, or attach them to the outside. The con- 
tainers may be old inner tubes, oil drums, gas cans, or even plastic bags 
filledwiti air. The air displaces the heavier water, and raises the car to 
the surface. 

An ordinary 55 gallon (200 liter> fuel drum will lift about 300 pounds 
(135 Kg.) if the water is pumped out of it. Touse adrum,orany similarcon- 
tainer, first fill it with water so that it just barely floats, and arrange it 
in the submerged vehicle so that the filling hole is at the bottcnn. An EQinair 
pump,tirepump, the exhaustfromthe salvage vehicle (if the submrgedcaris 
not too deep), or any other source of air can be used to pump air into the drum. 
The bubbles will rise inside the drum, gradually moving the water out through 
the filling hole.When air bubbles have filled the drum they will start to pour 
out the filling hole, rising to the surface and indicating that the process is 
completed. 

When enough containers have been put in or attached to the car and 
filled with air in this manner, the car will rise to the surface and can then 
be pulled to shore with a cable and recovered. 

Section 7.10 on field expedients after submrging describes how to 
rehabilitate the car. 
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6.00 WINCHES AND TOWING 

So many recovery processes use a winch, or towing by another vehicle, 
that the two have been grouped in this section. In addition, suggestions 
for towing a trailer are also included. 

The basic tool for all of these operations is the tcw rope, which 
may be a fiber rope, wire cable or chain, or any conibination of these three. 

6.01 W&Rope 

The rrostconnmn formoftow cable orwinch cable is the wire rope. 
The basic advantage of this material over fiber rope such as manila is its 
greatstrength. In comparison to chain, wire rope offers lighter weight 
forthe same strength. The following table illustrates the breaking strength 
of several common sizes of uncoated fiber core plow steel rope. (Galvanized 
cable is about 90 per cent of this strength.) 

1Iominal l&meter ib?eaking Seeil~l 

lJ4 inch ( 6.25 mm.) 
S/16 inch 
3/8 inch : .:.5 iit-: 
7A.6 inch (11 n-m-l:> 
l/2 inch (12.5 mm.) 
9/16 inch (14.25 mm.> 
5/8 inch (16 nun.> 
3/4 inch (19 mn.1 
7/8 inch (22.25 mm.) 
1 inch (25.5 mm.> 

5,660 pounds 
8,780 pounds 
12,300 pounds 
16,400 pcunds 
21,100 pounds 
26,300 pounds 
32,400 pounds 
46,200 pounds 
62,800 pounds 
81,900 pounds 

( 2,570 Kg.1 
( 3,980 Kg.> 
( 5,580 Kg.1 
(, 7,440 Kg.1 
( 9,570 Kg.) 
CL,930 Kg.) 
(14,700 Kg.) 
(20,950 Kg.) 
(28,490 Kg.) 
(37,150 Kg.) 

It is evident from examina tion of this chart that even with relatively 
small cable the weight which can be supported will be in excess of the wei@ 
of the car. There is, therefore, no advantage to using very heavy wire ,tiAe 
in most cases. It is very difficult to work with, since it is hard to bend 
and join, and it is very heavy. 

6.02 Joining Wire Cable 

The grxatest disadvantage of wire cable is the difficulty of joining 
one section to another. With fiber rage, this is easily done with a knot, 
but if a wire rope is knotted the strands will be kinked and weakened. Often 
alu?otcannotberxovedfromwire rope if ithasbeen strained. Also,a 
knot will jam in a winch mechanism and will keep the cable from lying flat. - 

The inability to use ordinary knots inwire rope neednotbe ahandicap 
if the cables are prepared in advance. Every piece of cable should have 
either a hook or a loop on each end, never just a straight end. 

HOOKS can be placed in wire rope for the greatest ease of attaching to 
another length of cable or to a car or trze. Thehooks areavailablewith 
holes through which the cable is passed. The cable is then joined as described 
in succeeding paragraphs. 
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EYES can be made in the end of wire rope by splicing, but this is a 
very difficult and time consuming task. A much easier way is to use several 
U-bolts to secure the eye. 

An excellent compromise between the tremendous strength of a spliced 
eye and the speed of making an eye with U-bolts is a folded eye. It is made 
by unlaying the end of the wire rope into two strands approximately equal in 
size. As the cable is unlayed it retains its form, leaving a channel where 
theotierhalfhadbeen. Unlay the cable for about three feet, then fold the 
ends around in opposite directions to form an eye. Carefully lay the strands 
back together again to complete the eye, then clamp the rfm&ing pigtail of 
flmble with a U-bolt. (See illustration,) 

A hook can be placed in this Qpe of eye by threading the two strands 
through the hole in the hook from opposite directions before rejoining the 
two halves. 

Short sections of wire cable, perhaps 8 feet (2.5 meters) to 15 feet 
(4.5 meters) in length, are much more valuable when traveling in convoy tnan 
asinglegreatlength. 
stored. 

They save handling unneeded cable and can be readily 

TO JOIN LOOPS in the ends of cables which have no hooks, put one loop 
tl-mugh theother andthen secure itwithaheavyrcd suchas atireiron, 
jack handle, wrench or some other convenient item. As long as a strain is 
maintained on the cable this joint will hold well. @ee illus+tration,) 

KINKED WIRE CAB~whichl~asbeenpulledti~twillbe~~weaker 
than the rest of the cable. Cut out the kinked section and make two shorter 
cables; there is no practical way of salvaging a kinked section of cable.,b 

6.03 Storage of Wire Rope 

Since wire rope is not very flexible, storage often becomes a problem. 
On soms cars the front bumper can be used for storage. On a band-Rover, for 
example,agreatlen@hofwirercpe canbewoundinafigure 8 around-the 
ends of the front bumper. 

If cable is stored on the front bumper, be sure that it cannot hang 
dawn and get snagged on a rock or scme other obstacle. The cable is very 
slxong, andcoulddo considerable damageto the carbeforethe vehicle stopped 
or the obstacle was torn away. 

rim. 
Wire rope can also be carried conveniently by wrapping around a wheel 

On cars where space is provided for more than one spare tire, this may 
be a useful way to carry cable. On a truck with flat sides, two wheels can 
beattached so that wire rope canbewrapped aroundthemin afiw 8. 

On a Land-,tiver, where the spare tire is carried on the hood, it 
is often canvenienttowinda short cable xroundthe sparetire. 

If the cable is not often needed in a Land-Rover station wagon, it 
can be wrapped around the backs of the rear seats, between the seats and the 
W&l.. 
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It is often convenient to carry cable on the cab roof. A I&$-& 
basket can be made from reinforcing rod to carry the cable, or a conventional 
cartop carrier-may serve the purpose. 

6.10 IypesofFiberRope 

Thetwobasictypes of rope are fiberrope andwire rope. The fiber 
ropes maybe subdivided into natural and synthetic fibers, Each offers 
distinct advantages for certain jobs. 

M?MLARoPEis thebestofthenatural fiberropes. The individual 
strands offiberarelongandstrong,makingaropewhich has greater strength 
and durability M hemp, jute, sisal, or other materials somzttis used for 
mPem The following chart illustrates the maximum breakingstrengthofmsnila 
rope as supplied by one manufacturer. 

Rope Diameter BreakingWren@ 

l/2 inch (12.5 mm.) 
5/8 inch (16 mm.) 

2,600 pounds (1,180 Kg.> 

3/4 inch (19 nnn.) 
4,400 pounds (2,000 Kg.) 
5,400 ponds 

1 inch (25.5 mm.) 
(2,450 Kg.) 

1 l/4 inch (31 ml.) 
9,000 punds (4,080 Kg.) 
13,500 pounds (6,120 Kg.> 

In actual service, a rope should not be stressed to bare than half of 
thebreakingslxength. Ifanemergencydictates that the ropemustbe stressed 
tonearthebreakingstren@h, it shouldberetiredfromstrenuous service 
becauseofthedangerthatitmaybreakwiththenextheavypull. Similarly, 
any rope that has been:Icnotted and pulled severely, so that the imprint of the 
knot remins intherope,shouldberetired. 

WHIPPINGTHEENDS ofarope is the process ofbindingthe fibers so 
that they donotfr3yattheend.s. If the fibers do start to fray, therope 
will soon unlay, or come unwound. This makes it very difficult to tie the 
endoftherope,andweakens it substantially sincethepullisnotequalon 
eachstrand. 

Aneasywaytowhip the ends offiberropeistowrapthemwithblack 
plastic electrical tape. A better way is to use a piece of light string as 
described in the following steps: (See illustration.) 

1. Leave a few inches (cm.) of string hanging over the end of the rope and lay 
the string along tie rope from the end back about two inches (5 cm.). Hold 
it with the thumb of the left hand while supporting the rope in the palm of 
the hand. 

2. Pull the min part of the string back beside the first strand, leaving a 
loop which is held by the thumb of tie left hand. 

3. Starting about aninch (2.5 can.) from-the endofthe rope,beginwinding the 
St??ingarOUndtherOpe, Sp.ir&ngtcrward Lr?e left thumb. 

4. Whenthewrappinghas nearlyreachedthe loop, cut the string andpass 
the end of the spiral -UUCU& the loop. 

, 
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5. Pull on the free end of the string which was left hanging in step 1. 
This will draw the other endunderthewrapping. When the end is about 
halfway into the wrapping, cut off both ends of the string and trim the 
rope to comple.te the job. 

Braided rope, such as clothesline, can be prevented from fraying by 
dipping the end in varnish or lacquer. 

SPLICING an eye into the endofthe rope is not difficult, andmakes a 
permanent loop at the end for attaching the rcpe to a car, tree, or whatever 
is needed. While splicing is not a hard job, it requires practice and is 
beyond the scope of this book. One of the best ways to learn splicing is 
from a sailor or fisherman. 

STORAGE of natural fiber ropes should be in a place where they can get 
ventilation to prevent rot frcan moisture. Natural fiber rope should be dried 
before storing if it is damp or wet. 

6.l.l Synthetic Fiber Ropes 

Asarepla canent for natural fiber ropes to be used for the same purposes, 
synthetic fiber ropes have become very popular. They are sting and light, and 
resist rot. They can be used with a capstan win&, for towing, and similar 
purposes. 

NYLON ROPE was one of the first successful synthetic fiber ropes. 
Nylon makes a very strong rope with some stretch which can take up the shock 
of towing a disabled vehicle. The cost of nylon rope is higher than manila, 
but it lasts longer and is less subject to abuse. It will float, and does 
not rot. 

POLWROPYIENE ROPE has recently become available in large sizes. It 
is stronger than nylon or m&a, and so light that it will float, but it 
does not have as much stretch as nylon. The initial cost is about the same 
as manila. It is an excellent all-purpose rope for towing, anchoring, 
win-, andotherheavyuse. It is also available in small diamaters for 
securing a load in a tru& and similar purposes. Eventhe very smalldiarreters 
will hold 500 to 1,000 pounds (225 to 450 KG). 

WHIPPING THE ENDS of synthetic rope is easily done .with heat. Si@Y 
put the endofthercpe inafla~,orpress it againstahotemberfroma 
woodorcoalfire. The heat will fuse the fibers together. 

SPLICINGANEYE in synthetic fiberropeis just as useful as with 
natw?alfibers. The only difference is that a longer splice is needed 
because the fibers are more slippery than manila. Small diamsters of 
synthetic rope are usually braided and cannot be spliced by ordinary methods; 
an eye must be tied in the end. 
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6.12 Knots for Fiber Rope 

One of the great advantages of fiber rope over wir?e rope is that it 
can be easily tied in knots. 
winching is -the bowline. 

Probably the nxxt useful la?ot for towing and 
This is for several reasons: it cannot jam, and 

no matter how hard it may be stressed it can be easily opened; it will not 
slip, and cannot slide up to make a smaller eye under strain; it can be used 
to join a rope to another rope or to an object such as a car or tree. 

As withanylu~ot, the onlywaytobeccxne familiarwith it is through 
practice. Take a small piece of rope and tie this knot over and over again 
until it beccmss second nature, and it loses its mystery. 

To tie abowline, follmthe accompanying diagrams andrememberthe 
little story that has helped novices learn -this most useful knot for cen- 
turies: Wnce upon a time there was a snake who lived in ahole near a tree. 
One day the snake awoke inhis hole anddecidedto seewhatwas going on 
outside. He stuck his head out of the hole, went around the tree, and, 
seeing nothing that interested him, went back dcwn into his hole." The 
standing endofthe rope is the tree; the free end is the snake. 

SQUARE KNOTS should never be used to join two ropes for towing, since 
pu~~wil.1 jam them so tightly that they cannot be untied without damaging 

. 

TO JOIN TWO ROPES for towing, tie a bowline in the end of one rope, 
then tie an interlockingbawline in the other. In similar fashion, abowline 
can be used to join fiber rope to wire rope, chain, or soxz other object. 

If a fiber rope is tied to a sharp-edged object such as a spring 
shackle or car bumper, it should be protected with a layer of rags, a piece 
of old tire, a piece of hose or some other padding. If a rope is to be used 
for this type of service as a regular thing, such as the end of a winch cable, 
it is preferable to attachashortlengthof chain-to-the endoftherope, and 
ahookontheendofthe chain. The chain will make it possible to connect to 
any sharp-edged object without cutting. 

IWING with a fiber rope is more satisfactory than with wire ro$ or 
chinbecauseofthe stretch. This same advantage, hawever, means that the 
loadmustbe applied gradually if the rope is nottobebroken. This is not 
a serious problemwith a winch, where drum speed is very low, but it should 
be remembered when towing a derelict or extricating a stuck vehicle. 

6.20 CHAIN - - 

Chain offers greater ease of handling than wire rope, and greater 
strengththanfiberrope. It is easy to handle and does not get kinked or 
jarrnnedeasily. It can be wrapped around an axle or bumper without damage, 
since the n&al links will not be cut by sharp edges. 

The principal disadvantages of chainare its heavyweightandthe 
difficulty of joining one piece to another. It is also subject to rust. 
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6.21 ~Toining Chain 

Since it is difficult or impossible to tie knots in chain, other methods 
must be used to join pieces together, The mst convenient is to have a hook 
at each end of the chaia. 
slipover links or the 

Hooks can be either the wide-xmuth type which will 
narrow-muth type, somtirres called snatch hooks, which 

are only wide enough to hold one link and will not slip over the next link. 
The snatch hook is often easier to get unfastened after towing or winching, 
sincethehookdoes notslipunderthecarto -the axleorotherpointof 
attachmnt. 

Chain can be joined to a piece of wire rope to provide a tm cable of 
greater value than either element used alone. The ends should be made of 
short pieces of chain, perhaps three feet long, with a hook at the end. The 
rain body of the tow cable should be made of wire rope. It is not possible 
to use chain on a capstan winch, Sime friction with the turning capstan would 
be insufficienttopullthe chain. While it would theoretically be possible 
to use chainonadrmwinch, thebulkwouldbemuchtoogreat. The combination 
of chain and wire rope overcomes these disadvantages. 

6.22 Storage of Chain 

Chain, since it is very flexible, is easier to store than wixe mpe. 
Since it cannot rot, it avoids me of the big problems of natur& fiber rope. 

Chain can be mied in a cloth bag under the seat of a car, or in a 
toolbox of the type that many 4KO cars have under the front seat. 

If a spare tire is carried on the hood, such as is often done with the 
Land-Rover, chain cdn be carried in the depression at the center of the wheel. 
This should not be done in areas where the car is likeiy to capsize, since the - 
chain will be needed after capsizing and my be under the car. 

6.23 Repairs 

lhe mst satisfactory way to repair chain is by welding. A link is cut 
openandspreadenoughtoadmittheotherendoftie broken portion, then 
closed and welded. 

Split links are also available at very little cost for chain repairs. 
These are similar in appearance to regular links, except that they have been 
split lengthwise so that they wn be opened. 

Aboltcanbe used to connecttheends ofabmkenchain,butlhe end 
pmductwillnotbe as stmngas a sectionof unbroken chain. 

Probably then-ost cxmmn way of repairing chain is with a piece of wire 
passed through the ends of i;le two parts as many tin-es as pmctical. While 
this my serve as a field expedient, it should not be regarded as a permanent 
repair. 
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Selecting A Winch 

CAPSTAN WINCH 
Fibermpeis wrapped around the 
tUTIS. Rope is stored elsewhere 
on the winch. 

drum3or4 
when not in use 

DRUM TYPE WINCH 
Wire cable is attached to the drum at one end. 
Cable is carried on the drum when not in use. 

BASIC TYPES OF WINCHES 
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6.30 THE WINa 

The winch is probably the most useful single accessory item on a car 
usecl in difficult terrain. Where a car must normally depend on the traction 
of its wheels, the winch makes it possible to move the car without any 
traction whatever frxn the wheels. 

Virtually any 4Wb vehicle can be fitted with a winch on the front end. 
Many can also be provided with a winch at the rear for special purposes. 

s While awinchdoes representamajor invesinxent, it shouldbc membered 
that it can be transferred to another car at some later date when the present 
vehicle is no longer useful. 

6.31 Selecting a Winch 

Many manufacturer., :,ffer only one model of winch for a given vehicle. 
This -ves the necessity for making a choice. In cases where several types 
are offered, the following points should be considered: 

A WORM GEAR in the drive train of the winch will keep it from slipping 
backward when power is mved. The worm gear is usually used to drive the 
endofthe cbumonwhich tie cable is wound. It consists of a threaded shaft 
similar to a very large bolt, which is turned by the power source. The threads 
engageteethinacirculargeararoundthe endofthe cable drum. When-the 
threaded shaft turns, the gear teeth are slcx+~ly "screwed" around to turn the 
drum. 

TWOBASICTYPES ofwinchare incomrnonuse. The drymwinchhas a 
rotating drumtowhichone endofthe cable is attached. As the drumturns 
itwinds up the cablelikeaspoolof thread. The capstan winch also has a 
rotating drum, but the rope is not attached. A few turns of fiber rope are 
made aroundthe slowly turningdrum,or capstan, and the free endheldby 
the operator. Pulling on the free end increases the friction on the drum, 
and the rope begins to move toward the operator. In -use, the other end of 
the rope is attached to a tree or other fixed object. As the operator pulls 
the f-end, the rope is woundalongby the drumandpulls the car ahead. 

The drumwinchis themxepopulararrangement, since it needs no 
attendant to hold the free end as a capstan winch does, and tie cable is 
stored on the drum, eliminating the problem of where to keep it. A drum 
win&genemU.y useswirerope,whichis stronger and smallerthanthe fiber 
rope used on capstan winches. 

6.32 Ins- a Winch 

While it is possible to install a winch on a car in the field, it 
generallyrequires drilling the chassis andwelding. For this reasonitis 
better to get the winch installed at the factory onsa new vehicle. A major 
exception is the electric winch, which has no mechanical link to the engine 
and can be bolted or welded to the franxz. of the car with little difficulty. 

In any event, the manufacturer of a winch will provide written 
instructions for installation if this is not done at the factory. 
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6.33 Winch Drive Systems 

There are several different systems by which the power of the vehicle's 
engine is supplied to the rotating drum of the winch. In many cases a single 
manufacturer will offer several different drive options. 

SHAFT DRIVE consists of a drive shaft from the front of the engine, 
usually off the same connection that drives the V-belt to the fan and generator. 
This shaft runs under the radiator to the front of tie car where the winch is 
mounted, andtheper continues through asmallgearboxand shiftingmech- 
an&n inthewin&housing, andthento the dmun. This type ofwinchis generally 
controlled from-the front of the car. 

~nmany cases the drive shaft comes fromthe front of tie car's gearbox, 
with a control handle in the cab rather than on the winch itself. Inthis case 
the shaft extends under or beside the engine to the winch location. This 
arrangement -has the advantage of being controlled from the driver's seat. 

The winch need not necessarily be munted on the front of the car, 
and when it is located at the rear the power generally c-s from the gearbox. 
Ashaftextends under-the rear of the car to tie winch. Any winch drive system 
which takes its pawer from the vehicle's transmission, and tis would include 
most large trucks, has tie advantage of being controlled by the driver from 
inside the cab. This arrangemzntis saferinthe event of abrokencable, and 
allows the driver to regulate engine speed to control the pull on the cable. 

iZDRA&IC WINES use a small hydraulic puqwhichis usually driven 
by the fan belt. This ptpnp is connected with hoses to a hydraulic motor in 
tne winch. This arrangement offers surprising power. The Land&over manual, 
for example, notes that the hydraulic winch fitted to that vehicle will move 
a fully loaded truclc across a dry qurface with its wheels locked. The 
hydraulic winch offers a built-in safety release to prevent overloading the 
system or the cable. It is controlled from the inside of the cab. 

EUXTRICWINCHES aregenerallyavailable fromsurplus sales houses, 
as well as fromequipmentmanufacturers. They are not generally installed 
by the car manufacturer, but are added later. The surplus types are made 
with special-purposenrotorstakenfrcrm 
Others are designed for tie purpose. 

ai.mr&t and adapted to drive the winch. 
Since they do not need a shaft to'the 

engine, they can be adapted to mst vehicles witi little effort, and are very 
easily irstalled. They are the easiest type to put on in the field, and to 
nr2vetoanewcar. Tney also offer the advantage of being operable when the 
engine is:,not running, such as when the car is stuck in deep water with the 
engine &Wned, as long as tie battery is in good condition. They do not 
usually have as much power as a shaft-driven orhydraulicwinch. 

-j.l Winch Cab& 6.34 

The goal in selecting winch cable is to use the smallest diamster that 
willnotbrealcunderthe strain. Heavy cable is not very flexible and tends 
tobindupontiewincndrum. Tnere is no sense to using cable that will 
hold~rethantAemaximumpul1whichcanbe exertedbythewinch. As an 
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example, the standard cable supplied on the Ford Bronco is a 5/16 inch (8 mm.) 
d.ianHer wire rope, 150 feet (45 meters) long. Uncoated plow steel rope of this 
size will hold more than 8000 pounds (3600 Kg.), certainly enough for a car 
whose gross weight is under 4000 pounds (1800 Kg.). (See section 6.01,) 

There is aconmrontendencyto assume thatthebigger awixeropeis, 
the better it is. This tendency should be avoided through realistic examina- 
tion of the statistics on the car's weight and the strength of the cable in 
question. 

6.40 USE OF THE WINCH 

Before discussing tie use of the winch in recovery operations, it is 
well to note that this versatile device is useful for a great many other 
things. 

In logging and bridge-building with logs, for example, the use of the 
winch cable makes it possible to haul logs out of areas where the car cannot 
go- The winch cable can ‘haul a log across a s-am from the other side, or 
across aswampthatwuldbe impassable for the car. 

The winch can be used for removing rotten logs from a bridge by 
liftingth~straightuptoloosenthe ends; then the carcanbebackedaway, 
towing the rotten log. 

In ?nwing a trailer, if the combined vehicle and trailer cannot get 
up a hill it is often possible to drive the car up alone, then haul the 
trailer up with the winch cable. 

A vehicle fitted with a winch can lift its awn front end for tire 
changes, service, and mounting tire chains in the field. Simply fasten the 
endofthewinchcableto anoverhangingtree branchandoperate thewinch 
until the front wheels are off the ground. 

Thewinchmybe usedto liftheavyloads fromatruckbyrunning the 
cable through a pulley in a tree and dawn to the heavy load. If the load is 
to be put on a truck, for example, lift it with the winch, drive the truck 
under it, and then lc~er it with the winch. To remove the load, lift it off 
with the winch and drive the truck out fn.m under it. (See illustration.) 

Iftheloadis very heavy, itmaydragthewinching carahead. In 
this event, secure the rear of the winching car to an anchor with a piece of 
cable. 

While a similar technique can be usedwithoutthe winch, simply backing 
up the EC to pull on the cable, much mire precise control is possible through 
the use of the winch with its slaw drum speed. 

To lift a load into or out of the vehicle on which the winch is mounted 
is ~IKZXZ difficult, but is not impossible. Put a pulley straight ahead of the 
car on a tree or son-u2 other anchor, and another pulley above the car. Runthe 
winchcabletotheloadandbackupthe car, The load will rise; if it does not 
rise enougn,windup thewinch; if it risestoomuch, pay outthewinch. When 
the load is over the body of the vehicle, pay out cable to let it down. Reverse 
the procedure to mve a VW heavy load. (See illusmtion,) 
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Where rxxe than one car is under the same ownership, it is often 
practical to fit only half of the vehicles with winches if they are to be sent 
out in pairs. Onewinchwillserve two carsnearly as well as if every car 
had its ownwinch. 

Since tie win& can be used in so many ways, it is well to experkt 
and practice with it in a safe environment before it is needed. A car that 
is bee deep in mud is not a practical place for experimenting, and in some 
cases, suc;h as a broken bridge, it will be necessary to use the winch quickly 
to avoid disaster. This is notagoodtinxe forafirsttrialof the winch. 

6.41 Anchoring the WinchCable 

The main purpose of a winch in recovery operations is to eliminate the 
need for wheel traction. It does this by making use of a fixed object, most 
conm~nlyatree orrock,as ananchor andpulling against it. Sin& the 
pulling force can be considerable, it is important to select the an&or with 
some care. It is surprising haw quickly the winch will rip out small trees 
and other insecure anchors. 

An anchor may be a tree, rock, fallen log, or any one of a number of 
sturdy fixed objects. It may also be another car, located on relatively 
bettergroundthanthe stuckcar. The anchor shouldbe as nearly inline 
with the direction inwhichthe car is to go as canbe arranged. If the 
anchor is off to one side, the car will be pulled in that direction, 

If there is no suitable anchor in fK>nti.of tile car, check behind. It 
may be possible to get out backward by rrunning tie cable under the chassis 
and out the back. 

Onlheroadwi~erethereis no treeorotheranchor straight-ahead-- 
or nearly straight ahead--a cable can be strung from one side of the road to 
the other across the road. Thewinch cable is thenconnectedtothemiddle 
of this rope. (See illustration.) 

A BOAT ANCHOR may seem out of place in many parts of tie world, but if 
trees are~t~~n,orhavebeenclearedfram~e roa&ide, aboatanchor 
works very well for a car. Simplycarrytieboatanchoraheadofthe car, 
running out the full'length of the winch cabie so that the lift will not pull 
the anchor upward out of the ground. Start the anchor into the groundby 
jumping on it, if necessary, although itwill sink itself into soft dirt or 
mud and n?ay disappear entirely in a swamp. When the winch is operated it will 
pull tkc anchor deeFr into the dirt until the car starts to move out. If the 
anchor is stuck and hard to renove after the car has been freed, wind th? winch 
cable onto the drum until the car is above the anchor, and it will then lift 
upward and out of the ground. 

The author has used a boat anchor with a great many curious stares and 
imnense success in extricating stuck vehicles from thick mud. 

A AJIZAIHUI is a type of anchor which provides great holding power, 
although somewhat difficult to build. In its simplest form, it is built in 
the following steps: 
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1. Dig a narrow trench in the middle of the road some distance in front of 
the stuck car. It need be wide enough only to hold the winch cable. It 
should be about eight feet (2.5 meters) or ten feet (3 meters) long, with 
the endnearer the cartaperedupto groundlevel, and the far end perhaps 

a foot (30 cm> deep. 

2. Dig a wider trench perpendicular to the first one to a depth of about a 
foot (30 cm.>. It should be wide enough to hold a log, and perhaps four 
feet (later) long. 

3. Cut a log of Suitable size to fit in the trench dug in step 2, ald pu-t: the 
winch cable around .the center of it. Drop it into the hole. 

4. When the winch cable is taken up, the deadmn will press against the sides 
of the trench, forming an anchor. 
to dig deeper or use a longer log. 

In very soft ground it may be necessary 

Adeadman canbe a semi-permment installation in asp&in the road 
which for one reason or another cannot be repaired and at which cars can expect 
to be stuck. The deadmn is built and buried so that a car can drive over it. 

. A short length of cable is attached to the log and left sticking out of the 
ground where tile m's winch cable can be attached to it. An installation 
of this type at the top of a difficult hill, for example, can save a great deal 
of frus-bration and time. 

6.42 Win&ir~ Safety 

Wnen the winch cable has been successfully anchored, the actual 
recovery can begin. At this point i-t is well to remember the tremendous 
power exerted by the winch against tie cable and the anchop-often in excess 
of the weignt of the car. For this reason it is a good precaution to clear 
oriiookers from-the vicinity of the cable. If it should break, the winch 
cable will usually whip back under the frame of the car; the force is suffi- 
cient to cut off a leg. 

The au-r's caution in this regard was repaid on one occasion when a 
winch cable, heavily loaded, broke off at the hook. The cable, recoiling back 
under the truck, cut through a heavy tire, destiying it. Onlookers bdbeen 
cleared from the area, however, and nobody was injured. 

The operator should also be mindful of what would happen to the car 
if the cable broke or the anchor were dislodged. Would the car be dropped 
into a dangerous predicament ? Would it be released and fall back into a 
river? Would it capsize? 

Although a broken cable is of no use no matter where it is broken, it 
should be noted that the most comn place forfa winch cable to break is at 
akinkorwhere it joins thehookor chainatthe end. Anybendinawh 
rope produces a weak spot which is usually the first to break. 

6.43 Winding In the Winch Cable 

Assumirq; that the anchor holds and the cable does not break, the cable 
willbewoundinand the carwillbe freed. Tne cable, as long as it is under 
stmin, will usually wind flat on the drum without lumps or kinks. 
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When there is no load, after the vehicle has been pulled free, it is 
best to have an attendant see that thecable is wound neatly on the drum. If 
snarls and tangles do develop in the rope on the drum, they are often very 
difficult to mve. Onemethod is to attach the endof tnewinch cable to a 
tree!and back away, keeping tension on the cable and letting the drum turn 
freely so that the cable can pay out. Sometimes it is necessary, even with 
this method, to have an assistant with a ctibar or tire iron to help free 
the snarled cable. 

When tie winch is not in use, set the controls so that the drum will 
not spin freely, causing tangles. Sorretimes it will be necessary to secure 
the end of the cable with a piece of heavy cord or l'bailing wire." 

6.44 BlockandTackle 

Inordertoincreasethe pawerofawinch, ablock and tackle canbe 
used. With sudh an arrangement, it is possible for a relatively small vehicle 
tomvc amuch largeronewkichis s-tuck. Bear in mind, however, that a great 
deal of cable will be needed, and the pulley blo&s should be very sturdy. 

Similarly, a large single pulley can be used to change the direction 
of pull exertedbythewinch. Thepulleycan, for example, be hung inatree 
and the winch cable run through it to a stuck vehicle to exert an upward lift. 
pulleys made for the purpose are available. They have hooks which swivel to 
the side, making it possible to drop the cable into tie wheel without having 
topullthe&olelengthofthe cable mugh. 

6.50 RECOVFJ?YWIlBAWINCH 

The two principal uses of a.winch are for the recovery of the vehicle 
upon which the winch is mounted'or for the salvage of another vehicle. In 
this unit the fomris covered. 

ROCKYGROUNDp;resents agreathazardto avehicle. Ifacaris stuck 
in a rocky area and the win& rrrustbe used to pill it free, the operator 
must be certain that when the car llloves forward it will not rip open the oil 
pan,diffential,bralce line, transmission housing,, or someotherpart of 
the car. 

MUDDY GROUNDor lightsnow &es notpresent-thesamehazardasrocks. 
Ingenekd it is safetopullthe car frommudor snaw, since the usual cause 
of getting stuck in wd or SIIOW is loss of traction. The winch, not needing 
any traction, overcc~~~s this difficulty and canmove the car. The 0rJy excep- 
tion is md or snow so deep that it is over the front of the car, in which case 
the winch may be overloaded by having to move all the accumulated crud or; snow. 
In +zt event it will be necessary to dig out some of the mud or SIXJW first. 

WHEEL TMCTIONcan s-times be added to the pcrwer of the winch to 
obtain extra pull to move the car, but in general this is not good practice. 
The winch should have sufficient pawer to rry3ve even a heavily loaded vehicle 
without assistance. If tie wheels are used, when they get traction the vehicle 
wi.ll.~~love aheadandoveMzln the cable. This willfoulthe cable on the drum 
or tangle it under the chassis and in the wheels. It is much better to let 
thewin&dothework,pullingthe caroutandkeeping the cabletighton the 
drum so that it winds evenly. 
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6.51 Winching from a Bridge 

Usually the pat force of the winch will be enough to nave a car whose 
tires have becone wedged in a log bridge, or which is hung up on the chassis 
on the logs. No special methods are needed. 

In some cases it may be useful to get an upward lift at the front of 
the car to pull the tires out of the slot between logs. To do this, attach 
thewinch cable ashighas possible ina ?ree aheadofthe car. The pull 
on the cable will then be upward, tending to lift the front of the car. If 
ft?ere is no tree in front of the car, anchor the winch hook in accordance 
with section 6.41, and put a sturdy four foot long forked stick under the 
cablenearthe oar. As the winch takes up the slack, the stick will be 
wedged between the cable and the ground, and the ;ar will attempt to climb 
up the cable and, therefore, up the stick. 

6.52 Removing a Log Under the Car 

A frequent cause of getting stuck is running the car onto a log or 
stick buried in mud where it cannot be seen. The car gets hung up on the 
log and omnot n-me ahead. Occasionally the same difficulty is encountered 
in a bridge made of many small sticks: one will come loose and catch the 
chassis of the car. 

To r?emxe the log or stick from under the car, assuming that the car 
cannot be pulled free, thewinchrrmstbe usedwith apulleyto change the 
direction of the cable. 

First, determine which way the log can be pulled out. For this 
example, assures that it can be removed from the front of the car; the same 
principles apply whether it is to a side or the rear. 

Using a tow cable, attach the rear of -the car to a tree or some suit- 
able anchor so the car cannot move forward. Fasten a large towing pulley 
such as that discussed in section 6.44 to a -tree or other anchor in front of 
the car. 
is 

Run the winch cable through this pulley and back to the log. When pcrwer 
applied to the winch, it will take up the slack and then try to move the car 

forward, with the log as an anchor. Since therearof tie car is fastened, 
however, the winch will pullout the log. The operator ut be careful not 
to damage the underframe of the car. Sometimes it may be necessary to -jack 
up tie vehicle before starting the operation. 

6.53 meringwith the Winch 

In the same way that the winch overxxm2s the net- ' ?LI traction in 
rrroving the car forward, it can be used to replace whec>;i traction in slowing 
the car or halting it. On a very steep hill with a poor bridge at the bottcxn, 
for example, it will be necessary to stop the car at the edge of the bridge. 
If a slick road surface makes this impossible, the winch can be used. 

Before descending the hill, run the winch cable under the chassis and 
Out the back of the vehicle to an anchor. Engage the drum in reverse. Put 
tie transmission for the wheels in neutral so that no pcrwer will be applied 
to them. Run the engine and engage the clutch to pay out cable, letting -the 
cardamthehill. Disengage the clutch to stop paying out cable, and the 
car will stop securely. 
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6.60 USING THEi WINCH FOR SALVAGE 

The basic principles of recovery of a vehicle with its own winch also 
apply to the use of a winch to salvage another vehicle. The basic difference 
is that the caruponwhich thewinchis rrrauntedmustbe regardedas an anchor 
as far as the stuck car is concerned. In many cases the friction of the winch 
car's tires against the ground will not be enough to keep it from sliding 
ahead when the winch is operated. In that event it will be necessary to 
anchorthewinching carwith acableto the rear end. 

WHEEL TRACTION, as described in section 6.50, should not be used when 
salvaginganothercarwiththewinch. There is a great danger that the stuck 
car, once free, will become tangled in the winch cable. An operator who has 
once had to free a j-d winch cable from the axle of a vehicle will not try 
itagain: it. l;lay be necessary to cut the cable to get it out of the axle. 

ATTACH THE CM& carefully to the stuck vehicle. The winch experts a 
tremendous murltof pressure, and will easily fold up a conventional bumper. 
If the carhas notowinghitch,attachthewinchcabletothe axlehousing, 
a spring shackle, or the chassis itself. 

6.61 Salv~ing a Capsized Vehicle 

To right a vehicle which has capsized, the pull on the winch cable must 
con-us from tie chassis side of the tipped car. This will tend to roll the car 
over onto its wheels. If the winch cannot be placed in a suitable location, 
use a pulley to direct the pull in the right direction. 

Pass the cable over the derelict and attach it as low as possible on 
the other side. 
left side. 

Assme, for example, that the car has rolled over on she 
The winch cable will come over the chassis, which is now vertical, 

and acI?oss the right side of the car, now on the top. It will then go down 
the top of the car to the ground. Dig a small hole until the cable can be 
passedthroughthe cabwindaw,andattach it to scme sturdy part of the 
vehicle. If the window frame itself, or the door pillar, does not seem 
StYmg eJIOugh, Cut a3-fCd (1 Dieter) section of log to use for a brace across the 
windcwandattach the cable to that. If possible, pass the cable under the 
left side and attach it to the chassis. 

When the winch cable is tightened the p!rll will tend to turn the car 
over onto its wheels. 

IN SLICK NJD or snow, the derelict may tend to slide along on its s! rle 
without standing up. This can be counteracted by runnh a cable under the 
car from the chassis to a tree on the opposite side from the winch. With the 
bottom of the car anchored to the tree, the winch will be able to exert enough 
force on the top to right the car. 

6.62 Salvaging a Car from Water 

Since water helps to support much of the weight of a submerged car, it 
can be of great assistance 2n helping to right a capsized vehicle. Before 
attempting to mve a car forward when it has capsized under water, it is 
therefore advisable to right it. i-fowthis is donewill dependuponthe 
situation, but the basic principle is the same as that described in section 
6.63. above. 
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Once the car has been righted and can roll on its wheels under water, 
/I thewinch cable canbe attached to the frontorrearof the car and it can 

be pulled out. If the river bank is steep or soft, it may be useful to run 
thewinch cable through a pulley inatreeto get an upwardpullas the car 
rmves ahead. 

In tie case of a car which has capsized in water with a rocky bottom, 
where the car could be damaged if it were towed, it should be floated free. 
See section 5.01. 

6.70 TOWING A iXXlXCC'r 

So many of the things that pertain to winching also are useful for 
t&.ng that the two 'have been grouped together here. In this section are 
considered the problems of roving a car which is incapable of self propulsion, 
This assumes that the car is not stuck .'i mud or some other obstacle, and 
would be free to move if it were not ~chanically damaged. 

AN OLD TIRE is a great asset-in towing. It takes up the shocks of 
starting, and softens the load on the tcw cabie, if one is used, A-tire 
can be used by itself or in combination with a conventional tow cable. 

One of the best ways to tow a derelict, and also one of the safest, 
is by connecting the rear of the towing car to tile front of tile derelict 
with a tire. Tie the tire tightly to each car so that there is no slack. 
-When the towing car moves ahead, the tire wiU.,give slightly and then start 
to pull the derelict. The great advantage is that the tire will also cushion 
the shock of stopping the derelict. If it Las no brakes, the tire will serve 
to slm it at the same rate as the towing car, preventing dan-age to either 
vehicle. 

Acarwithno brakes should onlybetowedwith arigidtowing connec- 
tion such as a tire. If a cable is used, tie derelict will not be able to 
sI;op going dcMnhil1, andwillcrash into the rearof thetawing car. 

A PUSHER X#RD can be very useful on a car that is often used to 
retrieve derelicts, such as a garage taw-truck. This is nothing mxe than 
a wide heavy board or piece of metal, perhaps a foot (30 a.) in width and as long 
as the carbumper. It is ixxnted in place of the front bumper, and provides 
a convenient way to push a derelict. It is not a good idea to push a car over 
a long distance, however, since the driver of the pushing vehicle cannot see 
well. This is especially true in alas with poor roads, where the driver 
of the derelict is likely to be pushed against his will into a swamp, snowbank, 
or rotten bridge. 

6.71 Attaching theTow Cable 

The point where the tow cable is to be attached to a car should be 
carefully selected, since the pull will be enough to cause damage to bumpers 
andotherlightweightparts. Towing houks can be obt&ed as options on 
virtually all 4W0 cars, and are a worthwhile investtxuant in areas where towti% 
is often needed, or where a car is iikely to get stuck and need to be pulled 
free. If tie derelict has no towing hooks, attach the tow cable to a spring 
shackle, axle or chassis. 
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When a tow cable is to be used, as distinct from a tightly tied tire 
or a push board, a long cable is preferable to a short one. H long czible 
allows the driver of the derelict to see the obstacles krediately in front 
of nit-n and steer away from them, and it gives 'him time to stop his car when 
the towing car stops. Witn a short cable the dexlict my hit the rear of 
the towing car if the driver does not have enough time to react and stop. 

6.72 Over-corkg Mechanical i)rag 

If a derelict is to be towed, the wheels must turn freely. If they 
are locked to the engine through the drive train, it will be impossible to 
tow the car at all. 

kim this mechanical drag is overcon-e depends upon what part of the 
derelict is damaged. 

ENGINE lAMAGE canbe most easily overcome. Put-the gearshiftin 
neutral and release the parking brake, and the car will be free to roll. 

GEARBOX lJAMAGE.may or may not jam the gears. If the gears are not 
janxxd, put the car in neutral and the wheels should turn freely. If the' 
gears are j-d, try to free the transfer case and put it in neutral. This 
will also free the wheels so that they can turn. If the transfer case has 
been damaged, it will be necessary to unbolt and rerrove the propeller shafts 
running to the differentials. This must be done in such a way that a stub 
end will not be left on the differential to cause damage as it turns. 

iXFFERE&TIAL DAP&GE, even to the outside casing, may jam the gears 
inside so that they will not turn. If this happens, the drive shafts must 
be taken out of the axle housing, at least on one side and maybe on both 
sides. (This can only be done with a..fully floating axle, where the axle 
shaft does not fasten the wheel to the car.) If the front end differential 
is damaged and tie car has hub locks which are used to free the front wheels 
on good roads, unlocking them will free the wheels from the differential. 
It may then be possible to drive the derelict on the rear wheels; in any 
event it will be pxkble to tow it. 

6.80 TOWINGATRAULR 

A trailer offers a great many advan%ges when used in combination with 
a sturdy towing vehicle. Atrailercannearly double the capacity of a truck 
at exkermzly 3x4 expense. Special services can be provided by a trailer 
without the need to tie up a vehicle on a permanent basis. Examples are fire 
fighting equipment, road service facilities, and educational and denrxxstration 
projects. Several such trailers can be prepared at tierate cost and be towed 
by the same vehicle as needed. 

As a fire engine, for example, a trailer can be equipped with a water 
tank, a pump driven by a s&l gasoline engine, and some hose. In an urgency, 
the trailer can be quickly hitched to the tow car and taken to the scene of 
thefire. 

As a service trailer, the unit might include a combination welder and 
power generator driven by a gas engine, together with cabinets for tools and 
equipmmt for emrgency road service. 
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An educational trailer might include motion picture or slide pmjec- 
tars, book-s, and other materials. Or it migtlt have samples of agricultural 
or other self-improvement projects arranged in a suitable display. Su& a 
trailer can be towed to a village and left there for a time for study, then 
roved to the next site. 

A trailer is impractical in areas where roads are nearly impassable 
for the towing car, since it reduces maneuveraG.lity. In general, if a towing 
car can pass a given area without great difficulty involving a lot of backing 
and jockeying, it should be p.cssjble to pull a trailer. 

If tiere are short sections which are very difficult to pass, SU&I as 
deep swamps or steep slick hills, it may be possible to send the tow car 
through first and then pull the trailer across with a winch or tow cable. 

In exb?errrely difficult areas, it is often possible to pull a trailer 
with a crawler tractor. The author has made a great many trips over distances 
of up to 50 miles with a trailer behind a Caterpillar tractor when seasonal 
rain made roads nearly impassable. 

'EiE (XAEUXIti RULE of trailer operation is that absolutely nobody must 
ever be allowed to ride in tie trailer when it is pulled by a car. (The only 
possible exception is when the trailer is pulled by a crawler tractor, due 
to its slc~ speed,) Trailers are subject to jackknifing on steep downward 
slopes, to becoming unhitched, to rolling over, and all sorts of other diffi- 
culties onbadroads. 
atrailer. 

In many countries it is illegal to carry passengers in 
Allcwing a person to ride in the trailer is inviting disaster. 

6.81 Trailer Hitches 

The first consideration in operating with a trailer is how to hitch it 
to the towing vehicle. There are a great many types of hitches available, but 
the r.x>st satisfactory for a four wheel drive vehicle is a ball hitch bolted or 
welded to the chassis. Such iWns as bumper hitches, axle hitches and frame 
hitches are intended for use on passenger sedans towing house trailers on 
gcdmads. 

&XI-E large trailers are towed with a bracket and pin hitch. The towing 
vehiclehas apininatowinghitchatthe rear, andthis pindrops througha 
hold in a flat plate at the tit of the trailer towing arm. While such a 
hitch is strong, it cannot turn as the car and trailer are twisted by the 
md, and may break under the strain. (See illustration.) 

A mxiification is the -type of hitch in which the eye on the trailer 
is munted on a sturdy swivel so tit it can turn. This type of hitch is some- 
times seen on heavy road construction equipment, such as air compressors mounted 
on their own trailers. It oerccmes the twist problem, but is noisier than 
aballhitdhbecause thetrailertowing plate or ring has some free rfovemsnt 
on the towing car"s pin. (See ilLMrwt.ion.) 

For a mxlerate size trailer a ball hitch is by far the best arrangement, 
combining ease and security with the abi.liQ to swivel and twist freely. 

SAFETY (ZHAINS are required by law in many countries, and are. a practical 
necessity regardless of legal specifications. Tko safety d-aim should be 
attachedto the front of thetowingarrnof the trailer, son&ims rsferrei to 
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as the tongue. These two chains should be crossed under the hitch and joined 
to the towing car. Thus arranged, the chains will cradle the hitch if it 
breaks andwillkeep thetrailerf~mdraggingonthe ground. The chains, if 
not crossed under the itit&, would simply attach the trailer; if the hitch 
broke the trailer tongue would fall to the ground and be dragged along by the 
. - CLUE until it met an obstacle which would either break the chains or rip 

them out of the back of the car. 

TRAILEX BRAKES should be provided to assist the titch in stopping the 
trailer if it weights 1500 pounds (675 Kg.) or IKUX, fully loaded. The brakes 
may bemanual or automatic, and in nxxt cases the manufacturer can supply a 
br)eakawayswitchtothatifthehitdhbrealcs the tilerbrakeswillbe 
applied automatically. 

6.82 Towing a Trailer 

The first step in towing a trailer is the loading, which must be care- 
fully done to avoid overloading any part of the combined tow car and trailer. 
Theloadshouldbebalancedonthe trailer so thatthetongue presses d-ward 
with a weight of about ten per cent of the whole trailer. If the gt-0ss weight 
of the trailer is 1500 pounds (675 Kg.), then the tongue weight on the tow car 
should be about 150 pounds (67 Kg.). 

If the tongue weight is too great, it will put too much load on tie 
towing car; if it is too light, or if the tongue rides up witi the trailer 
weight all at the rear, it will lift up and may jump off the hit&. 

fikCKlXG UP is the nrxat difficult part of trailer operation for most 
drivers to learn. There is no way to learn this procedure from a book, except 
torememberthatthe front wheels mustbeturnedinwhat seems to be the wrong 
direction to turn the trailer when backing. The only answeristotake the 
vehicle witi tie trailer into a relatively unobstructed area and try it a few 
tim33. (See illustration.) 

GOING FORWAFQ is no trouble at all with a trailer. Just keep in mind 
that additional weight and length, particularly on a bridge or when m&ng a 
tight turn. 

JACKlQiIFING is the term used to describe the "folding up" of a trailer 
and tow car when the trailer overruns tie tow car and spins around beside it. 
This sarrr3tizs happens on a hill, where the trailer, without brakes, will 
slide tibeside the oar andtwistarounduntil therearof-thetraileris 
beside the oab door of the car. If this happx~ suddenly, tie trailer tongue, 
hit& or body, or the tow car body or hitch, may be badly damaged by the -ct. 

It may also happen if the towing vehicle is suddenly braked to a stop, 
or hits s-thing and'stops quickly. The inertia of the trailer will carry it 
ahead, and it will jackknife to the side. 

Jackknifing in its early stages can be halted in some oases by speeding 
upthetowoar. This will..s~~p thetrailer back behind the car, and another 
effort can be made to stop the two vehicles. It may also help to steer the 
oar away from tie side on whidh the trailer is jackknifing: if the trailer 
is czuming around to the right side, swerve to the left to get'.+&e hitch in 
front of the center of gravity of the trailer. 
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Jackknifing is one of the best argumnts for separate brakes on the 
trailer, since tiler brakes will generally prevent this trouble. 

A FLAT TIRE on a trailer is often hard to detect, especially on a bad 
mad where the tiler wanders a lot even with g;ood tires. For this reason 
it is a good idea to get out and look at the trailer tires periodically. Some - 
trailers have skids under the axle to support the weight of the trailer in the 
event of a flat tire, but these are not useful on poor roads because they get 
hmguponr&cs andinmud. 

6.83 Ektricating a Stuck Trailer 

Getting stuck with a trailer attached to the car can offer some special 
problems. In general the easiest way to get free is to unhitch the trailer 
and get the car out, then pull the trailer out with a tow cable or the vehicle's 
winch. 

If the trailer is stuck but the car is free, it is often possible to 
unhitch the car, mve it to a different angle of approach to the trailer, and 
hitch it on for another izy. The pullina differentdirectionmay free the 
stuck trailer. 

If a car is frequently used to pull a trailer in a difficult area, it is 
oftenworthwhiletoweldahallhitchto the fmntof-the car as well as the 
rear- The driver will find that there are many times when he can get the 
trailer out of a predicament if he can see what it is doing under strain. 
Vision of the trailer is greatly improved if it is attached to the front 
towing hitch. Putting the trailer in front of the car also makes it 
ezier to back the trailer into a smll or difficult spot. 

In general, all the suggestions given in sections 4.00 and 6.50 for 
extricating a stuck car will apply to the co&&x&ion of a car and trailer. 
The principal difference is that the trailer wheels are "dead weight," and 
cannot provide any mtive power, so all power must come from the towing. 
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7.00 FIELDEXPEDIENTS 

When a car fails on the road the first consideration is haw to get it 
running again. In + area where service facilities are few or nonexistent, 
this is a matter of using one's imagination to devise some way to get the 
machinery operating. This section is not concerned with the beauty of a 
repair, or even whether the manufacturer would approve the techniques; a field ' 
expedient is intendedonly as amans of getting the carmoving again. Once 
the vehicle has reached its home. base it can be repaired by ITKXX ConvenTional 
r~~thods and restored to its original condition. 

For convenience the section has been divided into units covering each 
major part of the car. 

There are many field expedients which need not be categorized: they 
apply to various parts of the vehicle. 

BOLTS, NUTS and otner parts can often be taken from other parts of the 
car if they are in short supply. If the flange on the propeller shaft comes 
apart and the bolts are lost, for example, replacements can be taken from the 
battery hold-down clamp, seat IIyluntings, bumper brackets, or other places where 
they d3?e not needed. 

WHEEL LUG NUTS ax occasionally lost in mud or snow. Even if an entire 
set is lost while &anging a tire, no great damage is done. Take one nut from 
each of the other wheels. Even two nuts per wheel will serve in a pinch. It 
maybepossibletotakenuts fromthe sparetire rrounting on some types of cars. 

ABIT OFOILto free astucknutor choke controlcanbetaken fromthe 
dipstick in the crankcase. Justpullup tie stickas thoughcheckingthe oil 
level, and a few drops of oil will run off it. 

A 'Y'ROZEN" WI' can stop progress on a field repair until it is removed. 
If there is dirt on-thethreads, &Lear it out with awirebrush,rag,or a 
piece of string wound around the bolt. If it is rusted on, apply a few drops 
of oil or Liquid Wrenoh, tap the nut witi a hamnu3r to work the lubricant into 
I52 space between the nut and the bolt, then mve -the nut. Heat will also 
help to free a frozen nut by expanding it slightly. The heat might come from 
aroadflare or the jackhandle whichhas been heated in a small fire. If 
CC else fails, greater leverage on the nut may be the answer, but it may 
also break off the bolt or stud. Try putting a piece of pipe on the wrench 
handle as anextension. 

SMIIW, BROKEN SPRINGS can be replaced witii a piece of old inner tube. 
This is an indispensable item in any toolbox that can be used for many purposes. 
It might rep:Lace the return spring on the accelerator pedal, for example. 

A WORK LIGHT at night can be easily made by taking out a parking light, 
socket and all, from a fender. Chop off enough wir32 with it to reach the 
battery. When the repair'has beenmade, put the light on the cab floor as a 
reminder to fix it when the car is back in the shop. 

SOLDERcanbe improvisedfromatoothpaste tube or any similar dis- 
&sable tube that is not plastic. (Although it seems unlikely that a stuck 
traveler needing solder would have a toothpaste tube with him, the Suggestion 
is included on the theory that it could happen.) 
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A COTTER PIN can be replaced by a short piece of wire if necessary. 
Ifacotterpinwas usedto secure anassembJ.y that was takenapart during 
repairs, be sure to replace the pin or to put something in its place, O-id-l- 
wise the nut, rod, or tihatever was secured by the pin, will work loose and fall 
off. Often a paper clip, safety pin, or nail will serve the purpose. 

KEEPING THUGS CLEAN is difficult but important in making field repairs. 
Nuts with dirt in them will not go on again, and dirt in a brake, gas, or oil 
line canbe areal disaster. Before starting to disassemble things, spread 
out a tarp, big rag, raincoat, seat cover or even a big leaf to hold the parts 
as they come off. Laying Ii-em out in the order in which they were roved will 
make assembly much easier. 

7.10 Capsizing and Submerging Accidents 

CAPSIZING ACCIDENTS are not com'coII in areas where roads are well r&n- 
tained, but becow quite routine in my parts of the world. Cars on frontier 
roads are usually going slowly when they tip over, so that no major body damage 
x-E%3ilts. Many r~chanical parts of the car are affected by capsizing, hmever, 
andshouldbe examinedbefore attempting-to r-e-start. The first problem, 
obviously, is to right the car; information on this procedure is presented in 
sectim 6.61. 

Xext, check for spillage of battery water, crankcase oil, radiator 
watts, fuel and brake fluid. Clean off spills and refill if necessary. If 
no serious damage has been done to the body of tile car, and if the engine 
looks normal, attempt to start the car. If it will not'operate, see the 
check lists in section 8.CO. 

After a SLJHEBGINGACCIDENT, there are other items to check. In 
general a car that has been submerged for a she-rt period m be savaged witi 
little tmuble. The prtiE consideration is whether water was taken into the 
engine. If water is drawn into the cylinders the pistons will attempt to 
canpmss it; water cannot be compressed, and the engine will burst open or 
the crank axms or shaft badly damaged,in the attempt. 

If the car,was submerged in salt water, wash it carefully with fresh 
water at the first opprturiity to avoid corrosion. 

It may be necessary to rxxove accumulated mud, silt or sand from the 
body and the chassis before further work can be done. 

After recovery and inspection for exterior damage, run through the 
foIlawing steps: 

1. Drain, flush and refill all fluids: gas, oil, brake fluid, trans- 
mission oil, differential oil, steering box oil, air cleaner oil, 
radiator, water, etc. 

2. Inspect the battery and replace if nece-qsary. In salt water it 
will have neen nearly short-circuited. Lhe electrolyte rray be 
contaminated by any submrsion. In general it is not practical 
to flush out and restore a battery if it has becow contaminated. 

3. Inspect electrical parts; dry or replace as needed. This would 
include starter, generator, voltage regulator, spark coil, dis- 
tributor, lamps, horn, connections on back of dashboard, etc. 
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4. Attempt to start the engine and move the car. If it does not 
function, see section 8.00 on check lists. 

7.20 Drive TrainExpedients 

CMTU-i SLIPPING may be due to oil on the clutch facing. Asatemporary 
remedy, block the plates apart by holding the pedal down with a stick over- 
night. Sorr&imes the oil can be burned out by slipping the clutch under load. 
It may be useful to blow a gritty type household cleanser such as Comet, Ajax, 
etc. into the clutch us&g a small 'hose inserted in the drain plug hole. 

A DRAGGING CLUl'm that will not allow gear-shifting is evidenced by the 
"grindingr~ of the gears even though the clutch pedal is pressed down. It may 
be possible to get home in one gear, .ilsually second, by engaging the gear with 
the engine stopped and then starting the engine. 

It is quite possible to drive without the clutch after starting the 
engine with the transmission in first gear. To shift up to a higher gear, hold 
the gearshift lightly and press it toward neutral. When the engine speedmatches 
the road speed the gears will be spinning at the S~UIE speed and the transmission 
will drop into neutral without effort. Slow the engine to match road speed 
in the next higner gear and gently press the gearshift into the higher gear 
while using the accelerator to find the right engine speed. Thesameprc- 
cedure will work in reverse order to shift to a lower gear. 

OLD LAND ROVERS have ahabit of hopping out of lcrw range under load if 
tiey are not properly adjusted. To solve the problem temporarily, drop a 
large rock intc the space between the transfer case lever and the toeboard of 
the cab. 

7.30 Steering System Expedients 

Minor steering problems do not require field ‘expedients, since the car 
cm still be controlled. 

BALL JOINT failure is fairly commoninxoughuse. The joints at the 
ends of the tie rods come apart due to wear, rusting, or abrasive road 
materials intie joint. All of these should be detected in regular inspection. 
If they are not, the front wheels will either be free of each other or of the 
steering system. To repair, fit the ball back into the socket, jacking the 
wheels if necessary to get free mvae.nt. Then secure the joint with baling 
wire; the patch shotidbe checkedperi&&llyontiewayhome. 

BENTTIE RODSmaybe causedbyhi-ttingastumporrock, andmay throw 
the front wheels out of alignrrr?,nt so badly that the car cannot proceed. 
Straightentiebentrodas rnuchas possible by tying it to a tree and backing 
up, or possibly by using the jack or the winch for power. 

A I CRANK ARM will turn fine in one dixction but not at all the 
other way, or the car may only be able to go in circles. The -tins will not 
be out of ali.-&, hxrwever. Straighten tie arm'with the jatic placed against 
tie chassis at any convenient point. It 9ay be pxxxiblc fe p;;t ; plank or 
small log against the arm as a lever and pull tie end up with the winch. 
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A BROKEN TIE ROD is rare, even in rough service. If one does bp-ak, 
other pr%s such as ball joints will probably De darqed. As a field e-- 
dienL, straighten the rod as !nuch as possible mci pt a s-t$~~; inside -the 

broken ends or t\rrap the bleak with the license plate or s&@;other piece of 
sheet nxzal, secur.ing VJith balirg wire or radiator hose CL&@. That will 

) keep the rod &xi&t, but the ends will fall out of the "splint." Fasten 
a~ler@h of wire or chain between the two ends of the rod to maintain the 
length. (See illustration.) 

7.40 Brake System Expedients 

PUMPING THE BRAKES indicates -that they need adjustment. This can be 
done on the road if necessary, as de!zil.ed in section 10.42. 

BROKEN BRAKE UE cannot be fixed with Tape beCdUSe oi the high pressure. 
If the car has a split brake system with independent bmking on two combinations 
of wheels, there is no problem. If i-r: does not, close the broken line by mash- 
ing and folding the -hibring with heavy pliers. The other brakes will then work, 
though they my need to bq bled or have Quid added. 

A BROKEN DRUM cannot be fixed in the field. To keep the brake from 
lodking, fasten the pistons in place by wrapping them with .w&. If tile w& 

is not strong enough to hold them when the brakes are applied; pinch off the 
brake line to the affected wheel. 

ASMALLHOLE inabrake line can sometimes be repairedby covering it 
with a pat& cut from inner tube rubber and holding the patch in place with 
a worm-type hose clamp applied right over the leak. 
to refill and bleed the system. 

It will -&en be necessary 

DRAGGING BRAKES will cause one or more wheels to get hot or even lock 
UP* A poor grade of brake fluid, clogging of the master cylinder relief port, 
orcontamina tion in the line may cause this problem. Bleed some fluid off at 
any wheel and see if the wheels' turn freely. In the shop, be sure to flush 
out the whole brake system carefully and put in new brake fluid. 

BRAKE FLUID should be carried in the toolbox of any car with a history 
of brake trouble. If none is available and the brakes are inoperative for 
lack of fluid, do not use water or oil as a replacement. The author has 
driven a great many miles using locally distilled sugar-cane rum as brake 
fluid. The alcohol does notdamagethe braketubingorthe rubberparts of 
the system. 

7.50 Fuel System Expedients 

BROKEN FUEL, LINES cannot generally be patched with adhesive or plastic 
tape because the gasoline dissolves the adhesive. If a joint must be patched 
wititape, clean-the areacarefullytith adryragfirst. Awormclampis a 
better patch, or cut the broken section and insert a short piece of tube or hose. 

BROKEN GAS LINE can be replaced with a piece of plastic tube. Cut out 
the broken section, and slip the plastic tube over tie cut ends. Secure with 
hose clamps or a few turns of baling wire twisted tight. 
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CLOGGED FUEL LINES ~2~1 be cleaned by blowing them out. Open joints in 
various sections of the line and blm the pipes and hoses out by mouth or with 
a tire pump. 

After blowing the lines, they must be refilled with fuel. The fuel 
pump may not be able to do this, especially if -the battery is weak and cannot 
crank the eqine for a long period. There are several alternatives. Open the 
fuel filler cap and force air into the fuel thank by r~~th, thus pushing the gas 
through the lines to the carburetor. Rmve the fuel lines from the carburetor 
inlet and suck on it with the mouth until gas apFcars in the glass cup of the 
fuel filter. On SOTE cars, such as the Land Rover, there is a manual lever on 
to bottom of the fuel pump which makes it possible to pump fuel without 
cranking the engine. It is also possible to remove the air cleaner and pour 
a small munt of fuel directly into the carburetor, which will run the engine 
for a few mts and enable the pump to bring up a supply of fuel; These 
procedures for getting fuel to the carburetor will also work after a car has 
run out of gas and the tank has been refilled. 

A CLQGGED FUEL FILTER of the in-line type can be bypassed if necessary 
by removing the filter and replacing it with a short piece of pipe, or by 
sticking a screwdriver right thrcugh the filter element to allcrw fuel to flow. 
This will, of course, allow foreign matter normally trapped in the filter to 
reach the carburetor. 0, 

THE CLASS SEDIMENT BOWL on the fuel pump may bebroken by a stone.. 
It can often be replaced by a small medicine jar, either glass or plastic. If 
the jar is too short to be secured by the clamp, put a few washers or a small 
stick between the cl- and the bottom of the jar to make up the difference. 
If the glass bowl is only cracked and not broken, it can be patched with Ed 
laundry soap of the type usually sold in square bars or long bricks. 

LEAKY GAS TANKS can be fixed with the sarre type of soap mentioned above. 
It does not dissolve in gasoline, and can be worked and mlded to fit the space. 
Such a repair, though crude, often lasts for years. Liquid Steel, if available, 
does the Sara job and ties an excellent and semi-permanent repair. It is easy 
touseandquickdrying. 

IJO GAS due to a clogged line or broken pump can be overcome through the 
use of gravity. Put a small can of gas on the roof of the car and siphon gas 
down to the carburetor. Disconnect the fuel line to the carburetor and replace 
it with the hose from the elevated tank. The car will run until the tank is 
empty. 

WXCERINTHE GASwillsinkto -ihebottomof the tank, since it is 
heavier than gasoline. When water in the gas tank has reached the level of 
the fuel tube to the engine, water will be pumped to the engine. The engine 
will run erratically or stop co@etely. Remove the drain plug in the gas 
tank slowly and let the water drip out until gas starts to flow, then tighten 
it. Clear the water out of the fuel line and carburetor and the car will run. 

A chais can be used to separate gas and water: pour the contaminated 
gasoline through the &uis and water will be held back lilhile the gas passes. 
In areas where gasoline is often of poor quality, it is a good idea to filter 
all fuel in this manner. Many 4wD cars 'have fu& filters in the filler hose 
to the gas tank to keep out water and other debris. 
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7.60 Tire Ehqledients 

JACKING a vehicle is a precarious operation, and should be regarded as 

dangemus. Wck the wheels carefully so the car cannot roll while on tne 
jack. Put the jack on a secure footing, using a plank if necessary. Put the 
lifting end against a flat surface where it will not slip off--the chassis 
itself or the flat part of the bottom spring leaf is excellent. 
have curved top plates designed to support tieaxle housing. 

Some jacks 

HAVING NO JACK is an inexcusable oversight, but such things do happen. 
If caught with a flat tire and no jacic, block the frai& up with a rock, log, 
toolbox, or some other suppoi:L. 'l3en dig a hole under the tire with a shovel 
until the tire can be removed and replaced. 

IXIVING ONAFlATwillruinthetire. If there is no way to fix the 
tixe, m-rove it anddrive on the rim. The rim will be ruined in any event, and 
this qyatleast tie tire will be saved. 
a flat tire is driven upon, 

There is also the danger of fire if 
since the continuous flexing builds up great heat. 

CBANGIi'\iG A TIRI, is not a big project, but for those who have never had 
to do it, here is a quick outline: 

1.' Rmve the spare tire from its munt and get out the jack and tools. 

2. Turn the lug nuts on the wheel just enough to break them free. On some 
cars the studs maybemarkedLandR. Turn those marked L the %r~@ 
way: clodlcwise to loosen them. 

. . - 

3. Chock the wheels wiih stones, boards, etc. so the car p-not shift and 
falloffthe jack. Toomanydrivers have been injuredorkilledbecause 
they overlooked this precaution. 

4. Put the jack on a firm footing under the axle, chassis, spring leaf, or 
soe other suitable lifting point. A fm orbumper jack should lift 
at points specified in the instructions from the car manufacturer. Jack 
up until tie-&e just clears the ground. 

5. Loosen and remove the lug nuts, keeping them clean. 

6. Rermve the -Yat tire. It makes 3 convenient seat while working on the 
wheels. 

7. Put the new tire in position, lining up the studs with the holes in the 
wheel. It may be necessary to jaw the axle up some m0r-e to do this. 

a. Put the lug nuts on and tighten with the wrench until the wheel starts to turn. 
9. ~wer~enewtiretothe~~d~t~the jack. 

10. Tighten the nuts all the way, alternating from one side of the wheel to 
the other as shown in tie diagram to avoid warping the wheel. 

ll. Remove Idle chocks, stow tie flat tire, jack and tools. 

TIRE P~AIRS are described in detail in section 10.62on shop 
procedures. 
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'TIE mki break fXqUently in rcugh service. lkey ar+e easily repaired 
in the samemannerastow chains. See section 6.23. 

7.70 cooli.ng system Expedients 

OvEMEXED EXGIii IELY be the rescllt of overw.Irk or lack of water. In 
any evq?nt, leave the engine running without a load so that it will Lcntinue 
to circulate what water there is. Try putting the transmission in neutral 
and rur-?ing the engine at a fast idle for a few minutes; if there is enough 
coolantandthe fanbelt is r&broken-the engine should co01 off. 

TO ADD WATER to a hiling radiator, leave the engine idling. ~rx>sen 
the radiator cap very carefully with a large rag to protect the hands from 
the blast of steam. 
add water until fLL1. 

Vhen steam has flmed out, take the cap off and slowly 

CARRYING WAER is sametimes a problem in the field, even if a stream 
is nearby. Consider the use of hubcaps, a hat, the sleeve of a raincoat tied 
in a knot at the end, a large leaf fomd into a cup, an air cleaner hose with 
one end plugged, a plastic bag, or a toolbox. Fuel fmm an extra five gallon 
can could be emptied into the vehicle's fuel tank and the can used for water. 

IF THEE IS NO WATER available, tist any thin liquid can be used in 
the radiator in an urgency. Probably tie rrrost co-n substitute is urine, 
although flat beer or soft drinks are also useful. 
ever be put i;n the radiator. 

No gasoline or oil should 
The entire cooling system, including the engine 

block, should be well flushed as soon as possible. 

tiROlCEN RADIATOR HOSE can be mended with plastic tape. Since high 
pressure will open the leak again, loosen the radiator cap so the system will 
not be pressurized. 

RADIATORLEAKS thatcanbe seen canbe nwlded. Dry the areaarcundthe 
leak and put on a thick coat of Liquid Steel to make an excellent repair. If 
Liquid Steel is not available, cut a dry stick and jam it into the hole; the 
stick will swell in the water and close the leak. If the hole is not visible 
no great amunt of water will leak out, and periodic filling will keep the car 
going until repairs can be made in the shop. 

A &ROKLN FAN BFLT must be replaced irrpnediately. Do not drive even a 
shorct: distance without tie fan belt, since tile engine will overheat and may be 
badly damaged. Carry a spare belt. 
orpolypropylene ropewill serve. 

If none is available, a few turns of nylon 
A nylon stocking, though rarely available, 

is an excellent substitute. ) 

ti0 ANTI-EXUE in cold weather will not affect an engine that is running. 
If it must be stopped for a long period, either operate it often enough to keep 
the water in the radiator warm, or drain all the water out. 
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7.80 Electrical Expedients 

Electrical problems can be divided into two broad categories: those 
involving the high voltage ignition circuit and those involving the low voltage 
starting, primary ignition and accessory circuits. 

7.81 Emblems in the Primmy Circuit 

In most vehicles the primary electrical circuit has a voltage of 12 
volts, althougn older vehicles arc occasionally found with six volt systems 
and a few Diesel-powered systems use 24 volts or xx-e. 
coxixkon in large trucks. 

Higher voltage is also 

A DEAD EVUTERY is one of the mst co- complaints involving the prinary 
electrical circuit. It is usually evidenced by failure to crank the engine. 
Before assuming that the battery is not charged, a careful check of its ccnnec- 
tions should be made. It is much more corrmyln to find ?hat corroded terminals 
axe impeding the power flow than to find that the battery has suddenly and 
unaccxxntably died. 

To clean the terminals, remove them from the battery and scrape the 
insides of the connectorswithapocketl&fe until they are bright and clean. 
the posts on tie battery should be cleaned with a We or a piece of rough 
sandpaper. QxdciL wire brush tools are also available for this purpose.) 
Tha replace tie connector on the battery, tighten it in place, and attempt 
to start the vehicle. If it stillwillnot start, checktheheavywires from 
tiebatteryto tie chassis orq$neblock,and fsolnthebatteryto the 
starter or starter solenoid. The connections on these lines should also be 
clean and bright. 

of ways. 
IFTHE l3ATI!ERY~DEAD, thecar canbe started inanyoneofanumber 
Many 4WDcars are pmvidedwithahand crankwhichmaybe used to 

start tie car. Battery jwrrper cables will supply power to the dead battery 
fmn another vehicle. Or tie car may be rolled or pushed to start the engine. 
Eachofthesen&hodsis describedins~ detailbelow. Oncetheengineis 
started, the driver should resist the temptation to ttfloorll the accelerator 
pea* It is nxxe likely to stay running at a 1~ speed. 

JUMFERCABUS areheavywireswith clips ontheends usedto connect 
thebattery of one car-to the battery of anotherwithoutren~~ing the batteries 
or their ocnnecting cables. Tb use these cables to start a car with a dead battery, 
drive a car witn a good battepy as close as possible to the dead one. Connect 
the positive terminal on one battery to the positive terminal on the other; the 
abbr%xiationPOSorPUJS shouldber&dedinto thebattery caseneartheproper 
terminal, In similar fashim join the two negative terminals. Start the car 
witi the deadbattery,andthenremove the juqx?rcables. 

CmGwithahand crankwas theonlywayto start cars until the 
eb&ric starker was invented, and is still a very satisfactory starting method. 
TkWInustbe anoughpowerleftin-i&e battqtomake asparkacross the 
spark plug, SO this mtlxod will not work with a totally dead battery. A diesel 
en&c cannot genemy be hand cranked because of tie high compression, but 
scMy! diesels have a valve lifter control to open the cylinders. When the engine 
is being &xranked the valves are held open. When the enginehas been cranked 
up to as fast as the operator can turn it the valves are released and the engine 
starts. 
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A RXJJNG STARI' cranks the engiae through the gearbox and wheels as 
the car is rmved by gravity or some other source of per. pu-t: the trm- 
mission in second or third gear and turn on the ignition key. Bold me 
clutch pedal down. Move the car by pushing it tith another vehicle, pushing 
by hand, rolling dm ahill, or anyothermans. When the car is moving, let 
the clutch up ~kdy anti the engine will he cranked and should start. Never 
~I!Y to start a car by towing it, since it rray charge forward then when the 
engine starts, rxmming the towing car. 

The rolling start is perhaps the easiest of the three nrethods &s- 
cussed for starting a car with a dead battery, and many cars with doubtful 
batteries are left stopped on hills for this reason. Diesel engines may be 
started in the samz way, and it is comn to see heavy construction equip-- 
-t parked on a hill t9 n&e use of gravity for a rolling start. It will 
be found very difficult to roll or push a car with tire chains, or one in 
mud or snow. A car with an automatic transmission should not be started by 
nming. 

THE STARTER MOTOR may also be the cause of failure to start. On 
occasion the release mxhanism which separates the rotor from the car's engine 
when the latter has been started will fail to release. Or it rray jam and not 
turn at all. SORE 4W13 cars have square end shafts on the starter motor which 
can beheldinawrench so thatthemotor shaftcanbe nrxedto free it if 
itjams. On other vehicles, it is necessary to reeve the starter motor. 

A BLowr FUSE will disable lights, windshield wipers, gauges, radio, 
horn, or other electrical appliances on the car, If there is no replac-nt 
fuse available, wrap the old blown fuse with a piece of tinfoil from a candy 
or cigarette pa&age. The tinfoil will serve as a conductor, but should be 
replacedwith a fuse of-tie proper rating as soon as .possible. It might also 
be possible to take a fuse from a less useful circuit which is not needed at 
the tins. The fuses are generally located on a plastic block on the firewall, 
under the dashboard in the glove compartment or in some other accessible 
location. Scxua accessories, particularly those added after manufacture such 
as a radio, electric winch, extra lights, etc., may have a fuse installed 
inaplastic tube inthewireto the accessory. 

TO FIND THE CALJSE of a blcwn fuse, connect a test lamp across the fuse 
terminals The test lamp can be a special one rrade for tie purpose, or it 
canbe ani smallbulbtaken fromalampon the vehicle. The bulb will shine 
bristly as long as the fused circuit is %hotied.;'.'?..e., when the positive 
wire from tie battery is connected to the negative wire without a load such as 
a lap, Whenthe sourceofthe short circuithas been foundandeliminated, 
the test light will glow dimly or not at all. (See illustration.) 

A FROZEN BATTERY is usu&Ly ruined, although it may be possible to save 
itbythawing it inawarmrwxnandrecharging. Abatterywhichis fully 
charged will freeze at about 70 degrees below zero Centigrade, but a completely 
discharged ("dead") battery freezes at about zero degrees Centigrade. Since 
few areas have temperatures as low as the freezing point of a well charged 
battery, the obvious answer to -the problem of frozen batteries is to keep 
them fully charged. In soma frigid areas it is common to use electric haters 
for car batteries, or to remove them and camy them inside a heated building 
whennotinservice. 
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7.82 Ignition System Expedients 

Probably the nmst frequent cause of failure of the high voltage ignition 
system is mistur~ on the wires. This my be caused by rain or splashed water 
from the road, or it may con= from condensation on a foggy mming or when 
tempemture conditions are right. Ifthewires fromthe sparkcoilto the 
distributor, and from the distributor to the spark plugs; are not in good con- 
dition they my absorb moisture through pores or cracks, worsening the problem. 
ff wet wiring is suspected, these wires should be carefully dried with an 
absorbent rag, as should the top of the spark coil, the outside and inside 
of the distributor cap, and the white porcelain insulators of the spark plugs. 

If wet wiring is a frequent problem, the wires should be replaced with 
new slick-surfaced wires that will shed water. It is also possible to use a 
plastic varnish spmy made for the purpose to provide a coating on the wires. 

THE SPARK COIL may get wet and fail to function, especially on cars 
where the coil is nmnted on the f&wall and subject to road spray. If it 
is not possible to mm the coil, cover it with a plastic bag to protect it. 

LEAKIN POWER my escape from cra&ed wires or distributor cap, with 
the sparks quite visible to the naked eye. Asatentporary~pa.ir,cled.nthe 
affected area carefully and then apply black plastic electrical tape over the 
cmck in several layers. 

SPARK PLUGS nray fail for any one of a number of reasons. If the engine 
runs muglily or not at all, and a spark plug is suspected of being the cause 
of the trouble, it can usually be at least partially restorvzd by a thorough 
cleaning of the outside of the porcelain insulator and sandpapering and re- 
gapping of the electrodes. Further advice on this will be found in section 
,10.55. 

If the spark voltage is weak and the plug will not fire properly, try 
closing the gap to about 0.010 inches (0.25 II&. This can be approximated 
closely enough by using a paper matchbook cover as a gauge. The voltage my 
be able to jump the smaller gap and get the car to a shop. 

7.90 Engine Expedients 

Relatively few things go wrong with engines in the field; it is rare 
often the auxiliq equipmnt such as fuel lines, electrical devices and otha* 
accessories which provide trouble. Real engine trouble CXUA rarely be fixed in 
the field. A broken piston arm, for example, requires major repairs that am 
better handled in a clean shop. 

ARXPPED CRANKCASEoilpanmaybe causedbyasharprockorscmeother 
obstacle. If damage is relatively minor,,a rip can often be fixed with soap 
inthe samewayas agastank, .(See section 7.50.) If the pan is pushed in 
it may be struck by the descending crank arms, causing additional damage. If 
this much damage to the crankcase is suspected, turn the engine by hand to see 
if it turns fmely. If it does hit the pan, it will be necessary to remove 
thepanandstmighten it mmwhatbefom it canbe used. 
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7.90 

RACING ENGDE is usually caused by a stuck accelerator pedal. After 
stopping ihe car, investigation will usually reveal that the return spring 
is bmken or may have fallen off. It can be replaced by a piece of inner tube 
rubber until suchtix as acorrectrepla CeTlhent can be obtained; do not use 
the rubber for an extended period, h&ever, for it will dry from the heat of 
theengine andbreak. 
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8.00 OlEcK LISTS 

It is senseless to open the hood of a disabled car in the hope of 
seeing what the trouble is. There at-e so many things that can go wrong with 
a car that it would be only by the greatest good fortune that such casual 
inspection would find the fault. The check lists in this section are intended 
to replace hit-oPmiss fumbling as a means of locating trouble. Items are 
listed here according to obvious symptoms, so that even if only a few outward 
signs are kncwn tie driver can attempt to locate the difficulty. In some 
cases it may be necessary to refer to the section on testing procedures 
(Section 9.00) for further mans of isolating the problem and &&g a pre- 
cise diagnosis. Once the problem has been found, if further advice on repairs 
is needed it may be useful to refer to section 7.00 on field expedients or 
section 10.00 on shop techniques. 

8.10 
. 

Craning andStarting Trouble 

Problems of this nature may be divided into two categories: the engine 
will not crank at all, or the engine cranks but will not start and run. Each 
of these is discussed separately. 

In order to start a gas engine it is necessary to turn it by some 
outside force, usually the electric starter motor or a hand cti. w;len the 
ignition and fuel systems start roving they provide the necessary spark and fuel 
vapor in the cylinders, and the engine will then operate by itself. 

8.11 Engine Will Not Crank 

Check the battery and its connections by trying to make a spark between 
the two terminals with a piece of wire or the handles of a pair of pliers. It 
should make a healthy spark, If not, the battery is weak or dead. 

Bypass the starting relay or switch with a screwdriver blade or piece 
ofheavywire. If this is the Inoperative element the engine will be cranked 
throughthet~raryjLunperwti. 

The wires to the starter may bt: broken, loose, or corroded. 

The grounding strapthatconnects the engineblockto the car frm 
rilaybebrokenorcorroded. 

The starterengaginggearmaybe j-d. 
: 

Although pare, tile engine itself may be jamned. Try to turn it with 
the crankorbyrollingtie carbyhandwhile in gear. If itwillnotturn 
at all, reTIlDve all the spark plugs. If water squirts out of the spark plug 
holes when the engins is turneu, the head gasket or block is leaking, and 
major work is needed. 

8.12 Engine Cranks, WillNot Start 

The engine must have three things to run: fuel, air, and a spark to 
i@nite the mixture Fbst of these tests are designed to find which of these 
ingredients is mi&ng. If all three can be brought together at approximately 
the right-t*, the engine will run. It may not run smxthly, but it will run. 
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AIR is &he least ,likelv of the three elmts to be missing. Check to see 
that -the air cleaner is not clogged. If-there is a hose between the air 
cleaner and the carburetor, as is usually the case with oil bath air cleaners, 
see that it is free and not kinked. If in doubt, -ve the air cleaner. 

FUEL is not difficult to trace through the system from the gas tank to 
the carburetor. Be sure there is gas at every point: gas tank, fuel line, 
pump, filter, carburetor. Open the fuel line at several points and be sure 

, that'fuel flaws out when the engine is cranked. Check to see that the vent 
hole in the gas tank filler cap is open, or tie vacuum in the tank will stop 
the gas from flowing. The carburetor float valve could be stuck. 

tlFlooding" is caused by too much gas in relation to the amount of air. 
There will be a sn~ll of gas around the engine. Wait ten minutes for <t to 
evaporate and then try again to start the engine. 
push it in to open the butterfly value. 

Ef there is a manual choke, 
Hold the accelerator to the floor and 

crank the engine. 

Water can prevent starting by contaminating the fuel or by leaking 
pcwer frmn the ignition wiring. Examine the gas going into the carburetor to 
be sure it does not contain any water. 

ELECI'RI~troubles are perhaps thehardesttofindbecausethere are 
so many contributing factors, and the electricity cannot be seen. If there 
seems to be air and fuel getting to the engine, check the follcwing points: 
ignitionwiringmaybewetorcraclced;the sparlcingvoltagemaybeleaking 
from the distributor cap or the spark coil cap; the tops of the spark plugs 
.may be wet or cracked. 

To test the spark circuit, pull the wire from the center of the dis- 
tributor and hold it about l/4 of an inch (5 I-D-A) from the engine block while 
czmnkhg the engine;eitherwitithe starterorthehandcrsnk. Analternate 
way of checking the coil is to open and close the breaker points by hand with 
the ignition key tied on. Usingeithermetiod,there shouldbe aspark ftim 
the center wire of the coil when it is held near the engine block. 'If there is 
no spark, check the coil, points, condenser, 
wirebetween the coil and the distributor. 

distributor, and the small primary 

Check the distributor in the SEE way by holding a spark plug wire near 
theengineblockandlookingforasparkwhile crank&g-the engine. If there 
isno spark,be sure the distributorandwires axe dry and checkfordamage. 
The inside of the distributor cap may be wet with condensation. 

If there is still no spark, the primary voltage msy be too low to give 
sparking pawer. TAXI on the headlights and crank the engine with the starter 
motor. If the headlights get very dim or go out, the primary voltage is too 
low, probablybecauseof adeadorweakbattery. 

OEJERPROBLEMSmayalsoblockengine starting: 
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8.12 - 8.15 

If the starter motor spins but does not turn the engine, the starter 
engaging gear must be disassembled and cleaned carefully. The car can still 
be started by hand cranking or pushing. 

If the car seems to run for the mxnent---the starter motor is cranking but 
stops when the ignition key returns to the operating position--check the resistor 
in the lm-voltage wiring to the ignition coil. This resistor may be burned out 
and not passing any current. 
of wire. 

As a further check, try "jumping" it with a piece 
The resistor is usually in a small porcelain block on the firewall. 

8.13 Engine Starts,thenQuits 

E3y far the most ccxmna cause of this complaint, especially in cold 
climates, is the choke, which rray be adjusted incorrectly or not working at 
all. In addition, the fuel may be contaminated with water or dirt, or the 
fuel line may be blocked or partially blocked. 

See also section 8.60 on Conking Out, and 10.31 on Choke AdjusQnent 

8.14 Low Charge; Dead Battery 

A sl&pping fan belt is the most common cause of a dead battery, aside 
firm exceeding the useful life of the battery itself. If the belt is too loose it 
will not turn the generator and the battery will beoxne discharged in normal use. 

The generator itself may be loose on its mountings. 

Checkforanopencircuitbetweenthe generatorand the battery. All 
connections should be clean and tight. 

The brushes on the generator may be stuck in their holders or worn, or the 
cammnxtor glazed or burned so that the brushes do not make go& contact. 

?he voltage regulator may need to be examined and tested. 

Electrical accessories may have been left on when the battery was not 
charging, depleting the battery. 

If failure to charge takes place after fording deep water, the problem 
is probably a wet fan belt. Water lubricates the belt and allows it to slip 
over the generator pulley. 

8.15 Poor Spark A12mss Sp*k Plugs 

If spark plugs a= fouled with deposits, theymaybe ofthewrongtype 
for the engine. Check the owner's manual to determine the correct type. 

Cracked porcelain insulators may indicate a spark plug that is running 
too hot. Another mdel is needed. Cracked insulators can also be caused by 
flying stones or other abuse. 

Poor spmkmayresult frunwateron thewiring or franpoor supply 
voltage fmm the distributor and ail. 
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With magneto ignition (although this type is not camnon> it may be 
caused by stuck or broken magneto brushed. 

The distributor armmay be stuck or sluggish in operation. 

8.16 EngineRuns: Will Not Stop 

An engine which runs after the ignition key has been turned off is 
described as "Dieseling ,!I since it is operating in the same way as a Diesel 
engine without any spark system. 

,,pj...!:: -. carbon deposits inside the cylinder may be heated by fuel combustion 
no.. . - ' '- 
r .- -qd serve to ignite subsequent cycles of the engine. ,: _' ; . . .:I I '. :*.;, y I. ,. :,;, I A poor grade of fuel may also cause Dieseling. c*-- i p-a 5 n, '~"-,i" 

To overccme the problem temporarily, set the pxrking brake, engage 
the gearshift in any gear, and let up the clutch. With the car unable to move, 
the engine will be stalled. I 

8.20 Law Oil Pressure, or No Pressure 

Stop the engine immediately before permanent damage is done. 

Check that the is sufficient oil in the crankcase. 

The oil pump may be dwed. 

The sump intake filter where oil enters the pump may be clogged. 

Thin or diluted oil will muse law pressure. 

The pressure gauge or indicator light may be wrong. 

An oil line may be loose from its connections so that oil leaks out, or 
be pinched or clogged so that not enough oil can pass. 

If oil pl?essure droops slcrwly over an extended period of months, it may 
be due to wearing in the bearings, alltxLng oil to leak out of the space 
between the shaftandthebearing. 

If the crankcase breather cap is plugged, a vacuum in the crankcase 
may tiw in fuel, diluting the oil and causing law p~ssure. 

8.21 Engine Uses Too Much Oil 

This is usually a matter of wear in the engine. The following points 
should be checked: 

Manifold gasket may be broken or cracked. 

Valve guides may be worn, especially the intake valve. 

The cylinder head gasket may be broken or cracked, or the cylinder head 
maynot be, fastened securely, 

~‘ 
The crs&case breather cap or the breather in the rocker am co=rmay be 

clogged. 

;r 
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8.21 - 8.33 

Engine bearings or pistons may be excessively worn. 

On cars with a vacuum booster for the brakes, check to see that tie 
pump diaphragm is not,cracked or dried out. 

8.30 Steering Problems, Alivnt, Wheels, etc. 

Since the operation of the brakes can affect steering, it may be useful 
to inspect the braking system in accordance with section 8.40. The following 
sections deal with specific problems. 

8.31 Front Tires Worn . 

Check-tire pressure. Either too much or too little can affect steering. 

Be sure ldheels and tires are properly balanced if used at speeds over 
30 m.p.h. (50 KPH). At low speed balance is not usually a problem. 

Brake drums may be out of round due to wear or damage. 

Front wheel toe-in rray need adjustment. 

8.32 Uneven Tire Wear 

Frontier roads are hard on tires, and a set of tires may last a very 
short time compared to what would be expected on a paved road. If wear is 
uneven or irregular, however, the following items should-be checked. 

The tires maybe outofbalance, thoughthis is rarely aproblemon 
frontier roads. 

A wheel may be bent or damaged, or mounted loosely on the lugs. 

Tires may be under inflated or over inflated. 

Checkto seethattheaxleis ~untedstraight. Sorrretimas the center 
pinintheleaf spring supporting-the axle breaks, allowing theaxleto shift. 

The chassis may be out of line through overloading or road barrage. 
t 

The springs should bechecked for a broken main leaf. 

8.33 VibrationinDriveTrwin 

. 
Ebamne universal joints in the drive train for broken cups, missing 

needle bearings, etc. 

The prqeller shaft may be bent, or my be out of balance. 

Bolted flanges in the drive train may be loose. 

The splines on the drive shaft may be worn or damaged. 
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8.34 -y- Wheel Bearings hot 
i 

The brakes on the affected wheel may be dragging, or may have dirt in 
them. See section 8.44. 

Bearings must have sufficient grease of good quality. 

Bearings may be adjusted too tight. 

The bearings may be damaged or broken. 

8.35 Steering 'Troubles 

Shirrpny, swaying, wandering, hard steering, and other troubles may be 
caused by any of the following items: wrong tire pressure; loose or tight 
front wheel bearings; steering box loose from mountings; loose steering rods 
or joints; broken road spring or main leaf; chassis bent; brakes dragging; 
bent rear or front axle; worn shock absorbers; tires of unequal size; shock 
absorbers broken loose frommounting. 

On cars with a hydraulic steeling damper, such as the Volkswagen, 
shirranymaybe causedby failureofthis damper. 

If the steeringwheel is too hard to turn, check the following: a 
stick or other foreign object may be caught in the steering gear; the front 
wheels array not turn freely; the steering gearbox may need oil; gears or bearings 
in the steering gearbox may be jamned witi grit; the beartig at the top of the 
steering column, inside the steering wheel, may be stuck. 

If the steering wheel turns too freely, it is usually the result of 
wear. If the car suddenly ceases to steer properly, check the following: 
frontwheels not aligned; tie rodloose orbroken; check free mvementbetween 
steering wheel and wheels; tierodbent;ball joint loose orapart;tie r-cd 
connection to wheel housing loose or apart; CL-E&.& arm bent or loose. 

8..40 BrakeTrouble 

Prdbablythe~~~~~frequentcomplaintregaMingbrakesis thattieydo 
not stop the car. 
lesser difficulties 

On frontier roads a driver is not usually particular about 
'because his speed is low and the road is mugh enough to 

pr?eventhimfromnoticingaminorpul.ltoone side,orsaTneothertrouble. 
Difficulties with brakes have been divided into several sections he&J. 

' 8.41 &ake Pedal Sinks to Floor; E&&es Do Not Hold 

Maybe duetolackofbrake fluid. Check the master cylinder, wheel 
cylinders, and connecting tubing for a break or leak. 

Air in the systemwillallowthe @alto sinkandgive a spongy 
feeling. The same thing can be caused by rubber hoses in the brake system. 
which awell up under @essu~, a plugged master cylinder cap vent, contaminated 
& poor~g~de brake fluid, a leak in the system, or the sealing cups in the 
mastercylindermaybeworn. The shoes may be so poorly adjusted that they 
clonctreachthedrums. 
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8.42 Bmke Pedal Operates Properly; Brakes Do Kot Hold 

If the car has gone through water, the linings are probably wet. Hold 
the brake pedal down lightly while driving to heat xhe linings and dry them. 

The linings my be of poor quality, or may be glazed. 

Brake fluid or oil may be on the shoes. 

8.43 BrakePedalRisesandBmkesDrq 

The master cylinder compensating port is being blocked by dirt, a 
sullen prinm-y cup, failure of the master cylinder piston to return fully, 
or improper adjus-bncnt of the pushrod. 
cylinder should be reconditioned. 

For all of these troubles, the master 

The use of inferior bmke fluid can case this complai.nt. Refer to 
section 7.40. 

8.44 Brake Pedal Satisfactory; Brakes Drag 

In this event the brakes Lll probably overheat, Check the following: 
swollen rubber tube in brake line; dirt or gravel in drums; shoes adjusted 
too tight, touching drums; shoes not being returned after use due to weak 
brake shoe return springs; brake fluid tube mashed or restricted; linings too 
thick, touching drums. 

8.45 Car Pulls to One Side when B-- 

If the car pulls to one side, it indicates that one of the brakes is 
mtworking properly. It could be on either side, depending on whether one 
brake is slipping or the opposite one is locking. 

Bmke fluid, oil or water on a lining will cause it to slip. 

Wheel cylinders may be munted loosely so tiat they do not open the 
shoes enough,oropentiemunevenly. 

Brake hose may be restricted or clogged. 

Bmke drum may be so badly worn or scored -that they do not hold 
mwW l 

All linings must be of the same material. If any brakes need relining, 
'bothWheels onthe SEW axlemustbe relinedatthe sametime. 

8.46 ,- &akesGrabbiq 

See the suggestions listed under section 8.45 above. 

In'addition, checkbrake shoe adjustrruzntandlook for cracked drums. 
Brakes that are oper+xting properly my seem to grab on slippery road surfaces 
if not usec gently. 
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8.47 BmkePedalDoesNotRetum 

If the peti does not ccme up again-after the bmkes have been used, 
check the pedal return spring; see that the master cylinder is munted securely; 
andexamine the clearance amundttlepedal shaft. Sonletims a rockorstick 
will jamintie pedalmchanismeitherabove orbelowthe floorboards. 

8.50 Clut& and Gearshift Problems -. 

problem 
Since the clutch and gearshift are used together, it is easy to corlfuse 
of one with the other. In checking a disabled vehicle, themfore, it 

is advisable to refer to both sections helm. 

8.51 Gearbox 'WubJe 

GEARS DO NUf IMAGE. Examine the clutch to see that it is releasing 
all the way and not dragging. The gears in the tmnsmission may also need 
adjusQnent, though this is rare except when the gearbox has been disassembled. 

GEARS DO NOT DISENGAGE. The same troubles as mtioned above under 
Wears do not engage" should be 'checked. 
boxshaftmay be damaged. 

In addition, the splines on the gear- 

SLIPS OUT OFGEAR. Sever&. things cancause this problem. Check the 
following: Shift fork bent so gears do not 'msh fully; shift linkage out of 
adjustrrmt; transmission SpLinesuo~; too much end play in tmsmission gear 
shaft;geam badlywornordamagedby lackofoilorthe presenceofdirt; 
bearings badlyworn; synchmnizerringsworn. 

8.52 Clutch Trouble 

CLUKXSLIPPINGmay be causedbyweakorbroken pressure springs; 
pedal adjusted too tight with no free mvemnt; worn clutch linings; pedal 
mechanismbindjng;oil onthelinings;orthe drivermaybe %idingtie 
clutch ) " causing excessive wear. 

CLUTC@ f&WING may be caused by a release lever that is out of adjust- 
.~~t;oilon-the~;l~se~mountings;sticking clutchpedal caused 
by weak -turn spring or bent parts; clutch plate hub sticking cm pinion shaft 
because of rust, etc.; broken or weak presmre springs; binding or worn oper- 
ating levers. 

cm -. ThL is caused by three main factors: poor or loose 
engine munts; uneven release of the pressure plate; and oil or gmaase on tie 
clutch cling. If the clutch vibrates or shudders, look for worn propeller 
shaft universal. joints, a loose flywheel, bent splined shaft, or bent driven 
plate inaddition. 

CUJ!KEi DRAGS. If the clutch will not release properly, it makes gear 
shift& very difficult or even impossible. Xhis maybe causedbyoilon the 
linings, poor lever or pedal adjustmnt, dirt in the clutch, bent clutch plate, 
a stuck withdrawal sleeve, or broken linings. 
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On a hydraulic clutch, also look for a shortage of fluid, or the 
presence of air in the hydraulic system. This type of clutch is subject to 
many of the ailments of hydraulic brakes, including sponw pedal, sinking 
pedal, etc. See section 8.40 for similar conditions in brake systems. 

8.60 Rough Rm on Conking Out 

Anenginetihidh runs roughlyma~ sufferfxa-nanyofanumberoftroubles. 
The difficulty may cause only a minor irregularity in tL2e operation, or it may 
result in severe loss of power. 
out," or stop running completely. 

In the most extm caSe the engine will %onh 

8.61 RouE;ilRunni+ 

Tne difficulty can be localized by observing when the rough running is 
worst: at idling speed, when the engine is loaded, when accelerating, etc. 

MISFIRLS UIUXR iLW. Check the following items: overheated spark plugs; 
dirty air cleaner; improper ignition timing; poor quality of fuel; spark plugs 
have incorrect gap; spark plugs are not the 1-ype specified for the engine. 

MISFIRES -Iu1)E;R ACCEWION. Although this may be due to the spark 
jumping across a dirty or wet insulator to the engine block or other metal 
parts of the car, it is 1110~ conu~~nly due to fuel problems. L for water 
in tie carburetor float bowl or fuel strainer. Theidlemixturemaybe set 
too rich. The air cleaner rray be clogged, resulting in choking the engine. 
If electrical problems are suspected, check the setting of tie breaker points, 
ooil performance , and spark plug condition. The condenser may be danqed. 

ENGINL KNOCKS. The two mst conuraoncauses of knock, which is evidenced 
by a sound like loose marbles mttling amund in the engine, are poor fuel 
andimpropertiming. Other difficulties related to this symptom are carbon 
deposits in the engine, improper carburetor adjush?nt, worn bearings, wrong 
valve timing, worn or darwed spark plugs, inoperative distributor advance 
me&an&m, and theneed for valve adjusbxnt. 

ENGINl2 BAC~IRiS . The first &Lng to check is ignition timing. After 
that, try carburetor adjustit, valve timing, valve tappet clearance, loose 
timing chain, carbon deposits in the cylinders, weak valve springs or sticking 
valves, valves not seating t&t, or valve stems and guides worn. 

8.62 Engine Short of Power 

Any of tie items listed in section 8.6lwill affect engine mer. In 
generslashortageofpawerresults ina dropinengine speed,a tendency for 
the engine to die under a normal load, and possible overheating. 

. 

Valves that are mis-timed will work well with a light load, but not 
withaheavyload, Worn valve stems or guides will cause a shortage of power, 
and may be detected by hxking for a &ange in engine speea when gasoline is 
squirted on tie valve spring. 

A hot exhaust manifold may indicate sticky valves or lack of sufficient 
clearance around the valves, restricting tie flow of hot exhaust gas2.S. 
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8.62 - 8.63 

In adjusting the aburetor, or looking for hcomct adjustment, 
m-mnber that too lean a mixture will cause poor acceleration or even back- 
firing in tie carburetor. Too rich a mixture causes sluggish pickup, makes 
the engine run in a "loping" manner, and may result in bkck smoke in the 
,, exhaust. 

gasket. 
Poor compression may be caused by worn rings, valves, or cylinder head 

It may be detected with a compression meter. 

If the muffler is clogged or constricted tie engine will lack power or 
may stop cc+etely. 

Other causes of lack of power, or what may seem to be lack of power, 
include m brakes, slipping clutch, leaks or restrictions in the fuel 
line, bad coil or condenser, ignition timing off. 

Low compression may be caused by worn or scored cylinder walls, which 
will cause a bluish exhaust because of tne hign oil consumption. It may 
result from leaky or stuck valves, tight tappet adjustmnt, or a broken valve 
spring. 
friction. 

Poor cylinder lubrication will reduce cunpression and also increase 
If the cylinder head or block is cracked, tile engine needs major 

repairs or must be discaWed. Often this condition is indicated by the 
presence of water in the cnsnkcase or a gurgling noise in the radiator as 
bubbles ar?e forced into tie cooling system by engine compression. 

Inanenginewitifourcylinders, tie loss of one cylinder due to a 
cracked spark plug or leaking spark voltage will result in a great pcrwer drop. 
In a six or eight cylinder engine MS loss will be less noticeable, and may 
even go undetected. 

8.63 Ehgjne Conks Out 

Any of the difficulties listed in sections 8.61 and 8.62 may lead to 
lIconj&g outl~ : complete stoppage of the engine. 

In trying to diagnose why an engine quits, notice how the stoppage 
takes place. If the engine chugs and sputters as it corks to a stop, the 
difficulty oan probably be traced to -the fuel system. If the engine stops 
suddenly without trying to keep going, electrical trouble is likely. 

If the engine can be madzto run at higher speeds but quits when idling, 
the idle speedmaybe adjustedtoolm. 

E~C'J.'RIWTROUBLESwhichcause conkingoutinclude the following: bad 
spark plugs, coil, condenser or points; ignition wires wet or cracked so that 
spark ltar~s out; loose circuit in primsry circuit of ignition, possibly where 
wires go -~zhrough a connector block on the firewall; loose battery connections; 
loose wires in ignition circuit. Aconurr~n complainton some cars is breakage 
of the fine wirt-3 within -the, distributor that carries power fr0m the primary 
winding of the spark coil CO the inner plate of the distributor, and flexes 
each time the distributor is advanced on acceleration. 

FUEL SYLiEN TKIU~US should be checked as follms: carburetor adjusted 
too lean or too ridh; fuel has water in it; heat has caused vapor lock in tie 
fuel lines, pump, or float chamber of the carburetor; fuel line clogged; cnoke 
plate stuok shut; air cleaner clogged; dirt in carburetor needle valve. 
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8.64 Lngine conks Out, Will ivot Restart 

In general an engine whicn conks out due to some maladjustment can be 
restarted and run a bit before it conks out again. Tne running interval may 
be only a few seconds, but tne engine is not totally dead. In the event tnat 
the engine is dead and will not restart, additional trouble must be suspected, 

lie sure tnere is fuel in the tank and that it is getting to tne car- 
buretor l If the engine is seriously overheated the pistons may have seized 
in tne cylinders. Tne same thing rray be caused by lack of oil. 

In general the notes in section 8.10 on starting troubles IMY be used 
if there has been no major damage to the engine. 

6.70 L&.ne Overheats, Radiator ijoils 

1%e mst c-n cause of an overneatjd cooling syst&n is lack of suffi- 
ci&t water. he sure the radiator is full of clean water. If tne radiator is 
boiling, the greatest care must De. exercised in opening the cap, since steam 
or bojling water can snoot out with great force. Put a large rag over the cap 
and loosen it only slightly so that a little steam can escape. When no xx-e 
steam escapes, cautiously open tne cap a bit x~re until it is free. keep well 
away from tie open radiator while slowly pouring in water. 

A car with an overneated or boiling cooling system snould not be shut 
off; tie engine should be left idling if at all pssible until sufficient water 
has been added and the system nas cooled. 

Overneating may be caused by too lean a carburetor mixture, insufficient 
advance in the spark timiq, low oil level, oil that is too tt&k, overloading 
the vehicle, dirty oil or a clogged crankcase sq filter, an obstruction on 
the outside of tne radiator keeping air from flowing through, choked or damaged 
exhaust pipe or muffler, loose fan belt, inoperative tnemmstat, damaged water 
pump, diluted or thin oil, slipping clutch, carbon ceposits in tie cylinders. 

Since there are so many causes of overheating, it is useful to break 
downthelistinto a few symptoms. 

hARD STARTJ&G, poor operation at moderate speeds, and generally sluggish 
performance is probably caused by timing problems. iook for breaker arm wear, 
worn or damaged spark advance ~chanism or a loose distributor. 

NOISY EJilGIiJ'E and low oil pressure together with overheating, indicate 
lubrication problems. 
have clogged-the intake 

Oil may be diluted or of the wrong grade. Sludge may 
fllterinthe crankcaseora screen in the oil pump. 

POOR OPERATION at normal speeds may be due to low fuel level in the 
carburetor bowl, caused by the float, or could result from dirt clogging the 
jets in the carburetor. 

RAPID TEMPERATURE IUSE when the car is started may indicate a slipping 
or broken fan belt, or the radiator may be covered with chaff, mud, leaves or 
Sane other foreignmatter. If airflaw is normal, the temperature rise may 
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result from water pump problems, dirt in the engine water passages, or dirt 
or corrosion in the radiator tubes. 

POOR VEKKLE PERFORMAKL, even though the engine seems to run properly, 
can probably be traced to the brakes or clutch, or may be due to overworking 
the engine with a heavy load. 

8.60 Fmny Noises _ 

In some cases of engine or gearbox trouble the difficulty can be 
l-ted by the source of the noise. At times, hmever, the source of the 
noise is not evident. This section is intended to aid in identifying the 
problem by finding the source of the noise. 

As a start toward isolating the noise, determine whether it is the 
~same whether the vehicle is roving or standing still. If it is the sme, the 
problem is probably in the engine or clutch; if the noise changes tihen the car 
is not mving, or if it stops completely, the problem is more likely in the 
wheels, drive train, or body. It should be rem&kredthatsornenoises are 
caused by the road surface. Try the car on a different surface if this is 
suspected. For example, the sound made by tires with big lugs in the tread 
movingoncertainQpesofrcad.isvirtuallythe same as the soundofworn 
gears in thedifferential. 

ROARING UNDER THE HOOD is usually the result of exhaust gases escaping 
from the exhaust manifold or the pipe leading to the muffler. This sound may 
be quietwhenthe engineisidlingandthen increase greatlywhenthe engine 
is laboring underaload. 

A HIM SQuEALnvG noise from under the hood, especially at high engine 
speeds, is usually caused by a glazed fan belt slipping over the pulleys, or 
by a failing water pump. 

SOUNDOFRATlLIi~GMARBLESwhenthe engine load is increased, such as 
on a hill, is called %nockin~~r It may be caused by the use of a poor grade 
of gasoline orincorrectignitiontiming. 

SQUEAKINGNOISES generallyoccurneartie engine, and= usually the 
resultofadrybearing. 
if it is overheated. 

Check the bearing at the center of the fan to see 
The generator shaft bearimg my be hot as tie result of 

too little oil. Squeaking can also be caused by worn generator brushes, or 
by a loose fan belt. 

PROP= SHAFT NOISEZ may - from worn spline joints, loose bolted 
flange joints,wornbearings inthedifferentialorthegearbox, lackofgzease 
in the Universal joints, or worn or idssing needles in the universal joint 
bearings. 

PROPELLER SkiAFT NOISFS may coma from worn spline joints, loose bolted 
flange joints, worn bearings in the differwtial or the gearbox, lack of grease 
in the universal joints, or worn or missing needles in the universal joint 
bearings. 



AXLE N‘OISES can be localized somewhat by observing whether the noise 
occurs when the car is nr>ving under pawer, coasting, or both. 
rndces noise under power, 

If it only 
check the pinion bearings in the differential for 

excessive wear or grit. These bearings might also be adjusted too tignt. 
If the noise is heard when coasting, the ring gear and pinion may be adjusted 
too loose; also dheck for wear or grit in the pinion bearings. If the noise 
is heard both under power and while coasting, check for a worn universal joint, 
damaged axle shaft bearing, loose or worn differential side bearings, worn 
pinion or ring gear teeth, pinion adjusted too.deep into the ring gear, loose 
or worn wheel bearings, or grit in the pinion bearings. 

FRONT WHEEL NOISE can result from loose wheel lugs or lug n;lts, worn or 
broken front wheel bearings, a blister or bump on the tire, need for lubrica- 
tion, or scored brake drums. 

REAR WHEEL NOISE can usually be traced to loose wheel hub nuts, worn 
differential, loose brake backing plate, or warped or dragging brake shoes. 
Vehicles with a limited-slip differential are subject to a peculiar cnattering 
noise from the rear end if the differential is filled with the wrong lubricant. 

KLUNKIN~WHILE:TURNING usually indicates scmethingloosewhichbangs 
againstthebodyofthecar. Examples are a shock absorber mount broken off, 
a loose muffler or exhaust pipe, or such unlikely but co-n troubles as a 
beer can inthetoolboxorarock orirarble in the pickup body rolling around. 
A solid klunk after a turn can also indicate excessive end play in the axle 
shafts. 

A MEZMLIC BANGING NOISE when the car goes over a bump can indicate worn 
or missing shock absorber rubber bushings, worn rubber engine mounts, a broken 
spring, the radiator cap or gas filler cap hanging loose on its chain, a seat 
belt hanging out the door, or a vehicle so badly overloaded that the frame hits 
the axle. 

GEARBOX NOISE can be traced to a worn speedorr&er gear, worn synchromz?sh 
wheels, worn primary bearings, or tie wrong kind of oil. Lack of oil will 
result in noise, and tie problem can also be worn gears in the transmission-- 
especially if one speedinthetransmissionmakes~renoise-thantheothers. 
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9.00 TESTS AND TESTING EQUIPMENT 

While the check lists given in section 8.00 will often localize a prob- 
lem-to the point where it can be identified and repaired, sometimes more posi- 
tive tests are needed. In some cases these can be conducted with materials at 
hand; other times certain elmtary testing equipment is helpful. 

9.10 Cooling System Tests 

The ILxmostat can be tested by putting it in water on a stove, and 
checking the tempemture with athemmeter. It will be possible to see the 
thexxxxtat open and close; the temperatures should conform to the car manual. 

leaking. 
Oil in the radiator indicates that the block may be cracked or a gasket 
Test the compression of each cylinder with a co=rcial pressure 

gaw. The cylinders should test to within 20 pounds (1.5 KG/cm*) of each 
other; a cylinder with low compression indicates a leak. (See 9.20 for test 
metiod.1 

If air or exnuast gas from the engine leaks into the cooling system, 
the water level in the radiator will rise and some water will be forced out 
the overflW tube from the radiator filler neck. When the engine is stopped 
the water will return to its natural level and it will be necessary to add 
rmxe water to the radiator. Air can be forced through a poor seal on the water 
pump,orexhaustgas canenterthecooling systemthroughalealcing cylinder 
head gasket. To test for air or exhaust gas in the cooling system, run 
theergine untilit is warm. Put the lower end of the radiator overflow hose 
into a bottle of water. Remxe the regular cap from the radiator and replace 
it with a cover that only seals the top edge of the filler neck; a piece of 
old inner tube rubber held in place with a flat board pressed on the radiator 
by hand will serve the purpose, or an old radiator cap can be modified into 
atestcap byremxalof thelowerpressure ringthatproavdes fromthe under- 
side of tie cap. If bubbles ccme from the overflow tube in the bottle of 
water, air or exhaust gas is getting into the cooling system. 

Special tools are available for testing radiators, consisting of a hand- 
operated pump and a pressure gauge designed to fit over the radiator filler 
opdng. The pump is used to build up pressure in the system so leaks can ‘bz 
located. The gauge indicates whether any pressure has been lost. Operating 
pressure in the cooling system gives much the same results, except that the 
mechanic must work on the radiator when it is dangerously hot, and there is 
no px~sure gauge to detect a slc~ leak. As anexpedientitmaybepossible 
to make a hole in the top of the radiator to connect a pressure gauge, which 
should indicate within one pound (0.1 KG) of the rating stamped on the cap. 
The hole would have to be sealed after the test. If the radiator does not 
achieve the proper pressure the engine will overheat. 

9.20 Ehgine Tests 

VACUUM GAUGE tests are made by putting a oxu~~~rcial vacuum gauge in the 
intake manifold. Sam vehicles have connections for this purpose; on cars 
with vacuum-operated windshield tiipers the vacuum hose to the wipers can be 
used. On other cars it may be necessary to drill and tap the manifold; When 
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this is done it will be necessary to fit a plug to fill the hole for normal 
operation. 

The gauge should indicate about 17-21 inches. (43-53 cm) of vacuum 
whiletheengineisidling. When the throttle is suddenly ope,l-,:d and closed, 
thegaugewill dropbelaw 5 (12 cm), cltitoabout25 (62 cm),andthenreturn 
to norYnal. 

A steadily reading of less than 16 inches (40 cm) indicates awcm "Jlgine 
in need of being overhauled. If the gauge is steady at law speeds but vibrates 
at high speed, weak valve springs should be suspected. If the needle vibrates 
at 1~ speed and is steady at high speed, check for worn valve guides. If the 
gauge drops intermittently to about 4 inches (10 cm), a sticky or burned valve 
may be the problem. 

A quick check for worn piston rings, as indicated by consistently law 
vacuum gauge madings, is to put a spoonf~fi of heavy oil into the suspected 
cylinder--or all the cylinders. This will temporarily alleviate the problem 
as the oil closes the leaks aroundthe rings. 

If-the gaugereadingis verylm, look for a leak in the intakemanifold 
or the carburetor. To find this leak, apply heavy oil (gearbox oil, for example) 
to the joint between the engine block and-the intakemanifold, andto the carbu- 
retor ioints. Iftheidle speedofthe engine increases as theheavy oil is 
put on a joint, temporarily sealing it, that spot is leaking. In some cases 
theleakmaybe sobigthattheoilwillbesuckedinwithoutanychange inengine 
speed. A new gasket my be needed if tightening the bolts will not close the leak. 

If the vacuum gauge floats up and dmn slowly over a range of about 
4 or 5 inches (lo-12 cm), the carburetor probably needs adjustmsnt. If the 
range is only about2 inches (5 cm)onthe gauge, look for sparkplugs that 
are gapped too close. 

WATER .IN THE OIL is much the same as oil in the water (see section 9;10), 
andindicates that the engine block is crackedor the headgasketis leaking. 
As atest to confimn the presence of water in the. oil, dip a few drops of oil 
frm a hot engine with the dipstick and drop it onto the hot exhaust manifold. 
If it sp+ads and sakes away there is no problem; if it spits and sizzles as 
tie water boils out, a leak must be suspected. 

THE AIR FILTER can be tested easily by remving it, Start the engine 
with the filter on, and then remove it with the engine still running. If the 
engine increases speed without the filter, the filter should be replaced or 
cleaned. 

COMPRESSION 'l"iST requires a.comrmcial compmssion gauge, which measures 
the prWXUre of the air mixture in the cylinders. To make the test, rermve the 
air cleaner. Block the throttle 'and choke fully open. Remove all the spark 
plugs. Put the ompression gauge in each of the cylinders while manking tie 
engine for several turns, ahd record the reading fmm each cylinder. The 
highest and lowest readings should be within 20 pounds (1.5 KG/d) of each 
other, and ea& cylinder should push -the gauge up to at least 70 or 75 pounds 
(54.25 KG/cr& on the first revolution. 
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Readings "hat are higher than specified by the manual indicate carbon 
deposits. Lcrw compression on one cylinder indicates a leaky or burned valve, 
If the pressure climbs 10 to 20 pounds (0.7-1.5 KG/cm2) on each revolution 
and then slips down again,'leaking piston rings should be suspected. This can 
be tested by putting a spoonful of oil in the cylinder and checking again. If 
this improves performance, the rings are pmbablywom; if it does not, the 
valves are stuck or worn. 

If two adjacent cylinders have lcrw readings, the head gasket is probably 
burnedoutbetween them. 

9.30 Clutch Tests 

SLIPPIHG WJ'K3-I can be foundby parking the car with the front end 
againstalargetree,or by connecting the rearendto atreewith a sturdjr 
cable. Start the engine and put the car in its lawest gear; let up the clutch 
as tioughto~ve the tree. The engine should stall as soon as the pedal comes 
up a little. If the pedal gets near the top of its mvement before the engine 
stalls, it should 'be adjusted. If the engine never stalls, the clutch is 
slipping. 

9.40 Drive Train and Steering Tests 

To test an axle shaft for an invisible crack, clean it with gasoline 
and wipe it,dry. Hang it up with a piece of wire or string and strike it with 
al-r. Solvent and oil will be expelled from the.crack by the vibrations. 

To see whether the front or rear wheel bearings of a oar are making 
noise, put the vehicle in two wheel drive and drive it. If the noise does not 
change when the car is under power or coasting, the front wheel bearings need 
work; if the noise does change, tie rear wheels are worn. 

To test for a specific damaged wheel bearing, jack up the suspected 
wheel. With the brake off and the gearbox in neutrdl, spin the.wheel by hand 
and listen for a grating sound. 

RALL OR ROKER BEARINGS can be tested after EIIKY.& and careful washing. 
Dip the clean bearing in kerosene or Diesel fuel for twrsry lubrication. 
Support the inner ring with the fingers, and spin the outer ring. It should 
turn freely and coast to a stop. 
the bearing should be replaced. 

If another washing doesn't mve the grit, 

In checking a bearing, also look for split, cracked or broken rings, 
b~~ballsor~~ers,orb~~separators. Ifthebearinghas abluish 
color it has been overheated in the rings or raceway and should be discarded. 

EUOCK AMORE%RS can be tested by si-tzting on tile fender or bumper over 
the suspected shock absorber. Jump off, and note whether the car rises and 
stays up or bounces. If it bounces the shock absorber is probably worn. 

Another test is to I?e'lTove one end of the shock absorber from the 
mmt*. Pull the shaft all the way out, snd then press it in. ,It should 
go in slowly and evenly. 
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STEENNG PARTS shouldbe cheokedwi-th the frontendoff the groundon 
ajackstandorother support. If the steeriq wheel turns more easily than 
when the car is driving, the cause is probably a worn ball joint or steering 
knuckle. If steering is still hard with the wheels off the ground, disconnect 
thepitmanarmfxunthedraglink. This will indicate whether the problem 
lies between the steering wheel and the opened joint, or beyond that point 
toward the wheels. 

A BENT WHEEL will cause bad shinmying, and can easily be tested. Jack 
up the suspected wheel sl,ightly until;it just clears the ground. Spin the 
tire, and lay a rock or brick beside it on the ground as a-reference point. 
The tire shouldbethe S~IE distance frwnthebrickallaroundits &cum- 
ference. 

9.50 Fuel System Checks 

THE F'ILLJ%WmuSthave aventin it to preventavacuumfx-ombuilding 
up in the fuel tank as fuel is used by the engine. To test the cap, mve it 
andattempttoblow through it. The hole need not be large--even a tiny pin- 
hole is adequate, since the rate of fuel use is very slaw. With some pollution 
control systems there is a valve in the fueltankcapwhichmaymake it impossi- 
ble to blczw through. If cap malfunction is suspected, try running with the 
cap loose to prevent vacuum build-up. 

THE FUEL PUMP can be tested with a pressure gauge, which is often . 
includedon~ vacuum gauges. Tne gauge should indicate 3 to 6 pounds 
(0.2-0.4 KG/cm21 of pressure for most vehicles. The gauge should be inserted 
bydisconnectingthelinebetweenthe fuelpump andthe carburetor,and sub- 
stituting the gauge for the carburetor. 

Another&eck,whichrequires no special-equipment, is to seehowmuch 
gas thepumpmxes. Disconnect the carburetor line and let the hose from the 
fuel pump squirt into a bottle while cranking the engine with the starter mtor. 
It should be able to nrlve about a pint (0.5 Liter> in 30 seconds. 

9.60 Brake Tests 

The simplest test of the brakes is to run the car and see whether the 
brakes q able to stop it properly. 

If the brakes on one wheel are suspected of not working, jack up the 
wheel, spin it by hand, and apply the brake to see whether it stops. 

9.70 tiimrv Electrical Tests 

The ele&trical system can be divided into two parts: the primary system 
and the ignition or secondary system. The primary system includes all the 
lights, horn, battery, generator or alternator and fuses. 

BAlT'EXY TESTS. To see if the battery is completely dead, try to make 
asparkacross the terminals with apiece ofwire or the handles of a pair of 
pliers. Itshouldmakea substantial spark. 

: ,,I, ‘,1 

,r 
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An excellent battery test is to turn on the headlights and disconnect 
the centerwire of the spark coil so the engine cannot start. 
with the starter mtor. 

Cnanktheengine 
If tie lights dim only slightly, the battery is satis- 

factory; if they go out or get very dim, the battery charge is low or there are 
corroded connections. 

A hydrwrreter can also be used to test the battery. mve the cap from 
cells on top of Ihe battery and stick the hose into the liquid in the first cell 
while the rubber bulb is compressed. When the hose is in the liquid slowly re- 
lease the bulb to draw liquid into the tube. .When the float in the tube is free 
of the bottom, read the specific gravity on the float itself. Most hydron&ers 
compensate for temperat=. The differenoeis r&enough-to be significant in 
locating adefective cell or dead battery, hmever. If the specific gravity 
varies more than .025 or .050 between cells, the battery should be replaced. 
A chart of specific gravity readings is provided in section 20.14. 

GENERATOR PROBLEMS are often confused with voltage regulator problems. 
To differentiate between the two, star-the engine andsetit atafastidle. 
Test the voltage at the battery with a voltrreter; on a 12 volt battery this 
charging voltage should be 14-15 volts. If you have no voltmeter, check the 
brilliance of ,ihe headlights with the engine off and with it running at a 
fast idle. If the li&ts are brighter with the engine running, the generator 
is probably all right. 

As another test, assuming that the ammeter shows no charge to the 
battery, rmrove the wire leading to tie "Field" terminal on tie voltage 
regulator. Run the engine at a fast idle, and mn-entarily connect a piece 
of wire fmm tie "Field" terminal on the regulator to the Y3attery11 terminal 
on the generator. If the mter indicates a charge, the generator is all 
ri&t and the voltage regulator is at fault. 

If the mter still shows no charge, the generator is not producing 
power and the regulator is probably all right. 

GENERATOR TESTS include visual inspection for solder drops around the 
casingoverthe armature, indicatingthatthe mturehas beenoverheated; 
it will probably have to be replaced. The connnutator should be slightly 
purple; it should be mth and without ridges. Slight ridges can be I?lemoved 
with sandpaper. The brushes should be free to slide in their holders so they 
meet the corsnutator firmly. 

ALmi'OR TESTS, for vehicles equipped with an alternator instead of 
a generator (see 10.53) require the use of a carbon pile type mzter. This is 
a combination volim&er and amur&er using a special type of rheostat'within 
the meter case. The connections for the meter vary from car to car, and the 
service IEKUXI. should be consulted for the proper test method. In this test 
the alternator is not connected to the voltage regulator, and it is important 
to keep engine speed low to avoid damage to the alternator. It is also 
essential to observe current polarity in these tests, following the service 
manual, or the diodes in the alternator may'be ruined. 

VOLTAGE REW0R is most easily tested by substitution: replace the 
unit in question with an identical one known to be in good condition, either 
taken frcm mother vehicle or a new one. 
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FUSES may be blown, causing failure of certain electrical accessories. 
If it is not evident which fuse is blown, make a test light by armnging a 
panel lightbulbwitha socketandwireleads. Put one of the wire leads on 
each end of the fuse in question, &ile it is still connected in the circuit. 
If the bulb lights, the fuse is blown; if tie fuse is in good condition it 
will short circuit the light, and thebulbwillnotshine. (See section 7.81.) 

If it is hot possible to test a fuse in this manner, remve it from 
its holder. Put one wire from the test lamp on one end of the fuse, and the 
otherwire fmmthetestlampto thebattery. Whentheotherendof the fuse 
is placed on the 0th~ terminal of the battery, the cement should flaw through 
tile fuse andlightthe bulb. 

POLARITY OF THE BATI!ERY my differ in some cars. The British Land 
Rover, for example, has a positive gmund and mst kuerican-made vehicles have 
negative gmund. This polarity must be carefully observed, or the battery and 
possibly the generator or voltage regulator will be damaged. If the car is 
marked for positive ground, connect the positive pole of the battery to the 
fmm2 of the car; on negative polarity, connect the negative pole of the 
battery to the chassis. 

If in dmbtasto the polarity ofabattery due to themarkings wearing 
off, a potato can be used to find theplus and minus poles. Connect wires to 
eachpole ofthebattery,andpushtheotherends intothe cutfaceofhalfa 
potato, about a quarter inch (6 rmn) apart. 
tivewire. 

Bubbles will form around the nega- 

STARTERSWITCH. There are twobasic types of startermitches in use: 
the solenoid type and the direct type. bst cars have a solenoid, in which 
tie key operates a small relay, or solenoid, which controls the curren ttothe 
Car. If this device is suspected of being defective, it can be bypassed with 
ascrewdriverbladeorthehandles of apairofpliers andtiemtor should 
crank. Similarly, if a direct switch of the Land Rover type is suspected of 
being defective, it can be shorted witi a screwdriver blade. 

'IKE STARTERMCYIORis oftenthoughttobe atfaultwhenacarwillnot 
start, butbeforewo&ingonthe starter, check to see thatthebatteryis 
well-charged. Tumontheheadlights andcrankthe startermtor. Ifthelights 
go.out, the battery is weak or the connections are corroded between the battery, 
St&r&g switch and starting @or. If the lights get dim and the rotor turns 
very slmly or not at all, the engine may be overloading the starter mtor. 
See iftheenginecanbecranked:byhand;if~t,suspectheavyoil,tie;ht 
bearings or pistons, or water in the cylinders. If it can be turned by hand 
but not by the starter mtor, the motor my have worn bearings or a bent shaft. 

If the lights ti bright during the test, but the engine is not being 
cranked, there is an open circuit. Electricity is not reaching the starter 
n&or. Check the starter switch as indicated above. If these measures fail, 
-the starter riotor itself should be examined for failure. 

'The starter motor, since it actually operates only a short time, does 
m-t often fail. Themstcommncauseofstarterfailuxeis brushes which 
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rmot reach the connnutator, either because of wear or pitting. 
can sometimes be replaced without dismantling the motor. 

The brushes 

with new ones designed for the motor. 
They must be replaced 

If the comnutator is pitted, it can be 
repaired in the sag way as the generator commutator. Either of these pmb- 
lems will cause sparking between brushes and commutator. 

9.80 IGNITION TESTS 

NO SPARK can be caused by either the primary or ignition circuit of the 
Car. As a check of the primary portion of the sG&ark circuit,'turn on the igni- 
tion switch and crank the engine by hand or by pushing the car very slowly while 
in gear. The anarreter should IIy)ve up and down as the coil is alternately engaged 
and disengaged. 

If it does not, the problem is usually a loose or w connection in 
the wiring between the battery, ignition switch, breaker points and coil. The 
points may be so corroded or mis-aligned that they do not connect properly. 

If the mter does Ilove up and down as the engine is turned by hand, 
the primary circuit is functioning and the secondary circuits should be tested. 

SPARK TZX may be easily accomplished by pulling off a spark plug wire 
and cap and holding the end of the wire about a quarter inch (6 mm) fern the 
engineblock. Whentheengineis crankedbythe startermotorthere shouldbe 
astrongsparkbetweenthewire andtheblock. If the spark plug cap is ,covered 
by a rubber boot, put a screwdriver inside the boot and wedge it into the cap 
as an extension of the conductor, then hold the screwdriver blade about a quarter 
inch (61run) fromtheengineblo&. 

SPARKPlUGSmaybe checkedifthey are suspectedofcausingrough running 
by remving tie wire to one plug at a timz and seeing whether it makes any 
difference in the operation. Ifmving awire causes the engine to run even 
worse, the spark plug was contributing to engine operation. Ifrenovingthe 
wire does not make any change, thatsparkplugwas not operating and shouldbe 
replaced or cleaned. 

A further test of a spark plug is to rzxrxe it from tne engine, being 
careful that no dirt falls intieopenhole. Connect its wire,andholdthe 
metalbase of tie sparkplugagainstthe en,$neblock. Cranktieengine,and 
there should be a spark across the electrodes; if there is not, the plug is 
probably shorted. 

SPARK PLUG COLOR can indicate a lot about the condition of the spark 

!22* 
Check the conical insulator around the electrxle in the center of the 

m&t&e 
Itshouldbe ligntbrown. If it is tihite, the engine is too ilot, tne 
is too lean, or the heat value of the spark plug is too law. Lf it 

is dry and black, the fuel is too rich, the engine is misfiring, or the heat 
value'of the plug is too high. If it is black and wet, oil is sen.ping into 
the cylinder past tne piston rings or valve guides. 

THE DISTRIWL'OR may be easily checked in conjunction with the coil. 
First, check the coil and breaker points by pulling the wire fzxrn the center 
te?xlinal of the distributor. Hold it near the engine block and crank the 
enghe,which shouldcause aregularpatternof sparks. If it does, a spark 
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is going to the distributor. 11~ pull off one of the outside wires and 
replace the center one. Try the test again using the outside wire Wnich had 
been connected to a spark plug. Again, there should be sparks from the dis- 
tributor to the spark plug. 

IGNITION CABLE sometimes,.@zomes dried out, or the wire inside it may 
be broken. Even small leaks in$Jie~outside insulation may prevent starting or 
properoperation~flhe car. Th‘e e&iest way to look for electrical leaks is 
towaitfornightandthencMnkthee.ngine in-thedark,whenescapingsparks 
can be seen. As a further test, connect a screwdriver's n-&al blade to the 
engine block with a piece of wire. The blade now acts as an extension of the 
pund potential. Move the blade along the suspected ignition wire or around 
ttlc: distributor cap to see if an open spark can be produced. 

:l'Eiz: CONDENSER is inside the distributor, and it is sometimes hard to 
tell tihether it is at fault or -Idle coil is not workL)g properly. For this 
reason it is usually replaced with the points as a routine measure. 

AS a check, disconnect the condenser and turn on l&e ignition, but & not 
exe.+ the engine. Open and close the breaker points by hand, and see whether 
a spark jumps across the point gap. If it does, the condenser should be sus- 
pectea; if there is no spark, the coil is probably at fault, 

IGNITION TIMING can be checked with a vacuum gaue. The highest read- 
ing of the gauge indicates the best timing, but to avoid engine speed fluctua- 
tions it is best to back off on the advance until the vacuum drops about one 
quarter inch (6 mm). 

Timing is rrore comly checked with a timing lamp, a small neon bulb 
which is lit by the ignition voltage. This lamp should be connected between 
thelJun&r One sparkplug andthe ground terminal of the battery, and the beam 
dir%?-edontietimingn-arks on the flywheel rim. As the engine ~LI.U the 
flashes of light will make the timing marks appear to stand still. Changing 
thetimingbyturningtie distributorwillmskethetimingmarks on the fly- 
wheel appear to IIIc>ve ahead or backward. Sometirres it is easier to see the 
timingmarksif tiey arewhitenedwith chalkorpaint. 

9.90 Eihaust Tests 

lEAkINGCAR.BONMONO~E canoeaseriousmatter, andshouldbe remedied 
imnediately. To check the exhaust system for a leak, squirt a small amount of 
oilorkerosene intothe airintakewith theengine running. Ibrk smkewill 
~omeoutthe exhaust pipe, andwillindicate any leaks. As anextracheck, 
close the e&au& pipe with the hand ~tarily, imr&iately after injecting 
theoilorkerosene. This will~sultinbackpressurewhichwillmakeleaks 
IIKWZ evident. 

FWST GAS COMR is indicative of many engine conditions. Black smoke 
indicates the carburetor is set too rich, the inlet for the air filter is 
blocked, or the filter is dir@. It can also mean that the valve seats are 
defective, causing low compression. 

Blue-my e&au& color indicates oil consumption. This color is m33?e 
easily detected if.the engine is allawed to warm up first, then idled, and 
the accelerator pedal is then quickly pushed to tie floor and released. 



White exhaust color indicates water in the exhaust system, either White exhaust color indicates water in the exhaust system, either 
from condensation in the mffler or a loose head gasket. from condensation in the mffler or a loose head gasket. 

HOT EXHAUST MANIFOLD can indicate that the valve timing is wmng, the HOT EXHAUST MANIFOLD can indicate that the valve timing is wmng, the 
valves are not seating correctly, the valve springs are worn or broken, the valves are not seating correctly, the valve springs are worn or broken, the 
manifold heat valve iG stuck, or the emaust line is partially blocked. manifold heat valve iG stuck, or the emaust line is partially blocked. 



10.00 SHOP TECHNIQUES 

The earlier sections of tiis manual have described road procedures ana 
such diagnostic and repair work as could be undertaken in the field by the 
driver. This section will consider information for the mchanic, although 
the driver and mechanic may well be the same person, and techniques tihich are 
better suited to shop work than field expedients. 

The check list can be used either in the field or in the shop, as very 
few of them require any special equipn-mt. These are described in section 8.00. 
Once the problem has been located, repairs can be made. 

vehicle, 
Most or&nary operations are described in the shop manual for each 
and there is no need for duplication here. There aremany useful 

suggestions which are not covered in the shop manuals, however, and some basic 
operations which are assumed to be understood by the reader of the shop mmual. 
Suggestions in this section are intended to be within the scope of a smll shop 
with relatively simple tools, and to be undertaken by the mechanic without vast 
experience. 

10.10 General Shop Hints 

There are many suggestions regarding working practice, both for safety 
and convenience in fhe shop: 

Do not wear finger rings while working. Tney cause short circuits in 
electrical wiring, and can get caught on things, ming the ring or the finger. 

If oil is spilled on the floor, clean it up promptly. Sawdust will 
soak it up, or sand can be used for this purpose. 

Spilled gasoline is a fire hazard, and should be moved or allawed to 
evaporate before work continues. 

BASIC HINTS can be applied to any of several operations in the shop. 

when removing a wheel, gear, or other part tiat must be replaced in 
the samorientationto a shaftoranother gear,mrkthe matchingpoints 
with a dimple made with a punch. A marking pen can also be used, but be 
carefulnottowashoffthemarkings with gasoline. 

To identify parts in storage or mark them with an order in which they 
were rermved, useamarkingpen. 

When disasserribling an unfamiliar machine, lay out the pieces on the 
floor or bench in tie order they are rermved. To reassemble, start at the 
end and work back. .; 

To bend small tubing, put a section of spring inside it to keep it 
frorflcollapsing. Tightly packed sand can also be used. 

To repair dented tubing, fill the bent section with small balls frwn 
a bearing and drive thm in with a hammr, opening up the dented section. 
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Beating on tie threaded portion of a stud or bolt with a hammer will 
damagethethreads. Put a nut, or, better, two nuts, at the end of the bolt 
and beat on the nut instead. 

Similarly, tie end of a shaft will "rnusMV if it is beaten. For 
this reason they usually are supplied with the lathe centers left in them, so 
thatapunchcanbe insertedinthe centermark andthe mechanic can-r 
the punch instead of the shaft end. If the shaft is already mushroo~d and 
must be repaired, it can be filed or ground down. 
it can be placed in the lathe and turned down. 

If a lathe is available, 

oil. 
A stuck bolt can be rxroved with Liquid Wrench, a type of penetrating 

If the head is damaged, sonxztimes a pipe wrench with teeth will hold it. 
If a screwdriver slot h&d is damaged, saw another with a hacksaw. If the 
threads are darnaged, somettis they can be restored with a small triangular file. 

A broken bolt or stud can be removed with a bolt extractor. 
is the most cQmmDn brand, and has become a term for the tool itself. 

%asy-Outl~ 
A hole 

is drilled into the end of the broken bolt, and the boit extractor is threaded 
into the hole. Since it has left hand threads, it will turn the bolt out when 
it has jamned in the drilled hole. 

To I?eTIIDve astudwithoutdamagingthe threadswithapipewrench, put a 
nut on the bolt so that it is flush with the top of the stud. Drill a srrall 
holeatthe crackbetweentheboltandstud, parallelwiththe stud. Put a 
smsll pin in the hole, locking the nut to the stud. It is then possible to turn 
the nut with a wrench and renxxe the stud.(See illustmtion.) 

Ifastudisnot jamnedtootightly it can s-times be renovedwith 
-i3~~ nuts. Screw one nut on the stud and then add the second. Holding one nut 
with a wrench, turn the other against it until they are locked together. Turn 
the lawer nut to I?eTIIDve the stud. 

To remove a rusted nut, drill several holes tiugh one side, -then split 
the nut with a cold chisel. 

When cutting a bolt or other threaded rod, put a nut on beforz cutting. 
Then turn the nut off after cutting, and the nut will clean up the rough end 
of the cut bolt. 

To renove a gasket in one piece ;soak it with varnish renover for 
several minutes before trying to get it off. The mver may be applied with 
abrushorrag. It is best to use a new gasket whenever a joint has been opened 
if possible, since once compressed the gasket cannot adequately fill the tiny 
holes in the n&al, making a complete seal. 

Where heat is not a factor, the plastic lid of a coffee container makes 
goodgasketmaterial. 

To n~asure for a gasket, put paper over the opening and tap gently with 
a small hamner to mark the holes for bolts, the outer edge, or any other features 
that must be cut. Lift the gasket off and trim it with a Ia-Lfe or scissors. 

I.,,, ,. 

, -,A% ., 1 ,I. 
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THREAD NUT ON END OF STUD 

DRILL SMALL HOLE HERE AND 
INSERT A t IAIL OR DRILL BIT TO 
LOCK NUT TO STUD 

-- TURN NUT WITH WRENCH TO 
-_ : ._.. REMOVE STUD . . 

STUD TO BE FIEMOVED 

TO KEMOVE A STUD 
W ITt-IOUT lYb4AGING 
THE THREADS 
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Jacking up a car is easier if tie jack is under the axle. A bumper jack, 
orajackunderthe frame of the car,mustliftthe chassis first, then the 
springs will lift the axle. 

A part that won't quite fit can often be made to go by heating the larger 
portion and cooling tie smaller one. A bearing that can't fit over a shaft, for 
example, can be heated in boiling water or a hot oven while the shaft is cooled 
in ice. The expansion will mke enough difference in size to allow fitting. 

To pack a bearing with grease, put some grease in a s&J plastic bag 
andthrwinthebearing. Close off the end of the bag and knead it to pack 
the g-ease between the balls or mllers. The same bag may be kept in the shop 
and used again, since little grease is used each time. 

In countries with frontier roads, vehicle bodies usually are spiled 
before the engines. Save the engines on derelict cars and use them to operate 
generators, fime pumpsi irrigation pumps, welding machines, agricultural 
machinery, C~reSSOrs, or any of a hundred other machines. 

10.20 Drive train, gear boxes, differentials 

10.21 Axles -- 

when an axle shaft is broken, it is often impossible to guess which 
shaftbroke. Put a screwdriver in the oil hole of the differential to jam, 
the gears, the-~ try to turn the wheels. 'The wheel that tums freely is the 
onewiththe brokenaxle. 

To remve an axle shaft--one of tie most conmn shop (and field) opera- 
tions inthebush--jackupthe endofthe axlewiththebroken shaft so that 
the oil will run dowh to the differential. Remove the wheel and brake drum 
and the cap over the end Ff the axle. Unfasten-the axle andpulloutthe 
shaft. If the other end is stuck inside, it may be possible to remve the 
axle shaft on the other side and push out the broken portiop with a smll 
diamter rod. Otherwise, the differential mst be taken apart--a job best 
done in the shop. 

10.22 Differentials 

Dismantling a differential is not hard, but reassembly is sometimes 
rare difficult. It is especially important to be sure that each part is clean 
before replacing it, since there is no way to flush dirt out once it is all 
assembled. 

If replacing all or part of a differential, be sure the gear ratio is 
the samas theoriginal. On a Toyota Land Cruiser, for example, the differ 
ential may have aither a 3.70 or 4.11 reduction ratio. 

Inrmst4WDcars the fmntandrear differentials are interchangeable. 
The rear one gets the mst use, and if it is damaged it may be possible to 
switch with the front one. 
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A limited slip differential divides the torque equally between the two 
wheels, regardless of the road surface. 
and results in greatly improved traction. 

This reduces slipping on mud or ice 

special lubricant. 
This type of differential needs 

10.a3 Wheel Bearings 

Assembling ball, rollerorneedlelxarings if often frustrating because 
the balls or rollers fall out. 
assembly. 

Use heavy grease to hold them in place during 

Installing a roller or ball bearing should be done carefully, so that 
strain is not put on the sides of tie races. If the bearing is to fit over a 
shaft, press it on witi the inner ring; if the bearing is to fit into a hole; 
press only on the outer ring. Donotbeaton the bearing with ahamer,which 
will damage it. Use a wooden drift or a soft n&let if it is necessary to 
beat the bearing into place. It is sometimes possible to use heat to help 

1 

seat a bearing, as described in section 10.10. 

10.24 Universal Joints 

Before roving a universal joint, mark its relationship to the two 
shafts so that everyGing can be masse&led in the samz way. 

To get a U-joint apart is not difficult if things are done in the right 
order. Washthe jointcarefully,andremvetheclipsholdingthebearing 
cups into the yokes. Support the joint and tap on the flange end yoke to drive 
thebearing through the spline shaft yoke. Pull thisbearingout,being careful. 
not to spill the bearings from the cup. Repeat this operation for the opposite 
side, and take the splined shaft yoke off. Abrass orwccddriftcanthen be 
used to drive out the other bearing cups. 

To get the U-joint back together: assemble the needles in the cups, 
using greasetoholdthminplace. Put the spider journal into the flange 
y&e, put the bearing under the end of the spider journal and tap it into 
position. Put the'retaining clip in position at tie end of the cup to hold it. 
Put the next bearing cup under the end of the spider journal opposite the 
installed bearing and tap it into position. Replace the clip. New put the 
cups ontheotherends of the joumal,andinstalltheclips. Ifthereis a 
dust cover over the joint, replace it. 

On SOJE joints it is possible to put one bearing cup into each yoke on 
the bench, then fit the spider into it. 

10.30 Fuel System 

A leaky gas tank can often be fixed with Liquid Steel epoxy wi+but 
remvingthe+~ fmnthe vehicle. The areaaroundtheleak shouldbe clean 
anddry. . 

Soapwillmakeatemporarypatchinaleakingtank. 
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A leak can also be soldered or welded, but this operation is very risky 
because of the explosive gasoline vapor. The tank shouldbe removed fromthe 
car and washed carefully with soapy water, inside and out. Fill the tank to 
the top with water to drive out the f-s. It may be possible to weld the 
tank with the water inside if the water is drained to below the level of the leak, 
which should be at. the top of the tank. 

To solder the tank, sandpaper all around the leak to clean it, and 
apply soldering flux. Heat the tank with a torch until the solder will melt 
on the tank, not sparely fm the heat of the torch. 
and allow it to cool slowly. 

Flow solder over the leak, 

If the carburetor is roved it is a good idea to cover the o&ing 
so that loose material does not fall into the intake manifold and cylinderti. 

Carburetor adjustment can be accomplished with the vacuum gauge. Ad- 
just the main jet by running the engine at 1500 to 2000 RPM, screw the needle 
valve in until the engine starts to falter, then adjust it outward until the 
highest vacuum is obtained. If there is an idle jet on the carburetor, adjust 
*while lihecaris runningatafastidle. Screw the valve in until the engine 
falters, and then out to tie highest vacuum reading as above. 

The carburetorcanbe cleanedwith any ofanumberofcomrcial 
preparations, of which GwM>ut is the author's choice. Lacquer thinner is an 
acceptable substitute. 

10.31 Adjusting the Choke 

On cars with manual choke controls, no adjustment is necessary. The 
choke button, when pulled out on the dashboard, operates a cable which pulls the 
choke plate in the carburetor to reduce the air supply. To check it, remove 
the air cleaner and have a helper operate the button while observing the plate 
insidethebarrelofthecarburetor. It should move from fully open to fully 
closed. 

An autocratic choke is s-what mre complex. To check it, mve the air 
cleaner and press the accelerator to the floor witi the engine cold. The choke 
plate should close over the carburetor barrel. Whenthe engine is startedthe 
ch&eplate shouldopengraduallyuntil fullyomed. 

Do not put oil on the linkage for the choke. Joints should be cleaned 
with a c-r&al solvent such as Gumout, or witi gaso1i.n~. 

There are two basic types of automatic choke, both operated by engine 
heat. To adjust the type which is located behind a round cover plate on the 
side of the carburetor, the cover itself is turned. With the engine cold, 
loosen the retaining screws, rotate the cover one notch in the desired direc- 
tion--leaner or richer+- and tighten -the cover. 

The second type of autmtic choke is set into a depression in the 
intake manifold. With the engine cold, remove the cover holding the choke 
controlinplace andgently~vethecontrolmedhanism. It will be marked 
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to indicate which way to adjust for rich or lean mixture. Loosen the lock- 
nut, change the adjustment, tighten the lo&ut and replace the control in 
the manifold. 

On Sony older cars the automatic choke is operated by a spiral heat 
coil in the accelerator linkage to the carburetor. This coil turns acamwhich 
holds the choke valve closed. As engine heat warms the metal coil it slowly 
turns the cam to disengage it from the choke plate lever. 

10.40 Brakes 

Cleanliness is especially important witi tie braking system, and dirt 
in the system is a frequent cause of trouble. Before working on any part of 
the brake lines, cylinders, master cylinder: etc., clean it very carefully. 
Parts removed from the system should be washed in alcohol or brake fluid, not 
in gasoline or kerosene. If an air compressor is available, a blast of air will 
often clean the parts well without contamination. 

A small-diameter plastic tube can be used to siphon brake fluid from 
a five gallon can to a smaller container for use. The taste of brake fluid 
is very disagreeable and difficult to overcome, so it is best to siphon care- 
fully. 

10.41 Adjusting the Brakes 

When the ,pedai goes down nearly to the floor before the brakes stop the 
oar, they should be adjusted. It should never be necessary to pump the brakes. 

Some 4WD vehicles have self-adjusting brakes. To adjust this type 
drive the car slowly backward and apply the brake pedal firnily several times. 
Then go forwardand checkopemtion. The excess pedal travel should have been 
eliminated. 

On other vehicles the brakes are adjusted manually. They use a cam 
which forces theends ofthebrake shoes apartwhenturned. To adjust the 
brakes, jack up a wheel and spin it by hand as though going forward. Turn the 
adjusting nut or star wheel until the shoe moves into contact with the drum 
and stops the wheel or drags it. Fkess the brake pedal sharply to center the 
shoes in-the drum. Then back off on the adjustrrkent until the shoe no longer 
rubs on the drum. Repeat this operation on each wheel. 

With either the self-adjusting or manually adjusted type, if the pedal 
still goes downtoo far,orifthe shoecannotbe adjustedtoreachthe drum, 
new linings or new drums are needed. 

Disc brakes do not require adjuswnt but additional brake fluid may 
be neededtokeep the reservoirfullas the pads becomewornthin. 

10.42 Bleeding the Brakes 

Brake fluid is quite thick, and the bleeding operation must be carried 
out after tie lines have been opened so that air can be removed from the 
system. Ifthebralcepedal feels spongy, there is probably airinthe line, and 
bleeding should ovezxzne ti problem. 
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If new shoes cannot reach worn drums, it is possible to obtain ovep 
size linings. Another trick is to put a collar on the adjusmt which spaces 
the Shoes apart, using a short piece of pipe. 

Iftherubberparts of abrake cylinder are damaged, it is possible to 
get a cylinder rebuilding kit rather than replace the entire cylinder. It 
is much easier to put tie rubber parts in place if they are lubricated with 
b&e fluid. 

After relining, a brake may drag if it is not possible to back off the 
adjustmmt enough to keep tzle shoe off the drum. If this is suspected, drive 
the car and then feel the wheel at the center for heat. Alternatively, jack 
up tie wheel and try to spin it; it should rotate freely. 

In bleeding tie brakes, start with the wheel having the longest line to 
the master cylinder, and work around to the shortest one. If the vehicle has 
power assisted brakes, .the engine should rat be operated while bleeding the 
brakes, and the reserve vaculrm should be removed by applying the brakes several 
times before starting bleeding. 

Two people are needed for the bleeding operation. Put about an inch 
(2.5 an) of brake fluid in the bottom of a snal.1 glass jar, and put a piece of 
small diameter rubber or plastic tubing into the fluid. Put the other end of 
the tube over the bleeding nipple on the wheel. 
the rounded portion of the nipple. 

It should be a tight fit over 
Loosenthenipplewithawrench. Have the 

assistantslowlyp~thebrakepedaltoexpeltheairfromthebrakelines and 
the bleeding tube. Pump the brake pedal slowly until there axe no bubbles coming 
out of the tube, refilling the brake fluid reservoir on the master cylinder if 
necessary. When rrc) nore bubbles appear, tighten the bleeding nipple and mve 
the tube. Repeat tie operation on each wheel. 

Never mix types of brake fluid. 
vehicle manufacturer. 

Use only the type specified by the 

In some vehicles, hydraulic clutches must be bled in conjunction with 
the brakes. The shop manual will indicate whether this is necessary. 

10.43 ReliningtieBrakes 

A riveted lining should be replaced when the heads of the rivets are 
nearly exposed; a bonded lining should be replaced when there is &out l/16 of 
an inch (1.5 nm) of lining left. Son&in-es a car operated in sand will have 
badly scoredbrakes, causedby sandgettingbetweenthe drums andthelinings. 
Inthis casebo'chthelining andthe drumwillhavetobe replaced. 

To rxove brake shoes for relining, renove the drum by taking off the 
wheel,iwvi.ng the drvmretaining screws andpullingoffthe drum. Unhook 
the springs which return the brake shoes to the center, prying them off with a 
big screwdriver. Ma& the springs so they can be replaced correctly. mve 
the spring holding tie shoe against the backing plate (if any). Spread the 
shoes apart at the top and remxe them. The spring holding the bottom ends 
together can then be removed. 

Ifthebralce drums arebadlyworn,the shoesmay get stuck hagroove. 
It may be necessary to slack the shoe adjustmsnt in order to back the shoes out 
of the grcove before the drum can be renxxed. 
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DISC BRAKES axe more easily htained than drum brakes. tie pads, one 
on each side of the revolving disc, apply pressure to stop the car. Although 
designs vary scxnewhat, the pads are generally replaced by one of the two basic 
mthods. On one type the pads are held in place by a heavy wire retainer; on 
theothertypethe~~talhousingaroundthe padsmustbe removed. Thebrake 
pedalmustnotbepmssedwhile the pads are beingreplacedorthepressure 
pistons will be forced out and it will be neces&ry to bleed tne system. Xo 
adjusmt is usually required on disc brakes although it may be necessary to 
add brake fluid to compensate for pad wear. 

10.44 TheHandBreke 

The hand brake should be kept in good condition so that it can be used 
to stop the oar in an emergency. It is less subject to sudden failure than 
the hydraulic brake. Usuallythehandbrake uses acable arrangmnttopull 
the brakes shoes in the wheels. Sam cars, such as the Land Rover, have a drum 
brake on the drive shaft, separate from the wheel brake system. 

Repairs to thehandbrake are usuallylimitedto adjusting the fme 
rmvvt of the lever, since the linings rarely wear. Tension in a cable 
type brake is usually adjusted with a turnbuckle to remove slack. See also 
section 10.41. 

10.50 Electrical Repairs 

10.51 Battery 

Battery acid will ruin clothing or car upholstery. If it is spilled, 
neutralize it with mnia or baking soda, and wash with liberal amxnts of 
water. 

A dead battery can be charged with the car's generator or with a 
sepamte battery charger. A very satisfactory battery charger can be built 
withasmallgas engine andacar generator, and the costofopenationis 
much lower than for the vehicle's large engine. 

It is not necessary to rcrrove the battery from the car to charge it. 
When connecting the charger, however, 
be observed: 

it is essential thattheproperpolarity I 
the positive charger wire must be mnnected to the positive post 

of the battery, and the negative charger wire to the negative battery post. 

As aquickcheckofwhetherthe battery is charging, look inside the 
filler holes for small bubbles of hydrogen gas released by the charging pro- 
cess . This gas is the reason why a battery should only be charged in a well 
ventilated area. 

In cold weather a battery will not take a charge well, and belaw 5 
degrees 'Fahrenheit (-15 degrees Centigrade) it becomes very hard to charge a 
battery. 

10.52 Voltage Regulator 

A battery that needs water frequently may be receiving an overcharge 
through the voltage regulator, assuming mat it is not leaking. The voltage 
regulator, as most shop manuals will indicates is virtually impossible to repair 
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without electronic testing equipment. Some adjuswnts can be made as described 
be&m, but usually the best answer to voltage regulator problems is a new regula- 
tor. 

As a first check, disconnect the battery and hold down each relay. 
The contacts should close firmly with a very small space left between the ama- 
ture and the coil core. 

To adjust the closing voltage, connect the battery and put a DC volt- 
meter between the "Gen" and "Gnd" terminals on the relay. Raise the engine 
speed until the cutout relay closes, and note the voltage. If it is not as 
indicated in the shop manual, it can be adjusted. To raise the closing volt- 
age, bend tie relay armature spring post to stretch the spring. To lower the 
closing voltage, bend the post down to loosen the spring. 

10.53 Generator Repairs 

Most difficulties with generators are caused by overloading or by 
foreign matter inside the generator housing, Overloading may result in enough 
heat in the generator to cause damage, but this is not a comm problez If 
the output of the generator is not enough to keep the battery charged, and 
if it is known that the voltage regulator is in good condition, the generator 
can be adjusted. The shop manual will provide instructions on this matter, 
which usually involves roving the third brush in the direction ofi rotation 
of the commutator. 

If sand or grit gets into the generator, extensive damage may be done 
to the comnutator. The best soluticm is to take the armature out of the genera- 
tor and munt it in a latie to turn dcm the conmutator. If no lathe is avail- 
able, one end of the shaft can be held in the chuck of an electric drill. If 
no power tools are available, leave the armature in place arid put a piece of 
fine sandpaperbetweenoneofthebrushes andthe damagedccmmtator. Turn 
the generator shaftbyoperating the engine atlcw speed, and the sandpaper 
will clean the rough spots fmm the comnutator. 

When installing new brushes, which my be necessary when the generator 
does not indicate any output, put sandpaper around the comutator with the 
grit side facing outward, against the brushes. Hxe the comutator back and 
forth slowly by hand, and the sandpaper will fit the brushes to the curve of 
the conunutator semts. 

Many cars use an alternator instead of a generator to provide electricity. 
The basic appearance and connections are the same, but an alternator is generally 
shorter and of larger diameter than a generator. An alternator generates al-tee 
nating current (A.C.) which is then changed to the direct current (DC.1 needed 
for the battery by a group of diodes. These diodes, looking like very small 
wkd. cans are delicate and easily damaged by reversed polarity. In service, 
hmever, an alternator often lasts longer than a generator, and it has the 
advantage of providing charging curmntatlaw engine speed. 
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10.54 tight System Repairs 

Trouble in the lignting system is usua/lly indicated by fail- of 
the bulbs to shine. Lqually straightforward, !the 
is usually replacw& of tne affected bulb. I 

solution to tne problem 

One suggestion for electrical work under the dashboard: the modern 
vehicle is so crowded with wiring under tnis area that it is a good idea to 
disconnect the battery before starting work. This will eliminate the 
possibility of blowing fuses or causing other damage by shorting terminals 
with a screwdriver or pliers. 

An ailn-ent of the lignting system that can cause a great deal of 
confusion and yet is very easy to find is the result of short circuiting 
of wires to the frame of the vehicle. If no other cause crm be found for 
blown fuses, or for lights working in the wrong combinations (such as the 
dome light coming on with the headlights), check for this possibility. 
The mDst corxmon spot for such trouble is where the wires go tht-cugh body 
panels. For example, check the hole where wires go tmugh the back of 
the vehicle to the tail lights to see whether the edge of tile sheet metal 
has cut through the insulation on the wire. Similar problems canbe caused 
by a short circuit on a terminal block or a wire connector, possibly 
resulting from salt water, corrosion, or a bit of metal that must be removed. 

10.55 wtion Repairs 
I 

There are several eMrents in the ignition system, any one of which 
may need repair. In some cases, mxe than one element will need work, 
n&ing it very difficult to locate the problem. 

SPARK PLUGS must follow the recorrpIlendations of the shop manual. 
Five thread sizes are in ooxruxon use: 7/8 inch, l/2 inch, 18 mn., 14 mm., 
and 10 nm. The meas m-t is the outer diameter across the threads. Using 
these basic hole six!s, a vast variety of spark plug designs is available. 
The lawer end of the.shel1shoul.d be even with the inner wall of the engine 
cylinderhead. If the plug is too long, it will run hot. If it is too short 
it will be fouled by e&au& gas fornved in the pocket. The length of the 
insulator tip below the insulator seat gasket determines the rate of heat 
flow from the center electrode to the cooling water in the engine, and 
therefore sets the "heat range" of the spark plug. 

Spark plugs should be adjusted to the srrallest gap recorded by 
the shopmsnual,so that as theywear the gapwillincrease until it reaches 
the JMxirmm allowed in the specifications. As an example, if a gap of 
between ,032 and .036 inches (0.8 nm. and 0.9 mm.) is specified by the 
manual, set the gap to .032 inches (0.8 mm.). 

To set the gap, bend only the side electrode. The center one will 
break easily if any attempt is made to bend it. Bend the electrode down 
toward the center until the feeler gauge, set for the proper gap, just 
fits between the two electrodes. New spark plugs should be checked for 
proper gap, since they are XUUV@ ,set correctly by the rranufacturer. 



When working with the spark plugs or the distributor, it is useful 
to rrrark the wires so they can be returned to the proper plugs. If they do 
becone scrambled, they must be rearranged according to the firing order of 
the engine. This is usually marked on the engine block. On the 2.5 liter 
Land Rover engine, for example, the firing order is molded into the engine 
block casting: l-3-4-2. 
fires first. 

This ,means thdt the front cylinder, number one, 
Then thethirdone backfromthe fro&,-the fourth,andthe 

second, in that order. 

To replace a spark plug after service, screw it finger tight into the 
cylinder head until it mets the copper ring gasket. Tighten with a torque 
wrench if avail&le to the tension specified in the shop manA. If no torque 
wrench is available, it can be improvised as shown in section 14.50. 

BREAKER POINTS are inside the distributor. Unlike spark plugs, they 
should be set to the high end of the recommended range, since the gaps decrease 
with wear. 

The points should separate at or near the TDC (top dead center) mark 
on the flywheel, in accordance with the shop manual. If they open too early, 
or before TDC, the engine will not develop full power and may kick back when 
cranked. If they open too late, there will be only a sluggish response to 
opening the throttle andthe enginewill be underpowered. 

The timing can be set with the engine stopped or running. To set 
timing with the engine stopped, take the distributor cap off so the points 
are visible. Reference is made to tie timing marks on the flywheel, turning 
the distributorhousing so that the points open at the correcttimingmark as 
describedinthe shopmanual. 
gap between the points. 

At the same t& it is necessary to set the 
Most cars provide a notch in the point frame into 

which a screwdriver can be inserted as a lever to move the fixed breaker 
point. Loosenthe screwholdingthepcintfran~ inplaceandadjustthe gap 
witithepointsfullyopen. The feeler gauge, set to the correct gap 
thickness as showninthe shopmsnual,shouldfit snuglyinbetweenthe 
points. Nowrecheckthetiming,since tie two adjus-tments interact. 

Axroreaccuraten&hodis touse atiming light,whichis inserted 
inthecircuittotheNumberOne sparkplug. Disconnectandblockthe 
vacuum advance -hibe. The engine is thenstarted,atidle speed,andthe 
timing light is usedto ill uminate the marks on the flywheel. As the 
distributor is turned slightly one way or the other, the timing marks will 
appear to mve forward or backward. On some cars thesetimingmarks are 
very hard to see, and a dab of white paint or chalk will greatly improve 
visibility. 

TEE IGNITION COILrarelyneeds repaiqandwhen it does the only 
practical thing to do is replace it. 
identical one if possible. 

The coil should be replaced with an 
If it is necessary to use a replacement of 

anothertype,be sure thatitis correctlywired. The primsrywires are 
usually marked as to polarity, and the tlplust' side of the coil must be 
connected to the ltplustt side of the car's wiring. It it is installed 
b;aclaJardtherewillbelow~erandmisfir~athi~engine speeds. 
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THE IGNITION WIRING is often an unsuspected source of t&uble. 
Unlike low voltage wiring, the wires to the spark plugs can "leak" 
electricity. Wet wiring will often stop an engine; if the spark plugs 
and the wires are dried with a soft rag -the problem may be solved. If 
the wires are oldand driedout, theremay be small cracks fromwhich 
pawei: is leaking to the engine block or other metal located nearby. To 
check for this possibility, park the car in the dark and crank the engine, 
looking under the hood for sparks. A type of spray lacquer is available 
which will tempomily solve leaks in the wires; otherwise they should 
be replaced. 

THE CONLENSEX inside the distributor is usually changed when new 
breaker points are installed. The condenser should be the type specified 
by the manufacturer, since the wrong type will affect engine power. If 
the condenser is too small, the moving arm of the breaker will develop a 
deposit and the fixed portion will have a crater. If the condenser is too 
large, the reverse will be true: acrater in the moving armand a deposit 
on the fixed portion of the breaker. 

THE IGNITION CIRCUIT is basically very simple, and can be traced 
withlittle difficultywhentheelements are understood. Fromthe battery, 
the power goes through the ignition switch to the "plus" side of the coil. 
The '?nir~us~~ side of tie coil is attached to the frame of the car. (On cars 
with positive grounding, however, this is reversed. The only such vehicle 
in cxgmm use is the band Rover, on which the "plus" side of the battery 
is attached to the frame.) This connection to the frm of the car fmm the 
coil's 'Pnir~'~ side is nmde through the breaker points, which act as a 
switch. When the pints are closed, the c urrentfl~s -throughthe coil, 
and when the points open, the current stops. 

In the high-voltage circuit, there areevenfewer parts. The high 
voltage is produced by the buildup and collapse of the power in the spark 
coil; from there it flows to the center of the distributor. Inside the 
dicstributor there is a roving switch, the rotor, which connects the center 
wiretoeachoftheoutsidewires inturnas the rotor-. The perthen 
flows fromthe coil-Wcu.ghthe rotorandthrou&awiretoasparkplug, 
where it jumps across the gap to the fram? of the engine. 

10.56 Starter Repairs 

As indicated in 9.70, the starter does not often fail. Most repairs 
are identical to those for the generator. 

Intheeventthatthe starter,engaging gearorengineis jmd,the 
starter may be ov+rheated in trying to turn.. In extra2 cases the windings 
on the armature may be damaged by the heat. This condition is best detected 
byreplacingthe armaturu:.Adamaged arm&urewinding cannot be readily 
repaired, and a new unit is generally used. 

The wires connecting sepmts of the field winding, arranged around 
the inside of the cylindrical case, can also be damaged by heat or by stones 
and other foreign matter. They can be rejoined and taped securely. 

The starter can be bench-tested for brief periods by connecting it 
to asuitablebattery. 

:,’ 
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10.60 Repairs to tires, alignment, steering, springs, etc. 

10.61 Steering Repairs 

Problems with steering are often the result of many small adjustmznts 
needing only minor work; their sum, however, is enough to make steering 
difficult. Perhaps the rest connon complaint with steering on four wheel 
drive vehicles is shimny, which rray be caused by loose parts or by tires which 
are out of balance. Since 4wL, vehicles on frontier roads are rarely driven 
at high speed, tire balance can often be ruled out. 

S&y can often be corrected by going systerraticdlly through the 
steering system looking for loose connections. Afrequentproblemis 
looseness between the steering box and the chassis, but the same sort of 
looseness anywhere in the systemcan cause shinmy. In the event&&this 
does not solve the problem, and tire balance is satisfactory, an easy 
solution is to purchase a steering damper. This is adevice verymuchlike 
a shock absorber which is attached to the tie rod, and which works miracles 
for old 4WD cars. 

WHEEL ALIGNMENT is very difficult to adjust properly without special 
equipmt rarely found in a snail shop. SOIE guidance can occasionally be 
hadfrompatterns oftirewear, but on frontierroads the tires are usually 
ruptured before they are worn enough toLshow any pattern. For the sane 
reason, however, there is not usually much need for concern with alimt 
on roads where speed is low. The wheels usually do not need alignment unless 
there is collision damage or a similar major problem. 

Three factors are involved in tire alimt: CASTER in a 2WD 
vehicle, is the inclination from vertical of the kingpin, compared with the 
road. The vehiclehaving ball joints insteadof akingpinrneasures caster 
by the angle that the ball joints are tilted to front or rear. Tilt to the 
front is regarded as negative caster; to the rear is positive. CAMBER, the 
second factor, is the angle at which the wheel is tilted to the side, that 
is, the angle between the centerline of the wheel and vertical. The third 
factor, and the most important as far as tire wear is concerned, is TO&IN. 
This is the differencebetweenthe~s -tat the frontandattheback 
of the tires, from the center of one front tire to the center of the other. 

TOE-IN ADJUSTMENT can be managed without complicated equip-t, but 
it should be done carefully, since it is the greatest wear factor. Jack 
up the front end of the vehicle and support it securely. Spin the tires by 
handandmake a-line aroundthe road surface by holding the chalk 
against the turning tire. Use a nail to scribe a very narrow line inthis 
chalk,holding thenailfirmly in ablockofwoodresting on the floor so 
it cannot shift. Drop a plumb bob or use a big carpenter's square to trens- 
fer the rrark at the front of the tire to the floor, and then do the same at 
the rearofthetire. Without touching the steering or mxing the wheels, 
do the sane for-the otherfronttire. i"leasUre the distancebetweenthe 
twofrontmarks andthe two rearmarks. The difference is the toe-in. This 
should be adjusted in accordance with the shop manual by lengthening or 
shortening the tie rods. 
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Liho notes on steering systems: 

Ball joints in the steering rods can become rusted to the point 
where the ball slips out of the socket. In tis condition the car cannot 
be steered, although temporary repairs can be made with a piece of heavy 
wire. When checking the steering system, try to move the ball joints to 
be sure of their condition. 

Some parts of the steering system are interchangeable between left- 
hand and right-hand drive cars. Some are not. The steering rod rim from 
the steering wheel to the gearbox, for example, is not the sa1~2 on both right- 
hand and left-hand drive band Rovers, and if the wrong rod is used the car 
will steer in reverse -- going to the right when the wheel is turned to the 
left. 
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10.62 Tires andWheels 

Remval of the wheel fmm the car is described in section 7.60. 
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DRLVE CAR UP PLANK 

TO BREAK BEAD 

TURN TIRE AND 

REPEAT AS OFTEN 

AS NECESSARY 

TO FREE TIRE FROM WHEEL 
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To get the tire off the rim using hand tools, first be sure that 
all the air is out. The easiest way is to remDve the core from the valve. 
Then free the tire from the steel wheel wiY& a heavy hannrer, or in em 
cases by laying the tire on the ground, placing a plank on the tire, and 
driving a carontotheplankto force the tire downand away fromthe steel 
wheel. When the tire is free on both sides, stand on one portion of the 
tire so that it will fit into the depression at the center of the wheel. 
Pull the tire off the opposite side with a tire iron, then work it off the 
wheel all the way around. 
pulled out for repairs. 

With one side of the tire free, the tube can be 
If necessary, the other side of the tire can be 

rwxwed in the same. way. 

Same large tires are mxnted on split rims. 
made of two similar pieces, bolted together. 

This type of wheel is 
To remxe the tire, deflate 

it and rerrove the bolts holding the sides together. The sides will then 
come apart, andthetire canbe renxxed. When putting this type of wheel 
together, be sure the tire is not pinched between the halves. There is 
usually a protector flap between the tube and the wheel to help eliminate 
this problem. 

TUBE PATCHING is not a difficult job once the leak has been found. 
To locate the leak, inflate the tube and s*rge it in a tub of water. 
Bubbles will indicate the location of the leak. The tub need not be big 
enough to hold the entire inflated tube, since one portion can be done at 
at*. A pond or brook can also be used for this purpose. If no leak 
canbe found, checktobe sure the valve is holding air. Put a short 
piece of hose over the valve and put the other end in a jar of water. If 
bubbles come out of tie hose, air is leaking through the tire valve. 

There are two principal types of tube patches: hot and cold. The 
cold patch does not hold as well as the hot one, but in some areas it is 
mxe easily obtained. 
with which to attach it 

It consists of a srmll piece of rubber and some glue 
over tie hole. 

the areaaroundtheleakcarefully. 
To use this type of patch, clean 

Apply the cement to the area around the 
leakandto the patch. I&the cmtdry,andthenputanotiercoatof 
cementonthepatchandpress it inplace. Work out the bubbles by rolling 
thepatchwithabottleoraroundstickinthe s-manner-as abakermaking 
pie crust. 

Ahotpatchneeds smwhatnvnvnvnvnvnvnvnvnvnv specializedequipmant, butthetools 
=x&expensive andtheresults arebetterthanwiti acoldpatch. Scrub 
the areaaroundtheleakwitiawirebrushorwiththe small scraperpro- 
videdwiti the patch kit. Peel off the white cover on one side of the patch and 
laythepatchagainsttheleakwithits n&&backing facingoutward. Clamp 
tiepatchinplacewiththe small clamp providedwiththekit,andsetfire 
to-thepatchwithamatch. 
malcingapermsnentpatch. 

Tneheatvulcanizes the rubber to the tube, 
Afterallowingto cooJ.,re~~~~ve the clamp. 

Tubeless ths are not often used on 4WD vehicles. If such a tire 
is pressed sideways by a large rock or some other obstruction, or if it is 
pinched between the logs of a bridge, it is likely to come free from the 
wheelandleakair. Smallleaks intubelessttis canberepairedwithplug 
patches sold for the purpose, smtinres without ren~ving the tire from the 
wheel. Intheeventofalargerpuncture,however,thetiremustbe discarded. 
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The author, faced with the lack of a vehicle when no ,tires were 
available, has %ewrP large rips in tire sidewalls using heavy wire. The 
wire, about 8 gauge, is inserted like staples through the sidewall from 
the inside ofthetire. The outside ends are folded over to secure the 
wire. A tire boot or a piece of old inner tube should be placed inside 
the tire at the point of repair to preventthewire fromdamaging the 
inflated tube. This type of repair cannot be recomnended for high-speed 
tl?avel, but it is a satisfactory salvage method for low speeds. It can 
often be used to restore to service a tire with a lot of useful tread 
which has been ripped by stones. 

Old inner tubes should never be discarded, no matter how badly 
damaged. They can always be cut up to make tire patches, gaskets, or 
replacements for small springs. 

it off. 
REASSEMBLING THE TIRE on the wheel is not any harder than getting 
Wire brush any rust or scllle off the rim, and if there is time 

or need this is a good time to paint the rim. Apply a mixture of brake 
fluid and graphite to the bead of the tire -- the portion that will touch 
the steel wheel. This makes it easier to get on and easier to renove the 
next time. 

Jam the wheel into one side of the tire opening, tipping the wheel 
sothatthe droppedcenterportionis againstthebeadofthetire. The 
tixe irons can then be used to pull the rest of the bead around the wheel. 
Insert the tube, lubricating it with soapy water, get the valve through 
the hole in the wheel, and be sure that the tube will not be pinched 
between the tire and the wheel. Then lever one side of the remaining bead 
of the tire into the smaller center part of the wheel so that the rest of 
the tire can be levered into the wheel. The tire should then be centered 
on i%e wheel and the tube inflated until the tire "pops" onto the rims. 
Then reduce pressure in the tube to that specified by the manufacturer. 

There are machines available which will accomplish the removal and 
replacement of tires and tubes in a rratter of seconds. SORE are manual, 
others use airpower. In a shop where tire &anging is a frequent task, 
these tools are a very worthwhile investment. 3x1~ mdels cost under 
$100, and save vast aTzy)unts of tin-e and work. 

To seat a TUBELESS TIRE on the wheel for inflating, tie a rope 
around the tire tread like a belt, and wind it up with a tire iron or a 
big screwdriver. The bead will spread apart and touch the wheel, making 
it possible to inflate the tire. It is almxt impossible to inflate a 
tubelesstirewith ahandorfootpump. An air con4xessor or a small 
pump using air from the vehicle's cylinder is a necessity with this type 
of tire. 

TIRES WITH V-LUGS should have the lugs pointing forward at the 
top of the wheel. This provides the best traction and makes the tires self- 
cleaning. The spare tire on a vehicle of this type, if it is to be sub- 
stituted for a dmaged tire for a substantial period, nmy need to be 
reversed on its wheel. 
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lug nuts 
TO MOUNT THE WHEEL on the car, set it on the studs and put on the 
fingertight. These nuts must be pulled up tight or they will 

work off and ruin the studs, possibly- dropping the tire in the process. 
To avoid warping tie wheel when the nuts are tightened, move to a nut 
opposite the last one tightened rather than going around the wheel in 
order. See diagram in section 7.60. 

IUJTATINGTIRESis sometimes reco~dedbymsnufacturers,buton 
frontier roads is of little value since the tires will be ruptured before 
the time comes for rotation. 

In addition, tire rotation schemes involve the spare tire, and 
vehicles on frontier roads usually require several spare tires. On roads 
where tire rotation is possible, the following is the usual order: right 
front to right rear, right rear to spare, spare to left front, left front 
to left rear, and left rear to right front. The easiest m&hod for camy- 
ing out the switch is to mark each tire with chalk to indicate where it is 
to be mounted, then jack up the entire car and switch tires. 

TIRE BALANCING can contribute to front-end shinnny, but frontier 
roads are usually rough enough to offset any advantage of balancing. If 
balancing is to be done, it is most easily accomplished with a tool made 
for the purpose. If none is available, cave the wheel on the car, jack 
it up, and spin it by hand. Markthebottomwithachalkmarkwhenit 
ConEs to rest. Spin it several Wre t*s, each time marking the lowest 
point with chalk. It it consistently stops at the sm spot, it can be 
ass-d that this is the heavy side, and the tire should be weighted on 
the other side. Attach a wheel weight on the inside and outside of the 
wheel at the top, counterbalancing tie off-center weight of the wheel 
andtire. 

Ralancingbythis methodmayresultin Sony improvemzntintire 
balance, but it is a poor substitute for a balancing level. 

10.63 Repairs to Springs 

To remwe a broken leaf-type spring, jack the chassis until the 
tims a-e clear of the ground. Ren-ove the nuts fi?om the U-bolts which 
hold the spring to the axle, and the big bolts holding the ends of the 
spring to the chassis. The spring can then be removed. To take the 
springs apart, I?eMIve the tie bolt which goes thr~gh the center of the 
leaves, and they will separate. 

To reassemble, put the leaves together with the center tie bolt, and 
put the spring in position under the car. Fasten the spring to the axle 
with tie U-bolts, and connect one end of the spring to the chassis. To get 
the other end to line up with the holes in the shackle or the chassis, it 
may be necessary to put a jack under the axle and raise or lower it, 
flexing the spring. Leave the end bolts slightly loose, drive the car 
back and forth a bit to seat the springs, and then tighten the end bolts 
securely. This will prevent undue wear on the bushings which hold the spring 
in place. 
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COIL SPRINGS are not often found on 4WD vehicles intended for 
rough service. To remxe a spring of this type for replacement, first 
take off the shock absorber if it is inside the coil. Then raise the 
chassis so the wheel hangs free, unbolt the spring and remove it. Where 
mil springs are used on the front end of a vehicle, it will also be 
necessary to remove a con-trcl arm or stabilizer. 

10.64 Repairs to Shock Absorbers 

Shock absorbers, once damaged, cannot be repaired and must be 
replaced. If oil leaks from a shock absorber, for example, it should be 
replaced. The sam is true if the shaft is bent or there is other damage. 

To replace a shock absorber, simply unbolt it and take it off. 
Put the new one on in its place, using new rubber bushings if possible. 
On sa cars the shock absorbers are held in place by studs and big cotter 
pins, but the principle is the same. 

This is an easy job that makes a big difference in comfort. 

10.70 cooling system Repairs 

THE FANBELTis eas.ilyremDvedbylooseningthe generatormounting 
support, swinging the generator toward the engine block, and slipping the 
fan belt off and around the blades of the fan. Replace it by reversing 
this process, tightening so there is about l/2 inch (1 cm.) of movement 
between the pulleys. 

It is necessary to use a pry bar of some sort to pull the generator 
away from the engine block when tightening the fan belt. If a new belt 
squeaks when the engine is started, apply belt dressing or soap as a 
lubricant. The new fan belt may stretch slightly, and should be checked 
for tightness after two or three hours of engine operating time. 

LEAKS in the cooling system can be traced by white deposits around 
hose joints or in the radiator core. 
curetheleak. 

In hoses, tightening the clamps may 
In the radiator itself, there are c-r&al stop-leak 

preparationswhichwillblocksmallholes andfixtheprcblem. Ifthecar 
must be used while water is leaking, loosen the radiator cap to lower the 
pressure inthe cooling system. Check the water level frequently. 

If the mdiator has a leak too large for stop-leak preparxtions to 
fix, the usual remedy is to solder the hole. The leak must first be 
located; often it is around the joint of the hose connection tube and the 
radiator body. Drain the radiator to allow it to be heated. Clean the 
area carefully with sandpaper, steel wool or a wire brush, and heat it 
with a blowtorch or a large soldering iron. When hot enough, flow solder 
onto the radiator to cover the leak, and allow it to cool before filling 
with water. 

, 
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10.71 Water Pump Repairs 

Difficulty with the water pump is generally limited to failure of 
thebearinginthepump. This maybe so severethdttie impellerrubs 
against the inside of the pump housing, causing a shrill squeaking noise. 
The bearing cannot usually be replaced, so the whole pump must be replaced. 
To mve the pump for examina tion, drain the cooling system through the 
plug at the bottom of the radiator, take the fan belt off the pump pulley, 
andunboltthepump. On mxt engines the fan is rrounted on the front of 
the pump shaft, and must be removed to get the pump out of the space 
between the radiator and engine block. 

The pump can be dismantled for evidence of bearing failure. A new 
pump is installed by reversing the removal process, using a new gasket 
betweenthepump andengineblocktopreventleaking. The gasket maybe 
sealed with a corrpnercial compound if available. 

10.80 Exhaust System Repairs 

MUFFLERLEAKSmustbe fixedpromptly,notoriLybecause of the 
annoyance of the noise, but because of the poisonous carbon mxoxide which 
escapes from the muffler and may get into the cab of the vehicle. A s&l 
hole can be fixed by cleaning with sandpaper and appplying Plastic Steel or 
asimilarhigh-t~ratureepoxyco~und. For a larger hole, clean the 
area and put on a patch made from a tin can, sealing it witi Plastic Steel 
andsecuringitwithwire. Self-tapping screws can also be used to secure 
the patch to themuffler ifthemufflerbodyis not badly rusted. 

Remxingatailpipe orrrncfflerwhichis badly rusted is more a 
matter of controlled destruction than removal. Jack up the chassis to get 
as~~spacebetweenthe~axleandthebody as possible. Then find 
the jointwhere disassembly istobemade, andtake it apart: often this 
will involve a cold chisel and a'tir to cut off tie damaged part of the 
system. 

If a replac-t muffler or pipe is not available, it is sometimes 
possible to make a substitute by welding parts of an exhaust system from 
anotier type of vehicle together. It is also possible to buy flexible 
exhaustline,whichcanbe bent to fit any desired&ape. 

10.81 Emission Control Repairs 

~recentyearsmanycountrieshavebecome awareofthegr&ng 
problemof pollutionofthe a-sphere causedby cars, and arenowrequiring 
certain emission controls to reduce emissions. If not properly adjusted and 
maintained, -they can greatly reduce fuel economy. 

The PVC (positive crankcase ventilation) valve draws furres from the 
crankcase into the carburetorforburning intheengine. It is usually a 
lnetalC#inder,aboutthumb-size,connectedbyahose from-the crankweor 
mcker am cover to tzhe carburetor. To test, mve the end from the engine, 
run thepgine slowly, and feel for a s-Q-ong vacuum at the free end of the 
hotie. MhenthePVCvalve is sh&en,-there shouldbe acliclcingnoiselike 
a loose marble inside it. If it is defective it should be replaced. Most 
manufac-hx~2rs specify replacexm2nteveryixoyears. Somztimes the PVCvalve 
can be restored by careful cleaning with a strong solvent like lacquer thinner 
or Cunxxt if no replacement is available. The hoses must also be clear and 
clean. 
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The air cleaner may have a small filter to clean air before it 
enters the crankcase as part of the PVC system. Metal mesh filters can 
be cleaned in gasoline; fiber type filters must be replaced. This type of 
filter is usually a small plastic device located inside the air cleaner, 
covering the endofahoseto the crankcase. 

10.90 Ehgine Repairs 

kst frontier vehicles fall apart before the engine becomes old 
enough to need extensive work, which limits the munt of engine work 
needed in a typical small shop. The springs break, frames split, and 
axle shafts are broken, but usually the engine and gear-train donotwear 
oyt . 

Precise tuning of the engine, and exact adjusmts for fuel 
economy, are usually secondary to keeping the vehicle running. 

tools. 
In some cases, taking the engine Apart will require sollbe special 
There axe, however, many jobs that can be done in a srKil shop 

with standard tools. 

10.91 Valves 

Valves must seat tightly to seal the cylinders, and failure to do so 
will cause major difficulties. Valves are made to seat properl!y by grinding 
themagainstthe engineblockwith an abrasive ccmpound. 



Special <ool can be used tc 
compress the valve springs, 
making it easier to remove 
the keys holding the valve 
in place. (Illustration 
above.) 

Method of adjusting valve 
tappet clearance with 
feeler gauge to measure 
space between valve and 
rocker arm. (Illustration 
at right.) 
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One manufacturer's 
cylinder head bolt 
tightening order. 
Similar "inside-out 
arrangement is used 
on other engines. 
(Illustration at 
left.) 

Illustrations courtesy 
of Land Raver 
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The valves are located under the cylinder head, which must be 
rwmved for grinding. To remove the valve, compress the valve spring and 
rwmve the two small segments that hold the spring in place. Take out the 
valve fromtheheadand inspectforwarping,burningorpitting. Put the 
valves in a numbered holder SO they can be returned to the sarre places. 

Pl~easmall~untofgrindingc~undwhe~ the edgeof the 
valve mets the engine block. Rotate the valve around until a clean ring 
shows where theedgewill seal. This is rrr0St easily done with a tool 
consisting of a stick with a rubber suction cup on the end. The suction 
cup is stuck to the flat face of the valve and the stick is then rotated 
backandforthbetweenthepakns ofthehandstoturnthe valveandgrind 
it. When the valve seats well, mve all the compound carefully, since 
any residue will cause rapid engine wear. 

Compress the springs and put the small retainers back in place, 
and adjust the tappets according to tie shop manual, and the job is done. 

To adjust the valve tappets, next engines have screw adjustimts 
on the end of the rocker arm. To gain access to the adjustment, I-WIDV~ the 
reeker arm cover which is bolted to the top of the engine. Turn the engine 
by hand until the valve to be adjusted is fully extended from the engine 
block. There shouldbe al&tle.spacebetweenthe endof the valve andthe 
end of,the rocker arm. Loosenthe retainingnutthatholds the adjustment 
szt-ew. Insert a feeler gauge of proper size between the end of the valve 
andtherockerarm. Turn the screw until the feeler gauge can just be roved 
in the gap. Holding the adjus~tscrewinplace, tighten-the retaining 
nut. Adjusteachvdlve inthisway. 
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In a shop where valve grinding is done frequently, the purchase of 
a valve removal and installation tool may be worthwhile, This is a large 
clamp rckembljng a C-clamp which fits around the cylinder head to press the 
springs down. 

10.92 Ehgine Rawal 

work, it 
Somtirnes when a vehicle is out of service because of major engine 
is expedient to replace the engine with one from a wreck. If all 

vehicles in the fleet are of the same type, this process is made even easier. 
The process of ren'oving an engine is largely devoted to disconnecting con- 
trols, cooling hoses, 
difficult.. 

and fuel connections, and is not particularly 

Start by taking off the hood; it may also be necessary to take off 
the fenders or radiator grille on som cars. Wve the battery lines to 
the startermotorandthe groundline from-the battery if it attaches to 
the engine block. Remove the air cleaner if it is separately located. 
Drain the radiator and disconnect its hoses from the engine block. Take 
off the fan to avoid damaging the radiator. Unbolt the exhaust manifold 
frmntheexhaustpipe. Remove heater hoses, if any. Disconnect the fuel 
line, accelerator linkage, choke linkage, wires fram the generator, isition 
wires,oilpressure gaugewire, radiator-the mter wire. Lifttheengine 
slightly with a hoist and disconnect it from the clutch or gearbox housing. 
In sorxz cases it is easier to take the clutch out with the engine. Unbolt 
tie engine munts and lift out the engine, 

' 

Replacing the engine is a matter of reversing all the above steps. 

10.93 Miscellaneous E&he Repairs 

REPLACING PISTON RINGS is generally done as part of a general ovep 
haulofanenginewhichrrcight~soinclude grinding valves andnewbearings. 
The cylinderheadmustbe mvedandthe oil pantakenoff. Unboltthelower 
ends of the piston cranking arms from the crankshaft and push the pistons out 
the top of the block .working on one at a tinle to keep them in order. mve 
the old rings and clean the grooves in the piston walls. 
rings, start with the bottom one first. 

To put on the new 
Using thin strips such as pieces of 

tin cans or feeler gauge blades to keep the rings from going into the wrong 
grooves,expandtherings 'guide theminto the correct grooves. Lacking 
a specially made ring compassing tool, a worm-type hose clamp can be used 
to squeeze the ~?ings and get them back into tie cylinder bore. The rings 
rrarst be compressed uniformly around the outside edge or they will bind and 
break when an attempt is made to push the piston back'into the block. When 
the p.iston is in place the crank arm can be bolted on the crankshaft under the 
engine,=placingthebearings ifneeded. 

One rr&hod of ampressing the valve springs is to squeeze them in 
a bench vise and secure them with two pieces of wire wrapped around the 
coils. When the keys have been put back in place, the wire can be cut 
and removed. 
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REPIKING BEARINGS in an engine is not difficult, and can often be 
donewithoutremDving the engine fromthe car. Sinceeachengineis 
different, it is best to refer to the shop mual for the procedure. In 
general, it involves taking off the oil pan to expose the crankshaft and 
the cranking arms that connect the pistons to the crankshaft. The en& 0.F 
these cranking arms are unbolted and new bearings put in place, and naV 
bearings are also slipped in around the crankshaft where it is nxxnted to 
the engine block. 

After replacing bearings, it is best to run the engine slowly for 
several hours, using power from another source, to %un in" the new 
bearings. This is readily done by turning the newly repaired engine with 
ano-ther car, letting aturningwheelonthe power car touch andturna 
wheel on the repaired car to crank the engine. It can also be done by 
towingthe car,although-this canbecometedious. 

KNOCKING is the resultofimproperburningoffuelinthecylinders. 
Inprimitive areas where gasoline is ofpoorquality,knockingis acon-mon 
problem. It is indicated by a sound like that of loose tiles rolling 
around in the engine when a load is applied, such as climbing a hill. If 
the grade of gasoline is suspected, a better grade of fuel can be tried as 
anexperiment. If no better fuel is available, the ignition timing should 
be slightly retarded until knocking is eliminated. Some cars include an 
adjustment on the distributor which can be turned to make minor changes in 
timingwitioutloosening the entire distributor. 

On an old engine where wear causes loose-fitting parts, knocking 
can be the result of worn crankshaft bearings or pistons that are loose 
inthecylinders. Ekarings, as indicatedabove, canbe renewedifthe 
engine is dismantled. The reboring of cylinders and installation of 
cylinder liner sleeves or oversize pistons is generally a job for a well- 
equipped overhaul shop. 

CRANKCASE OIL is saved in many parts of the world for use in 
latrines to help reduce odor. 

10.94 ~vingandReplacin~CylinderHead 

To grind valves or replace piston rings it is necessary to remove 
tie cylinder head -- theupperpart oftheenginewhichcovers the ends of 
the cylinders.. Firstdisconnectthe sparkplugwires. Rernovethe rocker 
am cover from the top of the engine. Remxe the nuts holding the cylinder 
headinplace. Liftthehead vertically to get it off the studs intheblock. 

To replace the head, be sure the cylinders and the mating surfaces 
are clean. Insert a new gasket, without any gasket QQIIIpouIIcz, over the studs 
intheengineblock. Place the cylinder head over the studs and put the 
nuts on finger-tight. The shop manual will indicate the proper sequence 
of tightening the nuts and the correct torque. If no shop manual is available, 
tighten tie nuts at the center of the head first, working outward toward the 
ends. Consult the torque table in section 20.10 for approximate tightness 
required. 
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10.95 Removing Carbon 

If tests indicate the presence of carbon deposits in the engine, 
reeve the cylinder as described in 10.94. Scrape the carbon from the 
cylinder head and the tops of the pistons. Be sure to remwe all loose 
carbonanddirtbeforereassembly. The valves shouldalsobe grwndas 
part of this operation. 



11.00 Body Repairs 
11.00 - 11.10 

Repairs to tie body of a vehicle are usually for the sake of appear- 
ance,ratherthanfunction. Recognizingthemdestequipmantat my small 
shops, some manufacturers have attached fenders and doors with bolts, rather 
thanwelding, sothattiey canbe mmvedforrepairs. Whenbodypanels 
are flat, as is the case with tie Toyota and the land Rover, it is possible 
to lay a damaged panel on the garage floor and beat it out rmre or less flat 
with a mallet. One of the principal advantages of having several vehicles 
of the sang type is that bolted-on panels of this type can be exchanged, 
or taken from derelicts. 

WINDOWGLASS cannotbe repairedifbmken,butacrack canbe stopped 
before it spreads and affects the entire pane. To do this, chuck a piece 
of small-diamtermppertubing in anelectric drillanddip the endof 
'it in valve grinding compound. Using light pressure on the drill, cut 
through the first layer of the glass. Since windshields are laminated, this 
will usually stop the crack fmn sp=ading. 

To replacewindaw glass inacar, 
rubber strip of soma sort. 

it must usually be set in with a 
In som cases a special tool is needed to put 

this strip together; usually the tool is illustrated in the shop manual, 
and it may be possible to improvise soothing similar. A m-t help in 
getting glass into a rubber gasket is to use dish washing liquid soap as 
a lubricant. Never use oiltolubricate rubberparts. 

Glass or plastic panels may be fastened into n-&al track slides 
using an adhesive, such as silicone glue. Many4WDvehicles use sliding 
win&ws of this type, rather than the roll-up type found in sedans. 

ROOF DENTS in a car can often be rerrmed by pushing an ice-pick or 
simi.larpointedtooll%bm~theheadlinerinside the cab andpushing the 
dent out. Some 4WD cars have no interior trim in the cab ceiling, making 
this trick unnecessary. 

Chassis Repairs XL.10 

If damage to the chassis is suspected but cannot be seen, treasure 
thechassis andcomparethemms uremnts with the shop manual. If no 
Dimensions are available,masurethe chassis diagonally, andcompare 
with the opposite rrmsurement. Fmme straightening is not usually possible 
in the smll shop, but in some cases it may be possible to use another 
vehicle as a source of power for this type of operation. The damaged car 
canbeparkedagainstatree andanothervehicle usedtopushthe frame 
into line, or the damaged chassis mi@& be cabled to a tree and another car 
used to pull on it. 

A frame that is obviously bmken is actually easier to fix than 
one,thatis only slightly out of line. Overloading a pickup truck, for 
eaxmple,willoftenbreak-the chassisbehindthe cab. This typeofbreak 
cau be m&red if a welder is available by jacking the broken section 
until it is lined up with the chassis and welding patches into it. The 
patches may be sections of the chassis of a derelict vehicle, or any other 
available material. If no welder is available, the patches can be bolted 
in place, but a welded joint is a great deal stronger. 



To weld a split in a frame, or a crack, open the crack up with a 
grinder or chisel so that it is an open V shape. This will allow the 
welder to reach the inside of the metal, rather than nrer?ely laying a bead 
on the surface. It is also a good idea to drill a small hole at the end 
of the crack to keep it from spreading. 



12.00 A Shop Building 

While this treatise is primarily concerned with repairs and operation 
of 4WD vehicles, a few words on repair facilities might be in order for the 
person who must organize his own repair facilities. If mre than occasional 
service is undertaken, a small garage and workshop is practically a necessity. 
A roofed area is a great advantage in a rainy climate, and also provides 
shade fromthe sun. 

The building should be as comfortable as possible for the workmen. 
In a cold climate, it should be heated if at all possible, since it is very 
difficult to perform operations with small parts if the hanus are cold and 
stiff. In the tropics, leave the upper walls of the building open on all 
four sides for ventilation and to provide natural light. 

A large part of the building should be devoted to parts storage. 
In most places the shop will be its a source of supply for most items. 
Salvaged parts must be categorized and saved for future use, and new parts 
must also be protected from dirt, rain, theft, and other hazards. Parts should 
be stored in an orderly manner so that they can be found when needed. In 
general it is a good idea to keep any part, no matter how badly it is damaged, 
if the supply problem is difficult. Often it will develop that the need is 
so urgent that it becarnes practical to repair the broken part and use it 
again. Alternatively, even a badly smashed part may be used as raw materials 
for the forge, as a welded patch, or for some other purpose. 

If several vehicles must be cared for, it is a great advantage to 
have a two-car garage. Gne vehicle can then be put in for extended service 
operations, and another can be brought inside for a quick job like an oil 
change or a new spark plug. It is also very convenient to be able to put 
vehicles side by side to exchange parts as a mans of testing, or to use 
battery jumper cables. 

In planning the size of the shop, remember that other people rray 
bring in vehicles for repair in the future. These my be larger than your 
ownc!aJ?s. 
for repairs 

Space may also be needed, depending on the type of opera-&n, 
to bicycles, sewing machines, typewriters, phonographs, clocks, 

and other mechanical devices. 

A shop where heavy work is contemplated should have an overhead 
hoist inside the building if this can possibly be arranged. 1% will save 
hours of work and mney in the long run, although the cost of the hoist 
and track i5 considerable. A good hoist can be built by putting a sturdy 
log into the building over the repair area when the garage is being built. 
Any type of hoist can then be suspended from the log. If no hoist can be 
arrangedinthe building, anearbytreemightservethe purpose. 

As ner for the hoist, if a differential chain hoist is not 
available, it may be convenient to use a winch. The winch cable can be 
threaded through a pulley above the engine to be lifted, making a very 
satisfactory hoist. If no winch is availablepa hoist can be made by an 
inventive welder using an old axle shaft as the drum for the rope and 
weldinga large crank-to the endwhich canbe turnedbyhand. 
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Electric power is a mt asset in a shop, making it possible to 
use a wide variety of power tools. If a generator is to be provided as 
part of the shop operation, be sure that it is near enough to be convenient 
and far enough away to reduce noise. Avery convenient~ementis a 
generator on a trailer. 'The trailer can be parked outside the shop as a 
source of electric power, and when power is needed for work on the road 
the trailer can be tcwed to the site. 

A grease pit is a real necessiw in a shop unless there is an ovee 
head hoist for the cars. Since such a lift is very rarely found in a small 
shop, a pit is much more c-n. If the pit is located in the side of a 
hill, with one end open, light will be admitted and access will be simpli- 
fied. The pit should have concrete sides to support the car, but a dirt 
bottom to soak up spilled oil and gasoline. The top of the pit can be 
covered with planks set into a recess if the space is needed at other 
t.im?s . If possible the pit should be ventilated, since gasoline vapors 
are heavier than air and will sink to the bottom of the pit. 

To jack up a car which is parked over the pit, put a sturdy plank 
across the pit and use it as a support for the jack. 

Degceasing is a difficult job in a small shop, since the n-ost 
practical degreasing solvent is gasoline, which creates a high fir?e haqard. 
One solution is to put a tub of gasoline in a separate building. Non- 
flarraMble degreasers are available,butthey arenotomuronlyfoundin 
frontier areas. 

Shop mechanics and their clothing will also have to be cleaned. 
Whiie gasoline can be used for this purpose, it is verydryingto the skin. 
There are several excellentcleaningcompounds that will cleanthehands 
withoutdamagingthe skin. Boraxois perhaps thebestofthe granular 
cleaners, andDifis anexcellentcreamtype cleanser. 

The waterless type of hand cleaner, such as Dif, is excellent to 
can-y on the mad. After changing a tire or making some other roadside 
repair the driver can cleanhis handswithDifandwipethe grease and 
dirt off with a rag. The results are surprisingly good. 

If there is no supply of water in the shop, and if there is any 
rainfall inthe area,buildgutters onthe rcofandleadtiemto adrum. 
An excellent hot water supply can be arranged by lacing old garden hose 
backandforthacross the roofofthebuilding inahotclimate. Even 
in mderate sunshine this will produce very hot water by noon. 

In the shop, a tool cabinet or pegboard will be found mire con- 
venientthan a toolbox. A handy arrangeman-t is to put tools on hangers 
when they are not in use. The insides of the dcors can be used for addi- 
tional tool storage space. The tools should be located as near as possible 
to the work area. 

Another necessity in a shop is a workbench. While SCXW parts will 
be repaired on the vehicle, many smaller units will be removed and put on 
theben& for service. It is impractical to service these units on the 
floor, and a bench is a real need. It doesn't need to be big or fancy; 
several planks securely fastened together will serve the purpose,. 
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Fuel storage must be located separately from the shop for 
safety reasons. 
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13.00 DIESEL ENGINES 

Diesel engines are offered as an alternative to gasoline engines in 
sorre 4WD vehicles, notably the Land Rover and the Unixog. A Diesel engine 
can be expected to operate over a far longer period than a gasoline engine; 
double the gas engine's life is a realistic figure. A Diesel engine is, 
therefore, a good inveslxnt in cases where roads are good enough to reduce 
wear on body parts. Otherwise,onbadroads, thebody andrunninggear 
will be worn out long before the engine. 

The Diesel engine uses the heat of compression to ignite the fuel, 
and has no electrical ignition system. The engine cannot be drcwnedout 
whilewading,andthere arenopoints, coil, sparkplugs ordistributorto 
malfunction. Since about 60 per cent of the vehicle failures in fleet 
operation are the result of electrical problems, the use of Diesel engines 
can make a substantial contribution to improving useful tima of vehicles. 

Diesel fuel is generally less expensive than gasoline, and the engine 
will -travel farther on a given quantity of Diesel fuel than a gas engine goes 
onthe sama ~untofgasoline. The Diesel fuel has a higher ignition 
temperature,andthe dangerof fire is greatly reduced. 

The drawbadcs of Diesel power are higher initial cost, the need for 
Diesel fuel, and mxhanicxl training that is sonxawhat different from that 
usedby gasoline enginemechanics. 

13.10 Diesel Check List 

In section 8.00 of this book a check list is presented for use with 
gasoline engines. Certain items are peculiar to the Diesel engine, however, 
and a brief resm of these is presented below: 

FAILURE TO START. Check-Wttthereis sufficient fuel. Be sure the 
fuel line is not blocked by a bubble of air; Diesel fuel is thick and the 
fuel line must be bled in the same way as a brake line if the supply is 
interrupted. Be sue the correct grade of fuel is being used. If these 
simple remdies do not get the engine started, check for poor compression, 
a defective fuel pump, or blocked nozzles. 

Hard starting can also be due to cold weather. In some Diesel cars 
provision is made for introducing a nxxe volatile fuel to the cylinders, 
perhaps propane or butane. A similar arrangement can be improvised by 
dipping a rag in gasoline and draping it over the air cleaner as a starting 
aidinvery coldweather. Ramve the rag as soonas theengine starts. 

IRREGULAR RUNNING is caused by two principal factors: insufficient 
compression and poor fuel delivery. 

Insufficient compression can be traced to scored or worn cylinders, 
worn piston rings, a damaged piston, stuck valves, broken valve springs, 
or insufficient valve stem clearance. Poor compression is indicated by 
reduced cranking effort, and by smoke coming out of the crankcase breather. 
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Poor fuel delivery may be due to a choked injector nozzle, stuck 

needle valve, injector spring incorrectly adjusted, leakage of fuel from 
the pipe line, malfunctioning fuel pump, air in the fuel line, a partly 
blocked fuel filter, broken fuel line, or poorly adjusted injection timing. 

things: 
INEMma FIRIhG can be caused by any one of a long list of 
choked injection valve, dirt on the injection valve seat, partly 

choked fuel filter, fuel leakage between pump and cylinder, sticky injector 
valve, broken valve spring in fuel pump plunger, faulty or worn fuel pump 
plunger, shortage of fuel supply to pump, broken pump tappet roller, 
incorrect injection timing, inlet or exhaust valve stuck open, broken or 
cracked valve, broken valve spring, air block in the fuel line, fuel 
leakage on the pump or injection valves, or a distorted fuel injection valve. 

MSS OF POWER in a Diesel engine is usually due to trouble in the 
fuel system if it comes on suddenly. Check the injectors, fuel lines, 
fuel pump and fuel filter. 

If loss of power co11y3s ab0u-t: gradually, check for loss of compression 
due to worn cylinders, pistons or rings, defective valves, a cracked piston, 
or leaks at tie injector joints or cylinder head. This problem can also be 
caused by excessive carbon deposits. 

Incorrect injection timing can also cause loss of power. If the 
engine runs slow, timing shouldbe checked. 

Loss of power may also be due to excessive friction in the engine. 
This could be the result of a lubricating system failure, partly seized 
pistonorbearing,bentrodorcrankshaft. A simple check for excessive 
friction is to open the decompression valve and crank by hand; on an engine 
-&at dots not have a decompression valve, 
cylinders move without compression. 

rermve the injectors to let the 

KNOCKING in aDieselengineis similar to that in a gasoline engine. 
It may be caused by injection timing that is too far advanced; idling speed 
too law, sladmess in the journal, big end or small end bearings; incorrect 
valve timing, causing the open valves to strike the pistons at the top of 
their strokes; loose flywheel key; sloppy pistons, due to excessive cylinder 
wear; or -Ehe use of a poor grade of fuel. 

13.20 DIESEL ENGINE TESTS 

Many problems in the Diesel engine can be localized by examination 
of the exhaust gas. Blue smoke in the exhaust indicates dirt in the injector. 
A smky exhaust can indicate injector trouble or fuel injection that is 
retat-dedtoomuch. Black smoke indicates an over-rich fuel supply, possibly 
the result of the air filter being partly blocked. 

Fuel injection troubles are perhaps the mst commn form of Diesel 
malfunction. Such tmuble may be indicated by loss of power, irregular 
&g or knocking, poor acceleration, smoky exhaust or failure to operate 
at sll. TO locate the defective cylinder, disconnect fuel to each injector 
in turn; when a2 faulty cylinder is disconnected -the= will be no change 
in operation, but a good cylinder will cause the engine to lose power when 
it is disconnected, When the faulty cylinder has been found, the cause can 
usually be traced to a plugged or damaged injector nozzle, damaged or bloked 
fuel pipe line, or a blocked filter in the injection pump. 

, 
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The injector can be tested by connecting its fuel supply with the 
nozzle in the open air. The spray should be symxtrical, finely atomized, 
and the valve should make a llgruntingl' noise. 
or one-sided, the nozzle is plugged. 

Ifthestreamisirregular 
Other nozzle troubles include dirt 

between the nozzle valve and the seat, nozzle valve stuck in the guide, a 
cracked nozzle body, broken nozzle valve control spring, or incorrect spring 
compression. 

13.30 DIESEL REPAIRS 

engines. 
Most repairs to Diesel engines are similar to those for gasoline 
The principal differences are caused by the lack of an electrical 

ignition sysxem and the mch higher coqxession in the Diesel engine. 
Because of the high compression, piston rings must be examined with som 
Care. 

Ratherthantiming -the ignition, as is the case with -the gasoline 
engine, the fuel injection must be timad on tie Diesel engine. This should 
be done carefully inaccordancewith the shopmanual, since advancing the 
timing as little as one de e increases thebearingloadingbyabout 
60 pounds/ir~~ (4.2 Kg./crn. 1 and does not materially affect horsepower. T 
Most engines have the fuel injection 5 to 7 degrees befome TIE. Retarding 
injection timing results in SJK@ exhaust, mises fuel consumption, and 
encourages carbon deposits in the engine. 

As is the casewithagasolineengine, aDieselengine Whichhas 
been taken apart and reassembled should be Vun in" with an electric n-&or 
or same other source of pmer for several hours. 
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14.00 TOOLS AND EQUIPMENT 

There is little sensetobuyingtools that the mxhanic does not 
know how to use, yet it is a lot cheaper to have the right tool for the job 
than to. have to improvise. For these reasons the selection of the right 
tools for the car and for the shop is of considerable importance. 

Ifthereis anythingworsethannothaving the right tool, it is 
havingapoorlymadetcol-thatbreaks orbends. Buyonlyreputablebrands 
of -tools: although they cost mm. than cheap ones in the first place, 
they will outlast the cheap tools many times over. 

14.10 Tools for the Car 

A small collection of good tools is a necessity in the car in most 
frontier areas where the driver must be his mn nx&mnic. Some 4WD cars 
CXXE with a factory-supplied tool roll, adequate for mst roadside work. 
Others do not, and the driver must provide his own tools. This section 
presents a list of those tools which should be in the car, subject to 
special local needs and problems. 

A good pocket knife is perhaps the first requisite, and should be 
in the pocketandnot in the toolbox. 

The rest of the tools should be carried in a waterproof container 
such as an amnunitionbcxifthereis anyproblemof rusting: handor 
engine opemted tire pwnp; tire pressure gauge; hammr; cold chisel; 
pliers; ice pick, screwdriver; long-nose pliers; set of wrenches; lug 

locking 

wrench; tire irons; jumper cables; Phillips head screwdriver; flashlight; 
tube patches; fan belt; fmm type jack, either screw or hydraulic operated; 
axe; black plastic tape; baling wire; pieces of inner tube rubber; a 
iF1s BoxI' of assorted nuts, bolts, washers, cotte‘f pins, bits of :Lre, 

l sandpaper; rags; some smaJl diameter clear plastic tubing; a cor&iner 
to &ry water for the radiator; and a mat -t!o lie on. 

Other useful items are a block to hold the wheels when jacking or 
if-brakes fail,andsom sturdyplankstouse inn-mdingbridges, 
makin%awinchcableandhor,~v~-treebranches ormcks,andsimilar 
purposes. 

14.20 Shop Tools 

What tools areneeded in-the shopwilldependlargely upon the type 
ofwo33ctobeundertaken. The nmst valuable tool in any size shop is the 
vehiclels maintenance manual, which usually costs about $5-$6, and is worth 
mu& mm. other tools should include the following, presented in no 
particular order: 

Feeler gauge; half-inch drive socket wrench set; 10 and 12 inch 
(25 and 30 cm.) adjustable wrenches; tire irons; propane t-or& or blow-torch; 

a dr.i& electric if possible, and a sel&ction of bits; hand or electric 
grindstone; drill shmpening jig; %asy-Outtt remvers for broken bolts; wire 
cutter&; bolt cutters; locking pliers; long nose pliers; half inch (15 nrm.1 
reamr;ice pick; jacks andfloorstands;ablockand tackle; fine andcoarse 
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files; a hand or pcmer operated wire brush; soldering iron, either electric 
or heated by a torch; various hamrms; 12 inch (30 cm.) pipe wrench; grease 
gun; metric wrenches if needed; batiery hydrometer; clear plastic tubing; 
hacksaw; set of taps and dies; a gear puller set; marking pens; a soft-face 
body n&let; aircraft shears or tin snips; and a sturdy bend vise. 

If electricity is available, an electric ,dril.l should be considered 
a necessity. The quarter inch (6 mm.1 variety is of little value for heavy 
work, and a 3/8 inch (10 mn.) or half inch (12 rmn.1 drill is much better. 
In addition to drilling, an electric drill can operate many accessories such 
as grinders, wire brush&, ream-, etc. 

l&ep an oily rag in a closed jar for use as 
allthetools that have been usedatthe endof the 
them away. 

a tool wiper, and clean 
day before putting 

14.30 Luxury Tools and Equipment 

For a shop tiat is anticipating engine tuning work, extensive brake 
system repairs, or other specialized jobs, there are additional tools 
available that will ieduce the amount of work needed. 
any of the following might be valuable: 

Depending on the job, 

Compression gauge; timing light; vacuum gauge, valve seating tool; 
cylinder honing tool; valve lifter; piston ring expander;piston gxoove 
cutter and cleaner; piston ring compressor; distributor brush; spark-testing 
screwdriver with a neon light in the handle; b&e cylinder surfacing hone; 
valve seat refacer; valve refacer; valve seat reamer; valve grinder; clutch 
aligning tool; hand irrrpact tool; toque wrench; body-work sets of mallets 
and foms of various shapes for bu@ng out dents; dent puller. 

Where electricity is available, a whole range of tools is opened up. 
Amngthemre useful are abattery &arger, drillpress, grinder,mer 
hacksaw, impactwrench,airmmpressor,lathe,tire-changingmachine, and 
electric hoist. Electricity also m&es iit possible to have electric lighting 
in the shop, Which allows work at any time without depending on sunlight. 

The availability of electrici+y makes -the use of electronic test 
equipn-mt possible. Mahy test instruments are available, although they are 
beyond the level of technology anticipated by this book. Perhaps the most 
useful arethe dwell-tachomter for adjusting the ignition system, the volt- 
meterandthetiming light. Both the voltmterandtiminglightare avail- 
able in versions which do not require outside electric power. 

A Generator 14.31 

If no Commially available electricity is provided in the area, 
a small generator is usually a worthtihile invesQm-&. These units range 
from&lone-cylinder gasoline poweredmachines uptohuge Diesels intended 
for continuous heavy-duty operation. For frequent service, a generator 
poweredby aDieselengine will serve much longer fharl a.gastpowe@d gener 
ator. Diesel-powered generators can be obtained in sizes as small as the 
Lister 3 KW sets. ~IIEIU. genemtorsthatcanbemuWedonthe engineof a 
car ars also available. An&her useful combination is a generator that can 
be used to provide welding power. 
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Compressed Air in the Shop 14.32 

An air cmpressor is a useful accessory, but is not of primary 
importance inasmllshop. The Thgine-Ai39 type of air pump, which is 
inserted in the spark plug hole of an engine, serves adequately for tire 
work and is very inexpensive. 

When designing a large shop to handle many vehicles, an air CXXI+ 
pressor should be included. It simplifies tire work, and can be used to 
operate tire chmging machines and impact wrenches. If there is no elec- 
tricity, the compressor can be powered by a small gasoline or Diesel engine 
of its own. If electricity is available at certain tin-m of day, a large 
tank on the compressor will hold an adequate supply of air for many jobs 
when power is off, 

14.40 Welders 

There are two basic types of welding: gas and electric. Each of 
these is discussed separately below: 

14.41 Gas Welders 

The heat for gas welding is genemted by bwming acetylene gas with 
oxygen. This type of torch is portable, excellent for cutting rretals, and 
relatively inexpensive. One problem in some areas is the matter of obtaining 
tie necessary gases. 

14.42 Electric Arc Welders 

Electric welding is somewhat easier to do than gas welding, although 
cutting is not as readily accomplished. There arethreebasictypesof 
electric welders: 

The resistive type is usually cheap and not intended for continuous 
or heavy-dutywork. It consists of a large resistor which draws current 
~~thearc,andisreallylittlerro~~acoilofni~~wi~in : 
series with the welding tool. 

The transformer type of welder operates where conventional AC pawer 
is available, either from power lines or from a generator. It reduces line 
voltage, inczeasingi& available current. 

The generatortypeis drivenbya srrallengine andcanbe usedany- 
where. Anexcellentwelder canbemade frama surplus tiaftgenerator; 
these units axe available up to about 600 mperes, far mre than will be 
needed for ordinar?y welding work. Ageneratorofthis Qpe canbe powered 
byausedVolkswagenengine ora similarpcwersource. 

If no professional guidance is available for inslzmction in welding, 
probablythebestansweris agoodbookonthe subject and alargepile of 
Scmpmetalwithwhichto practice. 
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14.50 

14.50 Tools to Make 

The LIEU ShOp ImuSt often depend on ingenuity to solve problems 
where specialized equipnmt cannotbepmcured. Many items canbe impm- 
vised or locally built, saving nrmey on the purchase price and time on the 
job for which they are designed. 

kinfod.ngmds, used to strengtienconcrete structures, are an 
excellent building mterial for many purposes. Tlley can be welded easily, 
and can be used to make towing rings, hooks, hoops for canvas truck tops, 
jack stands, and protective covers for steering gear or universal joints. 

,,L 



14.50 

METAL PANCOLD TRUCK HOOD) OR 
CLAY FIRE PIT I N EARTH 

H/EATER 
BLOWER - 

. 

An excellent forge canbemadewiththeheaterblowerfmnacar. 
Theb~rshouldbea,mangedtoblowa&amxl fire,whichwillheat 
netal forbending. 

,.: 
., 

, 

HOM.EMADE FORGE 



14.50 

BRAC 

I.. 

SINGLE PIN HINGE 

G CHAIN 

PIPE TO 
TEND FORCE 

OF 
JACK 

J 
HYDRAULIC JACK 

HOMEMADE HOIST 

A shop hoist can be improvised fmm a pulley in a tree, using a 
winch or a car for the source of power. Alternatively, a lifting hoistmn 
be mde with two lengths of steel beam or heavy timbem hinged at one end, 
andahydrmlic jackbetweenthem. When-the jack is raised, the upper 
beam will rise, lifting the engine or transmission frm the ~32. 



Oh.--LIFT JACK To FORCE 

n TI RE AWAY FROM 
WHEEL 

BOARD OR PI PE 
TO ANCHOR CHAI 

r3 
TRIPOD TYPE 

+UMPER JACK 

PAIN OVER 
BUMPER HOOK 

HOMEMADE TIRE REMOVER 

k?lzim-arig canbemadewitiatripodtypeofbumper jack. 
h’t the Jackonthetire andputapieceofchainoverthe jackhookand 
thru>ugh tlie center hole of the wheel. Put a crosspiece through the chain 
loop on the other side of the wheel, andwhen'the jack is %aised~t it will 
fonze the tripodlegs c&n andbr-eaktiebeadof the tire &ay fromthe 
wheel. 



A torque wrench is needed for certain jobs, su& as replacing the 
cylinder head. Gne can be improvised easily if the principle is understood. 
A torque of 50 pound feet, for example, means a 50 pound pull on the wrench, 
one foot along the handle from the nut or bolt. It couldalso be a 25 pound 
pull at a distance of two feet, a 12-l/2 pound pull on a four foot long 
wrench, etc. Similar measures apply for the Metric system. 

To improvise the torque wren&place a spring weight scale on the 
wrench handle. Pull on the scale until it registers the correct force for 
the distance from the work. If necessary on large nuts and bolts a piece 
of pipe canbeusedtoextendthewrenchhan~e. 

Some commercial. garages have parts degreasers,but for the small 
shop this is not usually possible. Towash smallparts, replace the 
bottomofatincanwithawire screen. Put the parts inthe can,anddunk 
it up and down in a slightly larger can filled with gasolirle or other solvent. 

Plastic soap containers such as those used for dishwashing soap are 
excellent for dispensing oil, belt dressing, cutting oil, battery water, 
and other liquids in the shop. 

14.51- Homama de Test Equipment 

A HEAD GAslET TESTER can be made by .soldering a tire valve into the 
bottomofasparkplug afterrzovingthe cersmicpart. This canbe used 
to pump air into a cylinder to see whether it leaks into the moling water 
oroutthe edge oftheheadgasket. 

CXLDDER MAMINER consists of a small instrumz& panel bulb soldered 
to wires so that it can be connected to the car's battery and lowered into 
the cylinderthroughthe sparkplug hole. 

Homemade apparatus for brake bleeding and other operations will be 
found in the appropriate sections. 



15.00 - 15.20 

15.00 Vl3iICLE MODIFICATIONS 

There are many ways in which a standard vehicle can be slightly 
altered to make it IME useful under certain conditions. In sm cases 
these are aocon@ished with standard accessories available from the manu- 
facturer; in other cases the owner must carry them out himself. 

15.10 Storage Facilities 

,A oartop carrier provides useful additional load space, but it 
must be very sturdy since it will probably be betaten by branches or bent 
when the car is rolled over. A rooftop rack should not be overloaded, 
since it will make the car top-heavy. 

The Land Rover has a space under the center seat for a power take- 
off. If it is not being used for this purpose, a.tool box can be installed. 

The space behind the seat in a pickup truck is excellent for carry- 
ing a shotgun, rifle, axe or shovel. If a gun is to be carried in a dirty 
place, cover the end of the barrel with Scotch tape to keep it clean. 

Cleats can be bolted or welded to the outside of a pickup truck 
bodytoattachropes holding theloadinto the truck. Similarly, rings 
or cleats can be put inside the body of a station wagon or carryall type 
vehiclewithwhichto secure the load. 

Retter use can be made of a vehicle if pallets are made up for 
specialized purposes. These might be designed f0r.a generator, welder, 
water pump, or other equipment, which would be put on or off the truck 
when needed. 

Alitterforasic3corinjuredperson canbe conveniently arranged 
in many station wagon and carryall type vehicles by placing it amoss the 
seats andrestingthefrontonthe dashboar& 

15.20 F3odyModifications 

In anareawhere vehicles areoften stuckandmustbe pulled free, 
weld towing eyes to the front and rear of each vehicle's chassis rather 
than overload the spring shackles.or o-&r body parts. 

Towingeyesmaybemadebybending aUofreinfomingmdand 
welding both ends to the chassis. 

A small lamp can be aged under the hood, making engine work on 
the mad at night much easier. A portable lamp, with clips to attach it 
to thebattery, is alsoveryuseful. 

Onvehicles having aplug in the clutchhousingwhichmustbe 
installed before entering deep water, such as the Land Pqver, take the 
storage bm&et off the Ix>ttam of the car and put it on the da&boar& 
Then the driver can see whether the plug is in the bracket or in the" 
clutch housing. 

In areas where water lies on the surface and splashes on the car's 
i&t&n system, make a sheet-metal splash guard under the engine to keep 
waterfi?omtheroadf~gettingonthewires. 
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If water in the gas is a frequent problem, fit a small valve to the 
bottomofthe fuel tank. The water, being heavier, will sink to the bottom 
and can be drained off. 

If the fuel supply is unreliable, it may be useful to replace a short 
section of the fuel line with clear plastic tubing so that the fuel supply 
can be observed in case of engine trouble. 
hot parts of the engine. 

The tubing must be kept away from 

An oil cooler can be made from the coils of a discarded refrigerator 
or air conditioner. 

A car's foot pedals often become very slippery if they are wet. To 
reduce this problem, take off the rubber pads and use a welder to make a 
rough bead on the pedal surfaces. Alternatively, coat the metal surface 
with epoxy adhesive and sprinkle a generous amDunt of sand on it. 

If universal joints are not covered by the manufacturer, covers 
should be made for cars usedin sandy or muddy areas. Use a plastic bag 
taped in place. 



16.00 

16.00 PAR!TSAND SUPPLIES 

There is onlyathinlinebetweentools and parts andsupplies in 
many instances, but in general the term "parts and suppliesl' indicates 
items which are used up in the course of making repairs and must be replaced. 

Supplies in the shop should include 16 or 14 gauge galvanized wire; 
usuallycalledbalingwire; Liquid Steel; pieces of inner tube; sandpaper; 
steel wool; plastic tape; hot tire patches; battery* water; Liquid Wrench 
penetrating oil; tire chains; wire rope; U-bolts; fan belts; brake fluid; 
gear oil; engine oil; anti-freeze if needed; replacement bulbs; tire valve 
cores; brake linings; spring leaves; spark plugs; ignition parts; Gmut 
oxrburetor cleaner; valve grinding compound; Formagasket; rivets; gasket 
cement and gasket paper; p1astic.bag.s; cotter pins; hose clamps; and a vast 
assorbnent of nuts, bolts, washers, etc. 

SILpplies in the oar need not be so extensive, but should include a 
can of g,c;lsoli.ne, fan belt, distributor points, cap, condenser, rotor arm, 
spark plugs, plastic tape, fuses, bulbs, fuel pump diapm, radiator 
hose, plastic bags, hand cleaner, rags, brake fluid, inner tube rubber, 
baling wire, a can of engine oil, a chamois to filter gasoline, several 
jacks of various types, as many spare tires as may be needed, supplies for 
fixing flat tires with either hot or cold patches, and a flashlight. 

In areas when roads are remote from 15vilized communities, it may 
also be advisable to carry a few cans of baked beans, Spam, etc., for 
unexpected nights on the road. In addition, a five gallon can of water 
may be a necessity. 



17.00 STORAGE FACILITIES 

The chief consumables used in a shop of any size include gasoline 
or Diesel fuel, engine oil, water, grease, brake fluid and gear oil. FaCh 
presents its own storage problem. 

Fngineandgearoil aremuchdheaperifpurchasedbythe drum, rather 
ihXlinsmdllcanS. It is then more convenient to put the oil into gallon 
(4 liter) cans ready for use in the shop. 

The storage of 
bwcll unless exposed to 

17.10 Fuel Storage 

Because of the 
gasoline in a separate 

oil is not a great hazard, since it is not likely to 
anopenflame. 

fire and explosion hazard, it is best to keep 
building or shed. Fuel is usually purchased in 

55 gallon (200 liter) steel drums, and if many such drums must be handled 
it is convenientto getorbuilda srralldolly for-them. The gasoline can 
be pumped directly from the drums, or put into five gallon (20 liter) cans 
for easier portability. Gasoline should not be stored for great periods 
of time, since the volatile elements that make engine starting easy tend 
to evaporate. Intransferring gasoline fromone container to another, if 
thereisnopump asiphoncanbe used. Use clear plastic tubing so that 
the gas can be seen through the hose, and the mechanic will not have to 
drink the gas. 

Sometimes when buying gasoline or Diesel fuel fawn a stranger it 
is advisable to test the contentents of the drum. Insert a faucet in the 
bunghole of the drumandturnthe drumso that the faucet is at the 
lawest point. Open the faucet and drain a quart (liter) into a clear glass 
jar, then inspect the jar for water or dirt. 



18.00 - 18.ll 

18.00 PREVENTIvEM0EENANCE 

The;?arts of the carwhiohnxxtoftenare damagedinrough service 

are the drivetrainandrunninggear. Preventivemaintenance cando a 
lot to extend the life of these parts, and of other parts of the vehicle 
as well. 

Periodic service of the car is usually outlined in the shop manual 
or the owner's handbook. This service is intended to avoid trouble by 
replacing equipment which wears out, or replenishing supplies of oil or 
greasewhichare usedup innormalservice. Tobe sure thatnothingon 
this list is overlooked, make a wall chart for the shop, on which the 
~nechanic can check off each item as it is completed. In difficult 
service conditions, use the number of engine hours as a guide to s=%ce, 
rather than the miles travelled. A car stuck in a swamp, for example, may 
be run for hours without moving at all. Enginehourmeters basedonengine 
revolutions or on a simple clock are available for n-ost vehicles. 

18.10 Greasing 

parts 
The trend on modern vehicles is away from frequent greasing. 

of 
Many 

some cars are lubricated for the life of the vehicle, and do not 
need to be greased at all. Check to see whether tier= are grease nipples 
on universal joints, the spline sections of the drive shafts, joints in 
the clutch or brake pedal lirkage, or the steering linkage. 
will indicate where grease is necessary. 

The shop manual 

Greasing canbe donewithacartridgetype grease gunoraconven- 
tional grease gun, or with a oompressed air greaser. A cartridge is very 
tidy, but oxts quite a bit more than bulk grease. A conventional grease 
gunisloadedbyhand, andis the usual type foundinthe small shop. In 
a big shop it ITBY be e~nomical to use a greaser powered by compressed air. 

Regardless of theltool used, force enough new grease into the nipple 
topushasmallanxxntofoldgrease from-the joint. 

If a car is used in deep water, it is a good idea to grease it as 
soonas possibleafterward. 

wheel. 
To grease wheel bearings, remove the sn&l cap at the center of the 
Ive the cotter pin and locknut. Remove the adjusting nut. Pull 

off wheel and bearing, protecting the bearing from dirt. Wash in kerosene 
andinspectcarefullyfordamageorwear. Pack with grease (see 10.10) and 
replace. Turntheadjustingnutfinger~~t.and~e~.that there is no 
wheel s-y, then secure with the locknut and cotter pin. 

18.l.l Lubrication 

Same vehicles have lubrication points in inmnvenient or unlikely 
places. Check the owner's manual to be sure that none of them are missed, 
since a dry jointorbearingwillbe ruined. 

Two basic types of oil are needed: engine oil and gear oil. The 
~oil,usedinthecrankcase,is usually SAE 30 or40. Gearoilmay 
be SAE 80, 90, 120, or even higher viscosities. The higher the SAE 
number,thethickertheoil. 



18.11 - 18.12 

LBAIA\I~~G l?E CRMiKCASL is not a difficult job, but it must be done 
carefully. Run the engine to get the oil hot, or perform this operation 
right after the car has returned from a trip. Stop tie engine, hold a 
pail under the oil pan drain plug, and remove the plug. 
out; when it stops, put the plug back in. 

Oil will pour 
Some mechanics like to flush 

the crankcase with Diesel fuel or kerosene, but do not run the engine for' 
more than a few seconds with this lubricant. At certain intervals the 
oil filter must be roved and replaced, and then the crankcase should ‘be 
filled with a new supply of the proper type oil. 

Oil is generally added to the crenkcase either through a tube on 
the side of the engine or by roving the breather cap or a solid cap on 
the rocker arm cover. Level in the crankcase is measure with a dipstick 
in atube enteringthe engineblocknearthe crankcase. 

Replacing tie filter involves the one-piece unit or the housing and 
inner disposable filter, depending on the type used on the particular vehicle. 
Where the whole unit is replaced, a new gasket should be used each time, and 
the filter should be turned only by hand to avoid bending its can with excess 
pressure. 

In cold weather where the choke is used a lot, change the oil r~~re 
often than the rm3nuaL indicates, since tne excess gas will drain into the 
cr&ccase and dilute the oil. Lvery 1000 miles (1500 Km.> is a good minimum. 

Wnenever the oil is changed, clean and re-oil the crankcase oil 
filter breather cap, if the engine has one. This my be necessary n-ore 
often in dusty or sandy areas. Service on the air filter will be indicated 
in the awner's rnsnual. 

GEM OIL must be replenished at specified intervals, and on occasion 
the gearbox, steering box, knuckle joint housings, differentials and transfer 
case must be drained and cleaned. Gear oil is thick, and it is somtimes 

" difficult to get it into the housings, One solution is to use a long piece 
of clear plastic tubing.with a funnel in the top. Hold one end in the filler 
hole, and pour the oil into the funnel, letting it run into the gear housing. 
Fill until oil reties the bottom of the filler no1e. 

OTHER POINTS that need periodic oiling are the distributor, 
generator, and starter motor. Oil should not be put in the door locks, 
since itwillg+mup tne cylinders; use fine,graphite‘lubricantinstead. 
Oil can also be applied to door hinges, hood hinges, tailgates and other 
JlmGrlg parts. 

18.12 Tune-Up Procedure 

A "tune-up"is intended to restore variable adjusmts in the 
engine to as near ideal conditions as possible. This will restore lost 
power and make the engine run as well as possible without any major repairs. 
The,, ?3 no special interval at which a tune-up shoul"d be perfomd; it is 
judged IIDE by necessity. A good interval might be 2500 miles (4000 Km.), 
if there is no need sooner than t&at. 

First,i bL.act the battery, engine oil, radiator water and fan belt. 
Clean or replace tile air cleaner and the fuel fi3 ter. 



18.12 - 18.14 

For the actual tune-up opemtion, first adjust the dis-ixibutor 
points and lubricate the cam and pivot. Check tie ignition timing with 
a timing light if possible. Adjust the valve clearance. Test cylinder 
con4mession. Check, clean and gap the spark plugs. Adjust the carburetor 
using a vacuum gauge if possible, then road test the car. 

18.13 Radiator Flush 

The radiator should be flushed periodically with clean water. In 
areas where the mdiator water is not clean, this operation should be done 
every few mn-i%s; otilerwise an annual flush will serve. 

An especially effective way to flush the cooling system is to 
disconnect the heater inlet hose at the block and let it serve as a drain. 
Remve the radiator cap and let water flow out there, too. Set the heater 
to Idot. Connect the water supply hose to the heater inlet connection which 
was cleared when the hose was removed in the first step. Water will flow 
tiugh the engine block and the radiator in reverse, cleaning the inside 
passages. 

Commercial products are available to flush the radiator, and 
instructims are supplied on the cans of this product. 

After flushing the radiator and block, add a can of rust inhibitor 
to tie new supply of water. An inhibitor is included in most anti-freeze 
solutions, where these are required because of law temperatures. 

18.14 $scellaneous Maintenance 

Where gasoline is of poor quality or stored crudely, the fuel filter 
cup on the car's fuel pump should be cleaned weekly. On cars with fuel 
filter installed ix the tubing between the fuel pump and carburetor, or as 
a part of the carburetor, it is son&in-es necessary to replace the filter 
element. Such a filter is not intended to be cleaned or restored. 

The air filter should be cleaned as often as needed. In dusty or 
sandy conditions this may be every day; it should be done at least every 
2000 miles (3000 Km.) even under good conditions. 

On some cars the aircleaneris inash&Llowr~talpanontopof 
the carburetor, and consists of a circular paper-core filter element. This 
element should be replaced, but can be washed in gasoline as a temporexy 
measure until a new one is. available. When replacing tie metal container, 
turn the securing nut only gently; if it is pulled too tight the carburetor 
can be distorted. The second type of air cleaner uses an oil bath ~JI a 
verticalmtal can, andhas no disposable element. This type shouldbe 
washed clean in a solvent and new oil added. Usually the SEIIE viscosity 
as tie crankcase oilis re cormended by the shop manual. 

TO find items that will need attention, periodically start :.t the 
front of the car and check every accessible nut or bolt-head for tightiess. 
Acheck of this typewill indicatewhatparts areworkingloose andneed 
attention before mjor trouble develops. 



18.14 - 18.21 

Fill the battery with distilled water if it is available. Sometimes 
distilled water is available from medical institutitions, where it is used 
for many purposes. It it is not available, use rainwater. The water should 
reach the ring at the bottom of the filler tube in each cell. Most batteries 
have six cells producing 12 volts. 

Deadinsects canbe roved fromthe frontofthe car using two 
tablespoons of baking soda in a quart of water. 

Windshield wiper blades can be cleaned with a rag dampened with 
household ammnia. 

18.15 Cold Weather Operation 

l-iot weather does not affect a car as adversely as cold weather does. 
Starting is the most difficult problem in cold weaiher, because the battery 
is weakened by the cold and the engine oil is +Lickened. Very cold weather 
oan reduce the battery capacity t3 as little as 'half of the warm weather 
paw=- 

In very cold climates it is connon to use heaters for the radiator 
or tie oil system to n-&e it easier to crank the engine. Oilman working 
on the North Slope of Alaska usually leave engines running all the tima, 
whether they are in use or not, rather than try to start them cold. 

Tires become hard in cold weather, and often develop flat spots 
on the bottom when parked, especially if the vehicle is heavily loaded. 
They will regain their elasticity after a few miles of driving. 

Brake fluid should be changed once a year in very cold climates, 
since it absorbs mG&ure and its viscosity increases in the cold. 

18.20 Periodic Checks 

Sorre routine checks must be perfomd at certain intervals. If .'; 
one person is responsible for these checks, they are more certain to be : 

carried out ti. if they are left to any of several drivers. In cases 
where many people use the can-e car, it is often useful to provide a short 
check list to be filled out at the end of a trip. This should include 
places for the driver's cmts on braking efficiency, how tie engine 
runs, whether the steering is operating properly, etc. 

A shop inspection record should include the date and oar identi- 
fication, the condition of each spark plug, compression readings for each 
cylinder, battery condition, msasul?ed with a hydrometer, and any necess@y 
notes on the clutch pedal, crankcase oil level, air cleaner, transmission 
oil, oil pressure, electrical wiring, fan belt tension, oil leaks, water 
leaks,andtire inflatia. 

Check Points 18.2l 

Checkpoints arethosepartsofthe cartbatshouldbeexamined 
periodically to see hm much servicelife is le.ft. 
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18.21 - 18.30 

The brushes on the generator must be replaced, for example, or they 
will damage the cOnmultator when they wear out and allow the springs to 
press against the armature. 

The universal joints should be examined and shaken vigorously to 
find any loose bearings or missing needles. 
shaft should be tested in the same way. 

Spline joints in the drive 

Jack up the front wheels periodically and shake each front tire, 
holding it at top and bottom. 
need adjus~t. 

If it is loose, the front wheel bearings 

tightly. 
Steering tie rod ball joints should be shaken to be sure they fit 
Remove the rubberbootcovering the jointandbe sure there is 

g.iidcwe imade. If not, repack it with grease. 

‘., Check oil level in the steering gearbox, in the axle joints for 
the steering knuckle in the front axle, in the differentials and the 
transmission gearboms. 

Park the car on a clean, level concrete pad. 
and next day look for oil spots indicating leaks. 

Leave it overnigilc, 

over the 'spot in most cases, 
The leak is directly 

unless the oilhas rundownacasing. The 
san~testcanbe improvedbyusi.ngbrownwMppingpaperonthe ground 
under the oar. 

Test the shock absorbers (see section 9.40) and be sure the rubber 
bushings are in good condition. 

Check the battery terminals for corrosion, and keep the top of 
thebattery dryandclean. Corrosion limits c urrentflow, resulting 
insl~cr&cing;moistureleaks powerfromthe battery, discharging it. 

The spark plugs should be roved and examined at least every 4000 
miles (6000 Km.), and replaced every 12,000 miles (19,000 &IL). 

Tire rotation has been discussed in section 10.62. In general. 
tiere is little advantage to tire rotation on frontier roads. It is 
best to place the tires with the least wear on the front wheels, since 
ablmoutonthe frontendis r~~re difficult to cantrol-thanat'the rear. 
Tires which are in gcod condition but have been worn bald can be retreaded, 
whichcandoubletire*leage. In most oases on frontier roads, however, 
the cashgwillbe damagedbefore the tireisworn. 

Tire pressure should be checked by eye every day, and with a 
pressure gauge if,there is any reason to suspect low pressure. The 
frontier road usually does not have nails or br-okn bottles on it to 
cause a slow leak; tires are a double-oenothing proposition: either 
serviceable or blown. 

,18.30 Daily Checks 

Where a vehicle is used.every day, oertainpoints should be checked 
every morning before. the car is put into service. 

:_ 
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Check the engine oil, brake fluid, and radiator water. All three 
are subject to damge andrupture,andabroken oil line, brake line,or 
mdiatok> hose will put the car out of operation. 
with a dipstick into the crankcase. 

Engine oil level is masured 
Brake fluid level is checked inside the 

filler cap on top of the reservoir, usually located on the master cylinder. 
Radiator water is checked inside the radiator filler cap. 

springs, 
l&mine the underframe for broken shock absorbers or munts, broken 
or loose parts in the steering gear. 

Check the fuel filter cup on cars having this type of filter for 
water or dirt. If there is water in the gas, take off the cup and clean it. 
The cup is usually located under the fuel pump. 

In a hot climate, check the battery water daily. See 18.14. 

Be sure that the vehicle has a spare tire in useable condition. 
In many areas it will be necessary to carry several spare tires. In the 
author's experience it was standard to carry six spare tires, in addition 
to the four on the vehicle, on certain trips. 

Check to see tit the necessary tools and supplies are in the car. 

If extra gas or water cans are provided, be sure that they are full. 



19.00 

19.00 SELECTING A VEHICLE 

The purchase of a new vehicle under frontier conditions is usually 
dictated by a major breakdown, collision, or loss due to submrging, 
or some other cause. On occasion a decision may be rrade to buy a new 

theft, 

vehicle as an addition to existing facilities, or as a replacemnt for an- 
other car. 

To determine whether it is econotically practical to buy a new 
vehicle, take the operating and overhead cost and add the cost of the drop 
in resale or salvage value during the rest of the v&iclefs expected life. 
If the total is greater than the operating and fixed charges of a new car, 
it is economical to buy a new vehicle. 

If several vehicles are owned or minttied jointly, it is usually 
preferable to replace them on a rotating basis, rather than all at once. 
If the average vehicle life is tie years, one third of the fleet should 
be replacedeachyear. This will balance theloadon the maintenance shop 
better than if all vehicles are replaced at once. 

If one or rare vehicles are of the same mnufacture and there is 
no compelling reason to change, it is best to buy mre cars of the sag 
m&e. Parts can be switched for testing or to restore a vehicle to 
service and ~~~chanics will not have to learn a new car's problems. The 
great advantage of standardization on one make of vehicle is the reduction 
inthe numberofspare partswhichmustbekeptin stock. Where parts 
facilities are rem&e, this results in a substantial saving, and increased 
reliability. 

In deciding what kind of car to get as a first vehicle, look at 
what is being used by other people in the area. If several cars of one 
type are inuse in the area, it is likely that the experienceofother 
drivers should be followed.. An Mrtant consideration is parts avail- 
ability;evena~~diocre vehiclewithavailablepartsisbetterthana 
great vehicle that is down for lack of parts. 

Also with the need for parts in mind, select a vehicle with as few 
re@zeable maintenance changes-as possible.- An oil bath air cleaner 
Eqtis no new paper filter element. A cup-type fuel filter can be cleaned 
and re-used, where an in-line type is discarded arid replaced. Oversize radiator, 
clutch, brakes, shock absorbers and other ccmponents reduce the need for re- 
placement of nkaohanical parts. 

An excellent way to extend the value of a vehicle is with one or 
mm trailers, as described in section 6.80. Another inexpensive alternative 
is a two-wheel minibike for one person and a small load. Many of these 
vehicles have very Xat lcw-pressure tires that will support the bike on 
very soft ground or snow. 

In considering what vehicle to buy, check the availability of fuel 
suited to each vehicle. Don't get a vehicle with a ,high compression 
engine, requi.+gpremiumgasoline, ifonlypoorgas is available. Nest 
4W1) vehicle engines can be tuned to run without knocking on low octane 
gasoline. 

:+::,. :‘ 
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In cansiderkg the advisability of getting a 4X4 truck as compared 
to two wheel drive, it will be found that the cost of 4WD is higher. In 
many parts of the world, however, it is necessary to pay this premium if 
the caristobeuseful onthelocalroads. 

Many4WDvehicle manufacturers do not change models very often. 
In contrast to the annual changes made on many passenger sedans, the Jeep 
and Land Rover have rarely changed their basic designs. This tends to 
reduce depreciation samewhat. 

19.10 Vehicle l)pes and Sizes 

Three basic decisions must be made before buying a new vkcle, 
although if the vehicle is a replacement for an existing one, it may be 
only a matter of duplicating the same features. First, what type of 
vehicle would be most useful? The choices include a passenger car, 
pickuptruck,carryall,dumptruck,stakebody,tanktruck,andagreat 
many mre. Second, what capacity is needed? Small 4WD vehicles range 
in capacity from about 500 pounds (225 Kg.) upward, and the larger two- 
axle trucks can qrry several tons (2500 Kg.). The matter of capacity is 
related to thethirddecision, that of terrain capability. A conventional 
two wheel drive car cannot be expected to negotiate terrain thatcanbe 
trsveled by a 4WD vehicle. If greater load capacity is needed, perhaps a 
large truck with two rear axles and pawer on all six wheels will be 
required. If large capacity is needed but roads are not particularly 
difficult,aconventionaltruckwithtwopoweredrearaxles andanun- 
powered front axle might serve the need at substantially less cost. 

Amng 4WD vehicles there are three gene&l classes. The smallest 
has developed from the U.S. Army Jeep of World War II, and now includes 
the Scout, Blazer, Jinmy, Bronco, Jeep, Land Cruiser and the small 
Land RDver body styles. Somewhatlargerthan these arethepickup trucks 
and carryalls, available from a wide variety of mailufacturers such as 
Chevrolet, Ford, Jeep, International Harvester, Dodge, Land Rover, etc. 
Larger 4WD vehicles include the Dodge Power Wagon series, the forward- 
control Land Rover, and larger Pords, Chevrolets s\ld Internationals. 

Wi-thjn the.mmsllest of these size classes will be found two types 
of vehicles. SORE are primarily intendedas recreation&vehicles, 
including the Scout, Bronco, Blazer and Universal Jeep. They are 
excellent for carrying personnel or light loads at reaso,-able cost, but 
despite what the manufacturers may say they are not inten:ded for the 
stx~~~~us type of service for which the land Rover, Toyota, or Jeey tru.&s 
are prepared. The latter types of vehicles are available with pickup or 
carqwll body styles, and will carry substantial loads across &scour-aging 
terrain. 

Pickup trucks are generally available in a much wider variety of 
engines, gear ratios 
smaller vehicles. 

, and weight capacities than the more specialized 
The pickup truckmanufacturers are preparedto adapt 

their basic vehicles to suit the specific needs of many different pur- 
chasers, and in the process can custom build an excellent truck for frontier 
roads at reasonable cost. Wi-thsuchbuilders as FordandGNCthere are so 
many options available from the factory that it is difficult to get them all 
intoamanual. 
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b@Y. 
Pickup trucks need not be limited to the conventional pickup-style 
They are also available with stake bodies, Mhich are excellent for 

carrying relatively light, bulky loads. 
the tires, however, which means 

Astake body is entirely above 
that the load must be lifted high onto 

the body, and it makes the vehicle topheavy. Stake bodies often suffer 
darmgeearly intheircareeras the sides getbentandbrokenby shifting 
loads. 

Another body option worth considering is the double-cab pickup, 
These are available from mst rrajor manufactumrs, anti make it possible to 
carry six people in the cab and still have a large load space at the rear. 

Carryalls are built on a pickup truck frm, but have a body like a 
large station wagon. Often overlooked, they offer many advantages as 4WD 
vehicles. They carry substantial loads, and are easily converted from 
carrying poeple to cargo, or a combination of both. 

Before looking into the larger weight classes of trucks, be sure 
that the local bridges or ferries can carry them. In frontier areas 
these larger trucks are often not economically practical for the local 
residents,andtierefore the roads arenotpreparedforthem. 

It may also be difficult to get parts for a larger truck unless 
others are in use in the area. 

In general, if the roadswill support alargervehicle and funds 
a~ available for its purchase and maintenance, it is better to get a 
truck that is somewhat larger than needed, rather than an undersized one. 
This will reduce the tendency tcrward overloading the truck, and will 
provide a reserve of power when stuck. In areas where fuel must be 
trucked in, for example, a small tryck will use rrr>st of its cargo getting 
back to home base. A larger truck will use more fuel, but not in propor- 
tionto themuch greater load capacity. The cargo capacity increases 
faster than the gas consumption. L 

Forward control vehicles',.are those with the cab above the engine. 
Land Rover makes sz truck, and Jeep has produced one in the past. 
Larger trucks are available in this configuration from almxst any 
manufacxrer. 

A forward cantrol vehicle is generally somewhat harder to service 
tilan a vehicle with a conventional hood over the engine. This is 
especially true with smaller vehicles, where the engine is difficult to 
reach; large trucks oftenhave ahingedcab that eliminates this problem. 
There is also apsychological differencebe~~drivingaforwardcontrol 
vehicle andaconventional one. There is no engine out in front for prc- 
tection. Altix~ugh visibility on bridges and other hazards is greatly 
improved, tie driver gets a feeling of greater exposure to road hazards. 

. 
Aslightvariationanthis style is the Volkswagen truck,which 

puts tie driveratthe frontandthe engine at the rear. Thoughthe 
engine is not readily accessible, this style has been very successful. 
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19.20 Vehicle Modifications 

Most manufacturers offer a long list of options, including an 
oversize radiator, heavy duty clutch, oversize springs and shock absorbers, 
locking front wheel hubs, oversize battery, extra lights, radio, heavy duty 
air cleaner, tcwing hooks, trailer hitches, and a great many more. Also 
available on some vehicles are such luxuries as power brakes, air condi- 
tioners, oversize heaters, and fancy trim for the cab. 

In some areas specific accessories may be considered necessities. 
These might include a front winch, towing hitches, push plate on the front 
b-r, front-end skid plate, oil cooler, or oversize radiator and oil 
cooler. Other useful options are a locking rear differential, auxiliary 
fuel tank, heavy duty clutch and helper springs. 

Many of these options are surprisingly inexpensive. Heavy duty 
springs and shock absorbers, for example, add only at $30 to the cost 
of the car;alocking differentialmaybe about$50 more than the regular 
equipment. Depending on local conditions, they may beworthmuchmore than 
this in actual service. 

Some accessories are of little value on a frontier road. Air 
conditioning, for example, is very comfortable in a tropical climate but 
presents so many maintenance problems that it is usually out of the 
question. Perhaps the most useless option on a 4WD vehicle is an automatic 
transmission, which offers the driver little control over his vehicle. 

In planning tihat options to buy on a new car, remember that many 
accessories can be taken from one vehicle and put on another. Thus their 
value is not lost when an old car is sold or scrapped. 

Inwoodedorjungle areas, it is best to avoid equipment that 
projects from the vehicle such as mirrors, antennas, and extra lights. 
These will soon be broken off by branches and vines. The sane is true 
in anas where vehicles often capsize. 

Arrcng the options listed for pickup trucks and recreational 
vehicles by many manufacturers is a canvas top. While this type of 
cover is less expensive than the usual nu3tal top, it is a poor investment. 
Thecanvasis soonripped, exposingpeople andloadstorain anddust,and 
the cover is often damaged at high speeds by wind. 

A rear bumper will often get snagged on bushes, es+cially if it 
curves around the side of the vehicle. More useful is the step type of 
rear bumper available on son-e pickup trucks which is set inside the side 
walls of the body. The front bumper canbe greatly improvedby extending 
it into a pusher plate, either with a heavy plank or steel plate. 

Tires are another option to be carefully considered. The larger 
tire sizes provide greater clearance under the vehicle, but tires are 
expensive andtheywearquickly. In soft ground, wide tires provide a 
larger -traction area, and high flotation tires are available which will 
carry a loaded truck across loose sand. 
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Seat belts are intended by the manufacturer to provide protection 
for tie driver and passengers in the event of a collision. Under frontier 
conditions there may be no other vehicles with which to collide, but the 
seat belt is still an excellent device. It keeps the driver from hitting 
his head against the cab roof, and lets him devote his atttiltion to driving. 
Wnere cab doors are removed as insurance against drowning, seat belts keep 
people from falling out of the cab. 

A car that is to be used for stationary work, such as driving 
equipment through a power takeoff, should have an oil cooler and an over 
size radiator and fan. This will compensate for-the coolingthatwouldbe 
obtained by forward m&ion. 

Locking hubs for the front wheels of 4WD cars disconnect the wheels 
from the ends of the drive shafts. This reduces drag because the front 
differential does not need to turn when the car is in two wheel drive. 
It improves gas m&age, reduces tire wear, and reduces wear on the front 
drive train. 
service, it is 

In an area with some good roads where 4WD is not always in 
a worthwhile option. 

Where an oil bath air cleaner is offered as an option instead of 
a replaceable paper cleaner, it is a worthwhile purchase. Anoil bath 
type air cleaner works better than the paper filter, and it can easily be 
cleaned in the shop without having to buy any new parts. 
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19.30 Vehicle Comparisons 

Since vehicl? specifications change from year to year in many raes, 
it is difficult to keep abreast of changes among many manufacturers. When 
a basic vehicle type has been decided upon, the prospective buyer should 
visit the dealers and obtain recent data so that he can decide on options 
and accessories. 

The data presented below is intended to provide some general co--& 
on each manufacturer. Vehicles are listed in alphabetical order. 

19.31. Chevrolet 

Chevrolet makes the Blazer recreational vehicle, 4W.D pickup trucks, 
and a complete line of larger trucks. Although several attemps were made 
to obtain information from the manufacturer for this VITA book, no data 
was supplied by Chevrolet. The trucks are similar to the GMC line, however, 
andthe Blazer is similar to theGMCJ*. 

19.32 Dodge 

Dodgehas anexcellentreputationam~ngtruckusers,andthe Power 
Wagon series is a complete line of 4WD vehicles. These range from pickup 
trucks up to the larger militlary-iype Power Wagon used in many frontier 
-. The latter has no frills whatever, but is designed for the most 
rugged sort of service. In comparison with some pickup truck lines, 
relatively few options are offered on th& large Power Wagon. The manufac- 
turer has concentrated on building in those rugged features which are 
likely to be needed in extreme service. Body styles include pickup types 
andastakebody. 

Dodge also makes tie Lnchzrger, a 4WD vehicle patterned on the 
Blazer/J- concept of using proven truck components to build a recrea- 
tional-type utility vehicle. 

lhe companyalsomakes acomplete line of 2WD trucks andlarger 
6x4 trucks. 

19.33 Ford -- 

Ford trucks are built in several countries, and parts are widely 
available. The company offers a complete line of pickup trucks and larger 
vehicles, with perhaps more. options than any other manufacturer. Ford'also 
builds the Brono~, a recreational tvpe vehicle suitable for carrying four 
or five people or a light load. The Bronco comes with a choice of a pickup 
body or a station wagon type cover. 

The pickups and larger trucks ~XI-E with so many engine options, 
transmission options, body styles and axle ratios that a vehicle can be 
virtuallycustombuiltwithregular factory components. 

An interesting accessory on some Ford pickups is an Onan gasoline 
powered generator mounted under the hood. Originally intended for use 
withcampzingequimtorby contractors, it is very useful for providing 
power to tools for work in the field. 

'. 
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DODGE RAMCHARGER is a relatively new entry in the 4WD vehicle field, built 
by the manufacturer of the Power Wagon line of,heavy duty trucks. Like several 
other companies, Dodge uses proven truck components to assemble the Ram- 
charger. It is illustrated with a soft top, and is available in other configurations. 
A similar vehicle is produced by the same parent company, Chrysler Corpor- 
ation, under the name Plvmouth Trailduster. 

4WD FORD PICKUP TRUCK is representative of a very wide variety of trucks 
available from Ford, Chevrolet, International, Dodge and other manufacturers. 
With a great number of engine, power tr’ain and body options available, these 
trucks can be virtually “custom built” with stock factory parts. The same 
manufacturers also produce larger 4WD trucks for heavier loads. 
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19.35 

THE GMC JIMMY is essentially the same as the Chevrolet Blazer, and both 
vehicles are based on modified pickup truck frames. This type of vehicle, similar 
to the Dodge Ramcharger and Plymouth Trailduster, is widely used for recrea- 
tional purposes, combining highway and off-road transportation. 

THE INTERNATIONAL TRAVELALL offers more style and comfort than the 
usual 4WD personnel carrier. It is an adaptation of a pickup truck frame with an 
oversize station wagon type body. A similar vehicle is available from Chevrolet, 
and a mot-e rugged station wagon type vehicle is made by Toyota. They are well 
suited to a ccmbination of off-road and highway travel, but with the exception of 
the Toyota are not generally usod under extremely difficult conditions. 



19.34 GMC, the General Motors Corporation 

19.34 - 19.36 

GMC, the General Pkkors Corporation, produces pi&up trucks ana a 
recreational vehicle called the Ji.mry. All are virtually identical with 
the Chevrolet line. The Jimny is a composite vehi :le made up from con- 
ventional pickup parts. A pickup truck cab, withotix t;ox~ of the fancy 
trim, is joined to a shortened pickup truck body box. 

The prices of the GMC line are a bit hi&er than for many similar 
vehicles, tbou& there is little difference from the Chevrolet trucks. 

In comparison with sm other manufacturers, the GMC shoi manual 
is not particularly explicit. It is evidently intended for trained 
personnel, and the novice may have some difficulties. 

19.35 Internatiorii 

International Harvester Company has produced the International line 
of trucks for many years, and is one of the few manufacturers limiting its 
.prcduction to this type of vehicle. International offers a full line of 
pickup izucks, larger trucks, carryalls, and the Scout recreational vehicle. 
Although the Scout is not intended for heavy duty service, -t&e pickups do 
well under severe cond$.tions. A double cab is available a an option where 
several people must be transported. 

Internationalhas alarge groupof engines fromwhichto choose, and 
load capacity can be obtained in kst any range. 

The L-rternational carryall, tenned thelkavelall by the company, is 
one of the few vehicles combining attractive appearance and comfort with 
the ability to negotiate difficult terrain. Althoughnotintendedforthe 
sdme type of rough service as heavier vehicles, it is an excellent car for 
transportingpersonnel ~nmarginalroads. 

19.36 Jeep 

Jeep vehicles have been produced by several manufacturers over the 
years, and the Jeep of World War II was the forerunner of many current4WD 
vehicles. At this writing i1975) the Jeep is produced by a division of 
Amzzkan Motors. The company offers a large variety of 4WD vehicles, 
ranging from the Universal Jeep which is the descendant of the Pxq vehicle 
up to the plushy Jeep station wagon with air conditioning and power brakes. 

Jeep has standardized on a few engines, msking,it easier for dealers 
to stock pcwts. 

The Universal Jeep has been around for so long -that many small 
manufacmrs are making bodies and accessories for it. It is often 
possible to get parts for the Jeep from junk piles, since designs have 
not changed radically over the years. The Jeep, in its many body styles, 
has been the standard vehicle where United States influence has entered a 
country, and it will be found all over the world. 
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on the military vehicle of World War 11, is one 
of the most widely accepted 4WD vehicles. Many manufacturers have produced 
the Jeep, but the basic design is little changed over the years. Although limited 
in size, it is capable of working in very difficult conditions. Parts are available 
all over the world. The same manufacturer also produces larger truck and 

LAND ROVER has been the standard 4WD vehicle-in-many par’ 
over an extended number of -years, resulting in widespread distribution and 
ready availability of parts tind service. The I.-and Rover is available in 88 and 
108 inch wheelbase chassis sizes, as well as a larger forward-control model. 
Bodies include pickup trucks, soft or hard top, and the station wagon body which 
is illustrated above on the 108 inch frame, 
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19.x LandRover 

Land Rover is the British equivalent of the Jeep, and in much the 
same fashion will be found in parts of the world under British influence. 
Enjoying perhaps the best world-wide reputation as a 4WD vehicle, the band 
Rover has recently faced increasing competition from Japanese and other 
vehicles. The Iand Roverlsreputation and tie wide availability of parts 
make it an excellent choice in many parts of the world. The car is 
specifically designed for rugged service , and offers ast no comforts 
or luxuries. The oasic body styles are built on wheelbases of 88 and 109 
inches, and include station wagons, pickup trucks, open cabs and canvas 
tous. The firm also builds the forward control Land Rover, a large truck 
u&t-g many- parts fnm the 109 inch vehicle. 

Because of the many uses for which the Land Rover is intended, 
many options m offered. These even include a complete fire engine. 

One criticism of the Land Rover station wagon is its topheavy ccn- 
struction, which results in a tendency to capsize. This is also true of 
the forward control vehicle, where the load body is placed above the large 
tires. The pickup body is mxe stable, carrying the load between the wheels. 

The Land Rover shop manual is probably the best on the market, 
describing even the most cxxr@e?? repairs in a step-by-step manner that 
makes it possible for an amateur to complete the job. 

19.38 Plymouth 

The Plynrxth division of Chrysler Corporation, which had not pro- 
duced trucks since just before World War II,.has recently introdutid a 
line of 4Wl2 utility vehicles. The cars are identical to the Dcdge Ramcharger 
line, and use proven Dodge pickup truck components. The result is a series 
of sturdy recreational-type vehicles with nxxt of the defects already worked 
out. 

19.39 Toyota 

Toyota, a Japanese manufacturer, is a relatively new entry on the 
4WD market. Several bbdy styles and wheelbases are available, and trim 
and luxuries are minimized in favor of rugged construction and performance. 
The Toyota has larger engine options than many of its competitors, and 
heavier construction. Although the design is similar to many =creational 
vehicles, the construction places this ca~7 iri a sturdier category. 

The Toyota comes with a surpisingly good tool set, indicative of 
the rnanufacturerls attention to detail a:ld consideration for frontier 
conditions, and the owner's handbook is very complete and well illustrated. 
Although many manufacturers are oriented tcyward the tropics, Toyota has 
made special provision for frigid conditons. The shop manual in English 
,has been traixslated from the Japanese and includes SOIE odd phrases, but 
is cc~rehensive and assumes little previous knowledge. Extensive repairs 
dorequiremx-e special tools U2answ vehicles. 



TOYOTA LAND CRUISER, shown here with a hard top body, is typical of the 
heavy-duty class of smaller 4WD vehicles. Made in Japan, the Land Cruiser 
offers relatively few engine and drive train options but a wide assortment of 
azcessories is available. The Land Cruiser is available in several body config- 
urations, and is principally suited to carrying personnel or small loads over ex- 
tremely difficult terrain. 
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UninDg 19.40 

'Utig, producedbykrcedes-Benz in Germany, is differentfrcmthe 
othervehicles describedinthisbook. It is more expensive thanothers 
of its size, but it is an exceedingly versati& vehicle. There are so many 
body and equimt options that it is impossible to fist them all. Amng 
thebcdytypes areahardor softcab,pickup truck, double cab pickup 
truck, dw truck, or cab andchassis. Equipment 'includes a front loader, 
front bucket, grader, bulldozer blade, self-loading c.craper, excavator, 
earth drill, ditch digger, loading crane, milk carrying body, brick loader, 
qressor, road sweeper, concrete pump, rotary hoe, plow, road scarifier 
and grader combination, snow ply, gravel spreader, rotary snow blower, 
icebreaker,andmanymore. 

The r3ul.t of all these options is a vehicle that is much m3re than 
a truck. Although the cost is higher -than a conventional truck, it is a 

' lot lawer than the cost of a truck plus a bulldozer, for example. The 
average 4WD truck is not intended for pushing a bulldozer, but the U&g 
has gearbaw with up to 20 forward and 8 reverse speeds. At the lowest 
speed the vehicle goes about 80 yards (75 n&ers) per hour; top speed is 
about 5C miles (80 Km.) per hour. For traction, the Utig has differential 
loclcsonbo~axles. 

The Unimog, because of its IIKXX intricate and complex machinery, 
is rrore difficult to service than a conventional 4WD vehicle. On the other 
hand, it can be expected to perform easily where a Land Rover or Jeep could 
mly m3ve. 

19.41 volJcswi3gen 

Volkswagen dces not make a 4WD vehicle, but it is probably the most 
ubiquitous car in the world and one of themost economical and versatile. 
-It offers nrobility with low capital outlay and low maintenance costs. 
Because of its light weight, it can often be used in areas where o-iher 2WD 
vehicles could not travel. In places where much of -the travel will be on 
semiGmprovedr6ads, -~~only.asrrallarnountofftheroad,-theVolkswagen 
may offer an economical means of transporation. 

The VW pi&up truck is avaLlable with either single or double cab, 
andaminibus cab is also available. Even -the beetle type of VW sedan 
can be used-in some areas, since it is light enough to be n-oved by the 
passengersIf it gets stuck. 

The VW trucks and van h&e small engines, and should not be over 
loaded. They tend to get hung up on the flat pan bottom, but the sama 
bottom serves them very well &ile fording streams. Aside from overloading, 
probably the chief difficulty is QgginglY the small engine. .The engine 
should be operated at high speed to avoid overheating and damage, and the 
manufacturer advises that the cruising speedis also the top speed. 

?. 

,” 
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20.00 HISCELIJNECUS F@MULAS ..' 

Although not often needed, there are several formulas that are of 
occasional value to themxhanic. 

Engine displacement in cubic inches = (engine bore in inches)* X 0.7854 
Xengine stroke in inches X the number of cylinders 

Weight on the rear axles may be computed using this formula: 
WB-D 

R=W -m--u- 
WB 

where R is the weight on the rear wheels 
W is the weight of the load 
WB is tne vehicle wheelbase 
D is the distance from the center of the load to the center of 
the rear axle 

A formula for pulley ratios: SD=sd 

where S is tieRI'M ofthedrivenpulley 
Dis the cliameterofthe drivenpulley 
s is the RPM of the driving pulley 
dis the drivingpulley dian&er 

The sam formula can also be used with gears, or with chain-drive 
sprockets. 

20.10 (IIimTs AND MEAsuRms 

There are so many measurxnen ts j.n use that a comparison table is 
often neededto determine fuel tank capacities, radiator capacities, etc. 

1 U.S. Gallon = 8.33 pounds q 231 cubic inches = 0.133 cubic feet 
1 Imperiai GaIlon = 10.26 pounds = 2.77 cubic inches = 0.16 cubic feet 
1 Imperial Gallon = 1.2 U.S. gallons 
1 cubic Foot of water = 62.5 pounds = 7.48 U.S. galions 

i4KI!ERMEAsuREMENTs 

Pounds 
OUXSS 

Cubic inches 
Cubic feet 
Fluidounces 
Ml. or CC 
Ikters 

1 U.S. gallon = 1quart= 

8.338 2.084 1.042 
133.527 33.381 16.690 
3782.03 945.507 472.753 
231 57.75 28.875 
0.1337 0.0334 0.0167 
128 32 16 
3782.03 945.507 472.753 
3.782 0.945 0.472 

lpint= 
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TORQUE VALUE FOR NUTS ANi BOLTS 

Thread Pound Inches 
Diamter Min. ma- 

lf4inch 96 132 
5/16 144 192 
3/8 336 420 
7/16 600 684 50 57 
l/2 804 960 65 80 

9/16 1320 1560 110 130 
5/8 1656 1896 140 175 
3/4 3300 3720 275 310 
7/8 4321, 5100 360 425 
1hCh 6000 7200 500 600 

BATTERYELECTROLYTE SPECIFIC GRAVITY 

TempeMtureF. Full Charge Full Discharge 

110 1.264 1.094 
100 1.268 1.098 
80 1.276 1.106 
70 1.280 l.llO 
60 1.284 1.114 
40 1.294 1.122 

COMPAlUSONOFCENTIGF@DEbND F/&iREiiIT SCALES 

c. 

-40 
-30. 
-20 
-10 
0 
10 
20 

F. c. F. c. - - - 

-40 30 86 100 212 
-22 40 104 110 230 
-4 50 122 120 248 
14 60 140 130 266 
32 70 158 140 284 
50 80 176 150 302 
68 90 194 160 320 

Pound Feet 
Min. Max. 

8 Ill 
12 16 
28 35 

F. - 
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,~- FIGURE 1 

TEMPERATURE CONVERSION 

The chart in Figure 1 is useful for 

9 
uick conversion from degrees Celsius 
Centigrade) to degrees Fahrenheit and 
vice versa. Although the chart is fast 
and handy, you must use the equations 
below if your answer must be accurate 
to within one degree. 

Equations: 

Degrees Celsius = 5/9 x (Degrees 
Fahrenheit -32) 

Degrees.Fahrenheit = 1.8 x (Degrees 
Celsius) +32 

Example: 

This example may help to clarify the 
use of the equations; 72F equals how 
many degrees Celsius? 

72F = 5/9 (Degrees F -32) 

72F = 5/9 (72 -32) 

72F = 5/9 (40) 

72F = 22.2C 

Notice that the chart reads 22C, an 
error of about 0.2C. 
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WEIGHT CONVERSION 

The chart in Figure 5 converts pounds 
and ounces to kilograms and grams or 
vice versa. For weights greater than 
ten pounds, or more accurate resul ,A, 
use the tables (Figure 4) or conversion 
equations. See "Length Conversion," 
Figure 2, for an example of the use of 
the tables. 

FIGURE 5 

On the chart, notice that there are 
sixteen divisions for each pound to 
represent ounces. There are 100 divi- 
sions only in the first kilogram, and 
each division represents ten grams. 
The chart is accurate to about plus 
or minus tb'enty grams, 

Equations: 

1 ounce = 28.35 grams 
1 pound = 0.4536 kilograms 
1 gram = 0.03527 ounce 
1 kg. = 2.205 pounds 

FIGURE 4 KILOQRAMSINTOPOIJNDS n. 

(1 k. = 2.20463 lb.) 

I 2.20 

44.09. 2kO51 46.30 

4.41 6.61 8.82 li.02 
24.25 26.46 28.66’ 30.86 33.071 

48.50 50.71’ 52.91 55.121 
35.27 

66.141 68.34 70.551 72.751 74.96 77.16 
57.32 

110.23-112.44 88.19, 90.39, 
92.59, 97.00 99.21 

114.64h16.85,119.05 94.801 121 25 
132.281134.48 136.69:138.89 141.10 143130 
K&.32,156.53 
176.371178.58 

158.73/160.94 163.14 165.35 
180.78!182.98 185.19 187.39 

198.42; 200.62; 202.83 I 205.03 207.241209.44 

POUNDS INTO KILOGRAMS 

(1 lb. = 0.45359 kg.) 

0 0.454 0.907 1.361 1 814 2 268 
4536 9.072 4.990 9,525 5.443 9.979 10.433 5.897 10.886 6:350 11.340 iSO4 

2 722 
7:257 

3 175 3 4 629 082 
!I 7:711 8:165, 8:618 

11.793 12.247 30 13.608 14.061 14.515 14.969 15.422 
15.876 16.329 

12.701~13.154 
16.78317.23717.6!M 

40 
60 

18.144 1H.697 19.0511 19.504 19.958 20.412 20.865 21.31921.772122.226 
22,680 23.133 23.687: 24.040 24.494 24.948 
27.216 27.669 28.123’ 

25.401 26.655 26.308!26.762 
60 31.751 32.205 32~65!~,33.112~33~566 SH.576,29.030 29.484 29.937 ‘10 

34.019 36.7dll37.19.,, c~ , 37.6481 JR. 102 38.h55 
40.R23~41.277i41.730; 36.2871 42.184~42.638~43.091 

34.473 
30.391’30.844(31.298 

80 
w) 39.009 

31.927i35.38035.834 
39.463 

43.545; 
43.998~44.462,44.808 39.916(40.370 
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LENGTH CONVERSION 

The chart in Figure 3 is useful 
for quick conversion from meters and 
centimeters to feet and inches, or 
vice versa. For more accurate results 
and for distances greater than 3 meters, 
use either the tables in Figure 2 or 
the equations. 

The chart in Figure 3 has metric divi- 
sions of one centimeter to three meters, 
and English units in inches and feet 
to ten feet. It is accurate to about 
plus or minus one centimeter. 

Example: 

An example will explain how to use 
the tables. Suppose you wish to find 
how many inches are equal to 66cm. On 
the "Centimeters into Inches” table look . 
down the'leftmost'column to 6Ocm and then 
right to the column headed 6cm. This 
gives the result, 25.984 inches. 

Equations: 

FIGURE 1 

1 inch = 2.54cm 
1 foot = 30.48cm 

= 0.3048m 
1 yard = 91.44cm 

= 0.9144m 
1 mile = 1.6C7km 

= 5280 feet 
lcm = (I.3937 inches 
lm = 39.37 inches 

= 3.28 feet 
lkm = 0.62137 miles 

= 1000 meters 

bCHEI3 INTO CENTIMETERS FIGURE 2 
(1 in. = 2.539977 cm.) 

imbml 0 1 1 1 2 1 3 1 4 1 S 1 6 1 7 1 2 1 0 

t.bTlMlWERS XNTO INCMNS 
(I cm. = 0.3937 in.) 

inch- 0.2B4 0.787 1.181 1.676 1.069 2.362 2.766 3.150 3.543 
3.037 4.331 4.724 5.118 6.512 6.906 6.299 6.693 7.O87 7.480 
7.874 8.268 8.6Ul 9.055 Da449 9.843 10.236 10.630 11.02411.417 

11.811 I2.205 12.508 12.092 13.386 13.780 14.173 14.567 14.061 16.354 
K-748 16.142 16.536 16.820 17.323 17.717 18.110 18.504 18.898 19.291 
19.685 2O.MB 2Q.472 21.654 22.047 22.44122.83623.228 
23.622 24.016 Zi.409 25.601 26.084 
27.650 27.BS3 28.346 29.628 29.021 

26.37826.772~27.165 

31.406 31.899 32.283 33.465 33.858 
30.31530.708,31.102 

35.433 36.827 36.220 37.402 37.796 
34.252/34.64635.039 
38.38B,38.683[38.076 
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CONVERSION TABLES 

Units of Length 

3. Mile 

1 Kilometer 

1Mile 

1Foot 

1 Meter 

1 Inch 

1 Centimeter 

Units of Area 

1SquaEMile 

1Square Kilameter 

lAcl32 

1Square Foot 

lSqW?eInC$h 

1 Square Meter 

1Square centiJn&er 

Units of Volme 

1Cubic Foot 

Cubic Inches X 16.387 

= 1760 Yards 

= 1000 Meters 

= 1.607 Kilmeters 

= 0.3048 Meter 

= 3.2808 Feet 

= 2.54 Centimeters 

= 0.3937 Inch 

= 5280 Feet 

= 0.6214 Mile 

= 39.37 Inches 

= 640 Acres = 2.5899 Square Kilometers 

= l,OOO,OOO Sq. Meters = 0.3861 Square Mile 

= 43,560 Square Feet 

= 144 square Inches = 0.0929 Squwe Meter 

= 6.452 Square Centimzters 

= 10.764 Square Feet 

= 0.155 Square Inch 

= 1728 Cubic Inches = 7.48 U.S. Gallons 

= Cubic Centimters (cc or cm31 

1.0 British Impe?ial Gallon = 1.2 U.S. Gallons 

1.0 Cubic Meter = 35.314 Cubic Feet = 264.2 U.S. Gallons 

1.0 Liter = 1000 Cubic Centimeters = 0.2642 U.S. Gallons 

Units of Weight 

1.0 Met&c Ten = 1000 Kilograms = 2204.6 Pounds 

1.0 Kilogram = 1000 Grams = 2.2046 Pounds 

1.0 Short Ton = 2000 Pounds 



CONVERSION TAEKES 

2O.iO 

units of Pressure 

1.0 Pound per square inch 

1.0 Pound per square inch 

1.0 Pound per square inch 

= 144 Pound per square foot 

q 27.7 Inches of Water* 

= 2.31 Feet of Water* 

1.0 Pound per square inch = 2.042 Inches of Mercury* 

1.0 Atmosphere = 14.7 Pounds per square inch (PSI) 

1.0 Atmosphere = 33.95 Feet of Water* 

1.0 Foot of Water = 0.433 PSI = 62.355 Pounds per square foot 

1.0 Kilogramper square centimeter = 14.223 Pounds per square inch 
B 

1.0 Pound per square inch = 0.0703 filogrm per square centimter 

"at 62 degrees Fahrenheit (16.6 degrees Celsius) 

units of Power 

1.0 Horsepower (English) 

1.6 Horsepower (English) 

1.0 Horsepower (Eng;lish) 

1.0 Kilowatt (IQ?) = 1000 Watt 

1.0 Horsepower (English) 

'1.0 Metric Horsepbr~ 

1.0 Metric Horsepower 

= 746 Watt = 0.746 Kilowatt (XW) 

= 550 Foot pounds per second 

= 33,000 Foot pounds per minute 

= 1.34 Horsepower (HP) English 

= 1.0139 Metric Horsepower &he&L-vapeur) 

= 75 Meter X Kilograro/Second 

= 0.736 Kilowatt = 736 Watt 
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21.00 DEFINITIONS AD INDEX 

This section is intended to provide both a brief definition of many 
automotive terms and an index by which they may be located in the text of 
the book. In addition to such items as axles, tires, carburetors and other 
parts of the vehicle, the index also covers such dri.ving hazards as mud, 
snow, and log bridges. 

In each entry, the brief definition follows the name of the item, 
and specific references follow the definition. 

Accelerator. The foot-operated pedal which controls the carburetor and 
the speed of the engine. Stuck, 1.08, 7.90. 

Air Cleaner. Filter on top of the carburetor to remove dirt from air used 
in the engine. Changing, 18.14; locating defect, 8.12; maintenance, 18.14; 
oil bath type, 18.145 19.20; testing, 9.20. 

Air compr?essor. &chine to produce air under pressure for inflating tires, etc. 
In shop, 14.32; operates grease gun, 18.10. 

Air Filter. See Air Cleaner. 

. Aiig,rmmt, Wheel. Adjustmant of the front wheels for best steering and least 
tire wear. Adjusting, 10.61. 

Alternator. Electric generator to recharge battery, 10.53. Tests, 9.70. 

Anmster. Dashboardgauge indicatingbattery charge or discharge. 
After fording, 3.08; for testing generator, 9:70; for testing voltage 
regulator, 9.70; testing ignition system, 9.80. 

Anchor. For winch, 6.41. 

Anti-Freeze. Alcohol solution used in radiator to prevent freezing. 
Absence of, 7.70; flushing radiator, 18.13; cooling system - see also 
Radiator. 

At?Illatm. tivingpart ofanelectrical device;mostcxlrrPrronlyrefersto 
rotating part of a rotor or generator. Starter, 10.56; testing generator, 
9.70. See also Generator; Starter. 

y Axle. Shaft transmitting power from differential to wheel. Bent, 8.32, 8.35; 
broken, 1.03; crack test, 9.40; finding broken, 10.21; noises, 8.80; removing 
shaft, 10.21; testing, 9.40; weight forrrnila, 20.00. See also Differential; 
Drive Train. 

Axle Bearing. See also Ball Bearing; Bearing; Poller Bearing; Wheel Bearing. 

Backfiring. Popping or exploding sounds coming through the carburetor or 
exhaust system. Causes, 8.61. See also Carburetor; Timing; Valves. 

Backing Plate. The metal. circle behind each wheel on which the brake cylinders 
am munted, Noises, 8.80. See also Brake System. 
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BallEIearing. Friction -duction device consisting of two cylinders with 
balls between them, used on axles, gearboxes, etc. Assembling, 10.23; 
l!P=m, 10.10; testing, 9.40; used to repair tubing, 10.10. 

Ball Joint. Ballandsocketjoint, similartoahumanhip joint,inthe 
steering linkage. Field repair, 7.30; inspection, 10.61; greasing, 18.10; 
periodic inspectian, 18.21; repairing, 10.61; testing, 9.40. 

Em3h - And other noises, 8.80. 

Battery. Rectangular plastic box containing lead plates and acid to store 
energy, making electrici~ by chemical actian. 
charging, 10.51; cleaning terminals, 7.80; 

Basic principle, 2.05; 
corroded terminals, 7.81; 

daily inspection, 18.30; dead, 7.81; frozen, to thaw, 7.81; in cold weather, 
18.15; jumper cables, 7.81; locating defects, 8.14; maintenance, 18.14; 
periodic inspecticn, 
testing, 9.70. 

18.21; polarity, 9.70; specific gravity chart, 20.10; 
See also Electrical System. 

Bearing, Priction-reducing devicetoreducewearonmovingparts. Assembling, 
10.23; greasing, 10.10, 18.10; installing, 10.10; installing on shaft, 10.23; 
packing, 10.10; replacing engine, 10.93; water pump, 10.71. See also Ball 
Bearing, Edler Bearing. 

Block. To stop wheel, 3.04. I 

Block and Tackle. Pulleys and rope arranged to multiply pulling force. 
For extricating car, 4.00; with winch, 6.44. 

Boat Anchor. For use witi winch, 6.41. 

Body. Outer metal shell of the car. Repairs, 11.00. 

Bolt. Fastener consisting of a threaded shank and a head with provisim for 
turning by wrench, screwdriver, etc. l%rrowing'l, 
stuck, 10.10. 

6.83; cutting, 10.10; 

Bowline Knot. To tie, 6.12. 

Brake D&n. Heavy metal pie-plate shaped casting munted on klheel lugs under 
rims,againsttichbrake liningsrubto slowtkre car. 
broken, 7.40. 

Badly worn, 10.43; 

Rrdce Fluid. Hydratiic fluid used in the brake system. Bleeding, 10.42; 
thee level, 18.30; daily inspection, 18.30; in oold mather, 18.15; 
siphoning, 10.40; substitute, 7.40. 

Brake, Hand. The man= 1 (or occasionally foot-operated) parking brake to hold 
anunattendedtxr. @iusting, 10.44; repairing, 10.44. 

Brake Line. Tubing connecting parts of the lx&e system'through which 
hydraulic fltid flows. Ekdcen, 7.40; leaking, 7.40. 
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Brake Lining. Replaceable fiber cover for the brake shoes which rubs against 
the :! side of the brake drum. Oversize, 10.43; replacing, 10.43. 

Brakes. Stopping mechanism for the car. -Adjusting, 10.41; bleeding, 10.42; 
Cause of spinning car, 3.04; dragging, 7.40; efficient operation, 3.00; 
failure, 1.09; hand, 10.44; hold spinning wheel, 4.01; locating defect, 8.40; 
operation on snow or mud, 3.04; parking, 10.44; preliminary examination, 2.01; 
pumping, 1.09; rebuilding, 10.43; relining, 10.43; removing rubber pedal pad, 
2.03; repabs, 10.40; stopping on m,ld or snow, 3.00; testing, 9.50;trailer, 
6.81; while fording, 3.08. 

Brake Shoes. See also Brake Linings. 

Breaker Points. Switch inside the distributor which controls electricity 
flowing to the ignition coil. Adjusting, 10.55; testing, 9.80. See also 
Distributor; Ignition System. 

Breather Cap. Screen-filled metal cover, usually about 2 - 3 inches (5 - 7 cm> 
in diameter, on top of the valve cover. Cleaning, 18.11. 

Bridge. Building with winch, 6.40; convoy operation over, 3.02; crossing, 3.06; 
estimating tire track, 2.01; extrication from, 4.04; log, 3.06; repairing, 
3.06; winctig out of, 6.51. 

Brushes. Rectangular carbon blocks conducting electricity to or ftmm the 
camrmtator of a rrotor or generator, Inspection of generator, 18.21; replacing 
generator, 10.53. 

Cab. Part of the veklicle where the driver and passengers ride. Introduction 
to, 2.03. 

Cable. Rope made of wire strands. Anchoring, 6.41; force of broken, 6.42; 
jumper, 7.81; snarled on winch, 6.43; winch, 6.34. See also Chain; Rope; 
Tow Rope; Winch. 

Camber. Definition, 10.61. 

capsizing. Tipping the vehicle off its wheels, 3.07. Restarting after, 7 JO; 
Salvage with winch, 6.61. 

Carbon. Black granular material sometimes deposited in the cylinder as a 
result of inccunplete burning of fuel. Compression test for, 9.20; in Diesel 
engine, 13.10; removing, 10.95. 

Carburetor. Cast metal housing mounted on the intake manifold where fuel and 
air are mixed. Adjusting with vacuum gauge, 10.30; basic principle, 2.05; 
choke adjustment, 10.31; vacuum test, 9.20. 

carryall. Selecting, 19.10. 

caster. Definition, 10.61. See also Steering. 
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Centigrade. Comparison with Fahrenheit, 20.10. 

chain. Joining pieces, 6.21; on tow cable, 6.21; repairing, 6.23; storage, 
6.22; towing, 6.20; trailer safety, 6.81. 

Chains, Tire. Fitting on tire, 3.03; in md or snow, 4.0l;repairing, 6.23; tire, 
3.03; ytsvyion, 3201; V-Bar., 3.03. 

Charger, Battery. Homemade, 10.51. 

Chassis. Metal frame upon which the vehicle is built. Alignment, 11.10; 
basic principle, 2.05; broken, 1I.10; damaged, 8.32; load distribution, 
2.02; repairs, 11.10. 

Check Lists. See all of Section 8.00. 

Chevrolet. 19.31. 

Chock. See also Block. 

Choke. Circular metal plate in the air barrel of the carburetor to reduce 
air flow for starting the engine. Adjustment, 8.13, 10.31; causes "flooding", 
8.12; locating defects, 8.13. See also Carburetor. 

Cleaner. For hands, 12.00. 

Clutch. Foot-operated device for disconnecting power between engine and 
gearlmx. Bleeding hydraulic, 10.42; double clutching, 2.04; dragging, 7.20; 
driving with inoperative, 7.20; greasing, 18.10; housing plug, 15.20; locating 
defects, 8.52; operation, 2.04; purpose of, 2.04; remving rubber pedal pad, 
2.03; slipping, 7.20; testing, 9.30; while fording, 3.08. See also Drive 
Train; Transmission 

Cold Weather. Maintenance, 18.15. 

Color. Of Exhaust, 9.90. 

Comnutator. Ring of metal segments around a rotor or generator armature, 
each piece connected to a coil of'the armature windings. Starter, 10.56; 
testing generator, 9.70. See also Brushes; Generator; Starter. 

Qmpression, Squeezing force on fuel vapor exerted when a piston rises in 
the cylinder and the valves are closed. Diesel engine, 13.00, 13.10; 
low, 8.62; testing, 9.10, 9.20, 18.12. See also Piston; Piston Rings. 

Ccenpression Gauge. Operation, 9.20. 

Condenser. Small metal cylinder in the distributor containing thin foil 
plates to 
pitting. 

mmentarily absorb the ignition power and reduce distributor 
Replacement, 10.55; testing, 9.80. See also DislAbutor; 

Ignition System. 

conking out. When the engine "just stops". 
8.60. 

;&uses, 8.63; locating cause, 
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Convoy. Several vehicles traveling together for mutual assistance. 
Princ?ples, 3.02. 

Cooling System. wine accessories which circulate water through the engine 
to remve the heat of burning fuel. Basic principle, 2.05; air in, 9.10; 
flushing, 18.13; leaks, 10.70; pressure test, 9.10; repairs, 7.70, 10.70; 
testing, 9.10; water pump noises, 8.80; water pump repairs, 10.71. See 
also Fan Belt; Hose; Radiator. 

cotter Pin. 
turning. 

Retaining clip of folded wire to hold a nut or other m from 
Improvised, 7.00. 

Crank. Hand operated, 7.81; testing engine, 7.90, 8.11; to start engine, 
7.80, 7.81. 

Crankcase. Sheet metal pan under the engine block to contain oil for the 
en&e, Dminiq, 18.11; emission controls, 10.81; field repair, 7.90; 
uses for old oil, 10.93; to add oil, 18.11. See also Oil. 

Crankcase Breather. See Breather Cap. . 

Cylinder. Hole in the engine block in which the piston eves. 
light, 14.51; testing ocmpression, 9.10; worn, Diesel, 13.10. 

Examining 

Cylinder Head. Heavy metal plate bolted over the top of the engine block 
to close the ends of the cylinders. Broken gasket, 8.11, 8.21; cracked, 
8.62; gasket, 8.11, 8.21, 9.10; improvised torque wrench, 14.50; lcose, 
8.21; remming, 10.94; repairs, 10.94; testing, 9.20. 

I 
Deadman. Construction, 6.41. See also Anchor. 

IkcarboniZing. 10.95. 1 

Decoking. See Carbon;Decarbonizing. i 

Dents. Repair-, 11.00. 

-. Derelict. Towing, 6.70. 

D2esel wine. 
ignite pUe1. 

Internal ccanbustion engine usiq heat fmn ccmpession to 
See all of Section 13.00. Fording with, 3.08; hard 

starting, 13.10; injector tests, 13.20; knocking, 13.10; locating problems, 
13.10; F generator, 114.31; repairs, 13.30; testing, 13.20. 

Differential. Gears inthemiddleofthe axle housing to transfer power from 
propell& shaft to wheels. Damaged, 6.72; dismantling, 10.22; gear ratio, 
10.22; &round clearance, 2.01; limited slip, 3.01, 4.01, 10.22; location, 
2.01; lubric+tion, '18.11; periodic inspection,18.21; switching fmnt and 
rear, 10.22; towing car with damaged, 6.72; Unimog locking, 3.01, 4.01, 
19.40. 

Displacemnt. Calculating, 20.00. 

// 
s 

Distributor. Rotmy electric switch in a black plastic housing to connect 
&niticm voltage to the spark plugs. Field mpati, 7.82; locating defects, 
8.12, 8.63; l&r&x&ion, 18.ll; testing, 9.80. 



Doors. R-al for safety, 2.01, 3.09. See also Body. 

Double Clutw. Operation, 2.04. See also Clutch; Gearbox; Transmission. 

Downshifting. Process of shir‘ting the gears down to a lower gear. For 
mgency stop, 1.09; operation, 2.04; to slow vehicle, 3.04. See also 
Clutch; GearshIft. 

Drive Shaft. See bpeller Shaft. 

Drive Tmin. Repairs, see all of 10.20. See also Differential, Gearbox; 
Propeller Shaft; Transfer Case; tiansmission. 

Dorm. Storage of, 17.00; supplying fuel from, 17.10; brake, see Brake Drum. 

Electric Winch. See also Winch. 

Electrical. System. Alternator 5 13.53; repairs, see all of 10.50; testing, 9.70. 
See also Ignition. 

Electricity. In the shop, 13.00, tools requiring, 14.20, 14.30. 

i%ssion Controls. Repairs, lO.jl. 

Engine. iIiese1, 13.00; installing, 10.92; introduction, 2.05; noises, 8.80; 
racing, 1.08; removing, 10.92; repairs, 10.90; replacing, 10.92; ruined by 
sarging, 3.09; rlrunning in", 
won't start, 8.12. 

10.93; testing, 9.20; uses for spare, 10.10; 

Ekhaust. F'umes emitted from the engine,!consisting of unburned fuel cconponents 
and products of combustion. Color, 9.00; color, Diesel, 13.20. 

Exhaust system. Manifold too hot, 9.90; repairs, 10.80; testing, 9.90. See 
also Muffler. 

Eahrenheit. Comparison with Centigrade, 20.10. 

Fan. Blower to force air through the mdiator for engine cooling. Removing 
with water pump, 10.71; while fording, 3.08. 

Fan Belt. V-belt driving the fan, and usually the water pump and generator, 
frvmthe engine. Adjusiment, 10.70; broken, 7.70; cause of overheating, 
8.70; loose, 8.14; noises, 8.80, lO."O; replacmt, 10.70; squeaking, 10.70; 
substitutes, 7.70; while fording, 3.08. See also Cooling System. 

Feeler Gauge. Set of thin metal blades for -swing size of a small openin% 
such as the gap of a spark plug. Mjusting valves, 10.91; to set plugs, 10.55. 

Field EIxp&ents. AIL1 of Section 7.00. 

Filler Cap - mel. Testing, 9.50. See also Fuel; Fuel System. 

FUer, 031.. Replacing, 18.11. See also Crankcase; Oil. 
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Pireewdll Partition between the engine cQmpartmen tand cab. 

Tiring order. To determine, 10.55. 

Float. To raise sulmerged car, 5.01. 

Float, Carbmetor. See Carburetor. 

“Flooding”. Definition, 8.12. 

Ford. Ford Motor Company, 19.33. 

Fording. Driving the car through deep water, 3.08. Grease after, 18.10; 
stuck while, 4.05; with Diesel engine, 13.00. 

Forge. Making, 14.50. 

Fomulas. 20.00. 

Formal Control. Definition, 19.10; selecting vehicle, 19.10. 

Four-Wheel Drive. Applying engine power to all four wheels instead of the 
conventional two-wheel drive. PrincipLes, 3.01; when to engage, 3.01. 
See also Drive Train; Transfer Case. 

Tt-eezing Up”. Fran capsizing, 3.07. 

Puel. Carrying drums of, 2.02; daily inspection, 18.30; Diesel, 13.00; grades, 
19.00; leaking Diesel, 13.10; principles of energy extraction, 2.05; reserve 
supply, 2.01; &phonixg, 17.10; spilled, 10.10; storage, 12.00, 17.10; 
testing flaw, 9.50; timing Diesel injection, 13.30; weight of, 2.02. 

fiel, Diesel. 13.00. 

F'uel Filter. Device to remve sand, water or other impurities from fuel, ustig 
a fineah screen, porous ceramic or plastic sponge material. Cleaning, 18.14; 
clogged, 7.50; Diesel, 13.10; maintenance, 18.14. 

Fuel Line. Tubing fmn fuel tank to pump and carburetor. Bleeding Dimel, 13.10; 
W&en, 7.50; clogged, 7.50; Diesel, 13.10; locating defect, 8.12; priming, 7.50. 

Fuel Pump. Engine-powered or electric pump to mve fuel to the carburetor. 
Diesel, 13.10; inoperative, 7.50; testing, 9.50. 

Ike1 System. Repairs, 10.30; testing, 9.50; testing filler cap, 9.50. 

Fuel Tank. Keeping full, 2.01; lemking, 7.50; patching, 10.30; soldering, 10.30; 
welding, 10.30. 

.fise . Electrical safety device which melts to open the circuit when overl,oaded. 
Blown, 7.80; causes of blown, 10.54; location, 7.81; locating blown, 7.81; 
test*, 7.80, 9.70; substitute for blown, 7.81. 

:.:i’ 
.,;.::: _’ 

J..‘, ,.’ _._’ 



Gas. See Fuel. 

Gasket. Sheet of soft material such as cork or cardboard to seal joint between 
metal parts. Head, to test, 9.20; improvising, 10.10; leaking, 9.10; making, 
10.10; removing, 10.10; replacing cylinder head, 10.94; tester, 14.51. 

Gas Pedal. See Accelerator. 

GearbOX. Housing and gears between clutch and propeller shaft to vary engine- 
to-wheel speed ratio. Locating defects, 8.51; lubrication, 18.11; noise, 
8.80; periodic inspection, 18.21; towing car with damaged, 6.72. See also 
Gear Shift; Transfer Case; Wansmission. 

Gearshift. Driver's handle for changing gear ratios. Operation, 2.04. See 
also Downshifting; Transfer Case; Transmission. 

General Motors Corporation. 19.34. 

Generator. Cylindrical accessory producing electricity, generally driven by 
the fan belt. Alternator, 10.53; basic priciple, 2.05; locating defects, 
8.14; lubrication, 18.11; repairing, 10.53; shop power, 12.00, 14.31; 
testing, 9.70; welder, 14.42. 

Glass. Fixing cracked, 11.00; replacing window, 11.00. 

Graphite. Fop lubrication, 18.11. 

Gravel Roads. Operation on, 3.00. 

Grease. Thick lubricant for bearings, ball joints, etc. Gun, 18.10; packing 
bearing, 10.10; pit in shop, 12.00; removing, 12.00, 14.50. 

Greasii?g. Procedure, 18.10. 

Qound (Electrical). Polarity, 9.70. 

Gully. Straddling, 3.00. See also Ruts. 

Head Gasket. See Cylinder Head Gasket. 

Headlights. Lamps on front of vehicle for night driving. Dim, 2.04; failure, 
1.07; for testing battery, 9.70; for testing generator, 9.70; for testing 
starter, 9.70; mud on, 2.04; protection on gravel road, 3.00; repairs, 10.54. 

Help. Signals to secure, 5.00. 

Hill. Descending with winch, 6.53; use of brakes on, 3.04; with slippery 
surface, 3.04. 

Hitch. Trai;ler, 6.81; trailer, on front of car, 6.83. 

Hoist. In shop, 12.00; making, 14.50. 

Hook. For tow Win, 6.21. 

Hose. Radiator, mending broken, 7.70. 
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Hydraulic Which. See Winch. 

Hydmmeter. Tester far battery condition which measures specific gravity of 
electrolyte; usually a glass tube with a rubber bulb on the end. 
9.70; chart of SE &pecific gravity) readings, 20.10. 

Operation, 

Ice. Driving on, 3.04. 

Ignition Coil. Electric device for raising voltage to spark plugs, usually 
a black plastic cylinder on the firewall. Basic principle, 2.05; dropping 
resistor, 8.12; replacement, 10.55; testing, 9.80; wet, 7.82. 

Ignition Systm. Locating defects, 8.12; principles, 10.55; repairs, 10.55; 
testi.r*g, 9.80; while fording, 3.08. 
Ignition Coil; Spark Plugs. 

See also Battery; Distributor; 

Ignition Timing. Testing, 9.80. 

Ignition Wiring. Yeakingl', 10.55. 

Injector. Fuel sprayer which forces fuel into Diesel engine cylinder,. Diesel 
fuel, 13;lO; testing Diesel, 13.20; timing Diesel, 13.10, 13.30. 

InnerTube. Black rubber lining bladder of a tire. Lmating leak, 10.62; 
patching, 10.62; remving, 10.62; salvaging rubber, 10.62; to replace 
spring, 7.00. See also Tire. 

Insects. Removing dead, 18.14. 

Intake Manifold. Metal casting on the engine block to distribute air and 
fuel mixture from the carburetor to the cylinders. 
vacuum test, 9.20. 

Basic principle, 2.05; 

International Harvester Ccmpany. 19.35. 

Jack. Machine for lifting the car. Lift car off obstacle, +.03;‘lift car 
out of mud and snow, 4.02; omation, 7.60; placemnt, 10.10; substitute, 
7.60; to build hoist, 14.50; to raise car fzmn bridge, 4.04; used over pit, 
12.00; using winch as, 6.40; wrLen in snow or mud, 4.01. 

Jackknifing. Definition, 6.82; safety hazard, 6.80; to avoid, 6.82: 

Jeep. 19.36. 

Jumper Cables. Heavy wires with clips on the ends for connecting one car's 
battery to another's. To use, 7.81. 

Knocking. Rattling noise in engine like loose marbles rolling amund, caused 
by poor fuel burning in cylinders. 
identifying, 8.61, 8.80. 

Diesel engine, 13.10; eliminating, 10.93; 

Knots. To join rope, 6.12. 

buckle Joint. See Steering Knuckle. 

Land Rover. 19.37. 
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Leaf spring. See Spring (Chassis). 

LightS-. Bnprovised for work., 7.00; in shop, 14.30; repairs, 10.54; work, 15.20, 

LimPted-Slip Differential. See Differential. 

LittW. For carrying patient, 15.10. 

Load. Capacity, 19.10. Causing capsizing, 3.07; height of, 2.01; in trailer, 
6.82; lifting with winch, 6.40; loading the vehicle, 2.02; securing to truck, 
15.10; weight calculation, 20.00. 

Locking Hubs. Hand-turned knobs on front wheels to disconnect wheels from axles. 
Advantages, 19.20; definition, 19.20. 

mz. As deadman, 6.41; jamned under car, 6.52; rroving with winch, 6.40. 

Lubrication. Filling crankcase, 18.11; procedure, 18.11. 

Lug Nuts. Nuts fitting studs to noun-t brake drums and wheels. Worrowing",7.00; 
tightening, 7.60; see also Brake Drum; Rim; Wheel. 

Maintenance. Preventive, see all of Section 18.00. Routine scheduled, 18.20. 

Hanifold, Exhaust. See Exhaust System. 

Master Cylinder. Fmt-opqated hwau$& cylinder which forces fluid to the 
wheel cylinders to stop the car; usually located on opposite side of fire- 
wallfrombrakepedal. See also Brakes. 

Measmts. Charts 20.10. 

Metric equivalents. 20.10. 

Minibike. 19.00. 

Moisture. On ignition wires, 7.82. 

Mud. Capsized in, 6.61; -ication from, 4.00, 4.01; hung up in, 4.02; 
improving traction in, 3.04; resistance of, 3.04; winching out of, 6.50. 

MUfflCT. Metal can containing sound baffles for the exhaust gas, usually 
munted under the rear of the car. 
leaks, 10.80; replacement, 10.80. 

Clogged, 8.62; noise, 8.80; repairing 

Night Driving. Precautions, 3.00. 

Noises. Bubbles in radiator, 9.10; unusual, 8.80. 

Nut. Square or hexagonal metal fitting with a threaded hole to be screwed on 
abolt or stud. "F!rozent', 7.00; to remove, 10.10. 

Obstacle. Hung up on, 4.03; straddling, 3.00. 



Oil. Checking for leaks, 18.21; checking level, 18.30; consumption, 8.21; 
cooler, 19.20; daily inspection, 18.30; exhaust color checks, 9.90; gear, 
18.11; improvised cooler, 15.20; locating defects, 8.21; loss of pressure, 
1.01, 8.20; periodic inspection, 18.21; refilling crankcase, 18.11; SAE 
ratings, 18.11; spilled, 10.10; storage, 
in, 9.20. 

17.00; to free nut, 7.CO; water 

Oil Drum. As float, 5.01; load in truck, 2.02. 

Oil Filter. Screen or porous material to remove particles from engine oil, 
usually located in a can-shaped housing connected to the crankcase. 
Replacement, 18.11. 

Oil Pan. See Crankcase. 

Overheating. Causes, 7.70; locating cause, 8.70; themstat test, 9.10. 
See also Cooling System. 

Parking Brake. See Hand Brake. 

Parts. Availability, 19.00; carried in car, 16.00, interchanging, 19.00; 
stock in shop, 16.00. 

Passengers. Number of, 2.03. 

Patch. Hot, 10.62; tire, 10.62. 

PCV. 10.81. 

Pedals. Removing rubber pads, 15.20. 

Pickup' Trzlck. Selecting, 19.10. 

Piston. Cylindrical metal block moving up and down in the engine to provide 
power. Basic purpose, 2.05; Diesel engine, 13.10. 

Piston Rings. Metal rings fitted into grooves in the piston to provide a tight 
seal with the cylinder wall. Ccmpression test, 
10.93; warn, 8.62. 

9.20; Diesel, 13.10; replacing, 

Plymouth. 19.38. 

Points. See Breaker Points. 

Power. Lack of, 8.62. 

F!ressure. Testing cylinder, 9.10. 

Fbressure Gauge. To test fuel pump, 9.50. 

Preventive Maintenance. See all of Section 18.00. 

Propem%? Shaft. Pipe-likercdtransmitt~ power fromgearboxto differential. 
&dcen, 1.03; noises, 8.80. See also Drive Shaft. 

Pulley. Ratio calculation, 20.00; with winch, 6.44; see also Block and Tackle. 
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Push. To start engine, 7.81. 

Pusher Board. Operation, 6.70. 

Radiator. Finned tubing set in frame at front of car for cooling the water 
circulated through the engine. Adding water, 7.70; air in, 9.10; boiling, 
1.04; anti-freeze, 7.70; basic principle, 2.05; checking water level, 18.30; 
daily inspection, 18.30; flushing, 18.13; locating defects, 8.70; oil in, 
9.10; overheated, 1.04; overheating caused by low pressure, 9.10; pressure, 
9.10; repairing leaks 7.70, 10.70; soldering, 10.70; substitute for water, 
7.70. See also Cooling System. 

Radio. 4.00 

Recovery. Of s&merged car, 5.01. 

Resistor. Ignition coil, 8.12. 

Rim. Metal wheel on which the tire and tube (if any) are mounted. Rerroving 
tire from, 10.62; split, 10.62. See also Tire; Wheel. 

River. See also Fording. 

Rock. Hung up on, 4.03; straddling, 3.00. 

Rocker Arm cover. Metal cover on top of engine block over the ends of the 
valves and arms which move the valves. Adjusting valves, 10.91; breather - 
see Breather Cap. 

Roller Bearing. Friction reduction device consisting of two cylinders with metal 
rollers between them, i.lsed onaxles and other parts. Assembling, 10.23; 
greasing, 10.10; testing, 9.40. 

Rope. Around tire, 4.00; splicing, 6.10; storage, 6.10; strength of fiber, 6.10; 
synthetic fibers, 6.11; using vines, 4.00. See also Cable; Winch. 

Rotor, Distributor. Black plastic electric switch inside the distributor 
cap which turns to connect the center wire of the cap to each of the outer 
wiresini3lm. See also Distiibutor. 

Rough Running. Locating cause, 8.60; 8.61. 

Running &tar. See Alimt; S@ngs; Steering;Tires. 

�Running al� l 
Diesel engine, 13.30; gas engine, 10.93. 

Ruts. StMddling, 3.00. 

Sand. Extrication from, 4.00; resistance of, 3.04. 

seat Belts. Purpose, 19.20; value of,2.03. 

Sedilnsntcup. See Fuel Filter. 

e. kbbbling of front wheels, sometimes making steering difficult. 
Bslancing tires, 10.62; locating cause, 8.35; repairs, 10.61. See also 
Steering; Steering Box. 
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shcck Absorber. Hydraulic cylinder between axle housing and chassis to reduce 
road bmps; usually located near each wheel. Basic principle, 2.05; broken, 
8.80; bushing missing, 8.80; daily inspection, 18.30; periodic inspection, 
18.21; replacement, 10.64; testing, 9.40. 

Shop. Designing, 12.00. 

Silencer. SeeMuffler. 

Siphon. For gasoline, 17.10. 

Skid. To regain traction, 3.04. Also see *action. 

Snow. Capsized in, 6.61; driving in deep, 3.95; extrication from, 4.00, 4.01; 
hung up in, 4.02; resistance of, 3.04; winching out of, 6.50. 

Soap* For hands, 12.00; to repair fuel tank, 7.50. 

Solder. Improvised, 7.00. 

Soldering. Process for joining metals by heating them and flowing on a soft, 
melted "solder" metal which cools and hardens. 
10.70. 

Fuel tank, 10.30; radiator, 

Solenoid. See Starter Switch. 

SparkCoil. See Ignition Coil. 

Sparkplug. White ceramic and n&al terminal of the ignition system where 
electricity fmmthe ignition coil causes a spark to ignite the fuel; one 
is located at the top of each cylinder. Basic principle, 2.05; field 
repair, 7.82; length, 10.55; locating defects, 8.12, 8.15; periodic in- 
spection, 18,21;'replacing, 10.55; setting gap, 10.55; size, 10.55; testing, 
9.80; vacuum gauge test, 9.20. 

Speedcar&er. Noise, 8.80. 

Spline Joint. Type of shaft joint in which one section has lengthwise ribs 
which slide into similar gmoves in the other section; ccmmnly used for 
plmpllm shaft. Greasing, 18.10; periodic inspection, 18.21. See also 
propeller shaft. 

spreaders. Springs m rubber circles used to pull tire chains tight. Use on 
tire chains, 3.03. 

springs ozhassis). Flat leaf or coil springs between the axles and chassis. 
Basic principle, 2.05; coil type, 10.63; daily inspection, 18.30; dis- 
mantling, 10.63; judge of overloading, 2.02; remving, 10.63; replacing 
leaf, 10.63. 

wQz* Wire coil with elasticity to return a part after use, such as to lift 
the accelerator after it has been depressed. Replace with rubber, 7.00. 

Starter, Electric rotor to turn the engine and start it. &mature, 10.56; 
bench testing, 10.56; brushes, 9.70; comutator,, 9.70; field windings, 10.56; 
jammd, 7.81; locating defect, 8.11, 8.12; lubrication, 18.11; repairs, 9.70, 
10.56; testing, 9.70. 

,: .: 
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Starter Switch. 'To test, 9.70. 

starting. Diesel engine, 13.10; locating cause of failure, 8.64. 

Steering. Broken, 1.05; daily inspection, 18.30; effect of load on, 2.02; 
field expedients, 7.30; greasing, 18.10; grip on wheel, 2.03; locating 
defects, see all of 8.30; parts bent, 1.06; periodic inspection, 18.21; 
repairs, 10.61; testing, 9.40,' 

Steering Box. Housing at the lower end of the steering wheel shaft which 
converts the rotary motion of the steering wheel to the lateral force 
needed to steer the front wheels. 
loose, 10.61; lubrication, 18.11. 

Cause of shimrry, 8.35; checking, 18.21; 

Steering Knuckle. Connection in wheel end of front axle to transmit power 
to front wheels while allowjng them to turn for steering. 
lubrication, 18.11; testing, 9.40. 

Checking, 18.21; 

Still. For drinking water, 5.00. 

Storage. In shop, 17.00; of pa&s, 12.00; on vehicle, 15.10. 

Straddling Obstacles. 3.00. 

Stranded. 5.00. 

Stream. See also Bridge; Ford; Submerged; Water. 

Stud. Threaded cylinder screwed into ahole inan engine part sothatpart 
is left exposed to be used to hold down another part such as a cover. 
To remve, 10.10. 

Stump. Himg up on, 4.03. 

smged. 3.09; 5.01; field repairs after, 7.10; salvage with winch, 6.62. 

Supplies. Carried in car, 16.00; daily inspection, 18.30; stock in shop,16.00. 

Swamp. To omss, 3.04. See also Mud; Traction. 

Synclmxnesh. Type 01 transmission which compensates for differences in 
rotating speed of the drive gears and wheels to avoid grinding or clashing 
when Shifting gears. ~ See also Transmission. 

Tailpipe. Pipe at the end of the exhaust system, from the muffler out the rear 
of the car. See also must System. 

Tempera-. Centigrade and Fahrenheit chart 20.10. 

TempeMhrre IMicator. See Radiator. 

Test Instmnmts. 14.30. 

Test Iamp. To test fuse, 9.70. 

Tedng Ekpipent. All. of Section 9.00. 



Thermostat. Heat-operated opening in the cooling system which opens when the 
enghe becomes hot to allow water to flow. To test, 9.10. 

Tie Rod. Pipe-like connection between two front wheels to make them steer 
together. Adjusting toe-+. 10.61; bent, 1.06; broken, 1.05, 7.30; field 
repair, 7.30; troubleshcotmg, 8.35. 

Timing. Adjusmt to make spark plug fire at proper time in relation to piston 
lmvement . Adjusting, 9.80, 10.55; Diesel engine, 13.10, 13.30; misfiring, 
8.61; setting beaker points, 10.55; testing, 9.80; tune-up, 18.12. 

Timing Lamp. Operation, 9.80, 10.55. 

Tipping Over. See also Capsizing. 

Tire. Balancing, 8.31, 10.61, 10.62; blomut, 1.02; cause of worn, 8.32; 
changing, 7.60; changing press, 14.50; compressor to inflate, 14.32; daily 
tispection, 18.30; driving on flat, 7.60; effect of size on traction, 3.05; 
flat, on trailer, 6.82; in cold weather, 18.15; inflating tubeless, 10.62; 
lugs, 10.62; periodic,inspection, 18.21; putting on rim, 10.62; removing from 
rim, 10.62; ripped, 10.62; rotating positions 10.62, 18.21; selecting, 19.20; 
spare, 2.01; stuck in bridge, 4.04; track - distance between tires on same axle, 
2.01; tubeless, 10.62; used for towing, 6.70; valve, 10.62; wear due to 4WD, 
3.01. 

TireChains. See Chains, Tire. 

Toe-In. Adjusting, 10.61; definition, 10.61. 0 

Tools. See all of Section 14.00. Carried in car, 14.10; daily inspection, 
18.30; %me-m3deff, 14.50; improvised torque wrench, 14.50; in shop, 14.20; 
specialized, 14.30; storage, 12.00. 

Torque. chart for bolts, 20.10. 

Tcmque Wmx&. Improvised, 14.50. 

Towing. 6.00. Eyes, 15.20. 

TowRope. Hook for, 6.21; joining pieces of, 6.12; knots, 6.12; length of, 
6.71; to attach, 6.71; use of old tire, 6.70. 

Toyota. 19.3,9. 

Traction. ImpmXng, 3.01, 4.00; increasing with chains, 3.01; loss of, 3.04; 
precautions when winching, 6.60; wheel hook, 4.00; winch not dependent on, 
6.30. 

Trailer. 19.00. Brakes, 6.81; crossing bridge, 3.06; crossing ford, 3.08; 
extricating, 6.83; for generator, 12.00; hitches, 6.81; loading, 6.82; 
maneuvering, 6.82; moving with winch, 6.40; towing, 6.82; towing with 
tractor, 6.80; uses of, 6,80. 



7lhnsfer Case. Additional gearbox on 4WD cars to provide front wheel power 
and higher gear ratio for added poem. 
periodic inspection, 18.21. 

L&&cation, 18.11; operator, 2.04; 
See also Drive B&n; Gearbox; Transmission. 

Transmission. Gear-changingequipmntbetweenengine anddifferentials, 
either autmatic or manual. Automatic, 19.20; locating defects, 8.51; 
lutrrication, 18.11; noises, 8.80; on 4WD vehicle, 3.01; periodic inspection, 
18.21; towing car with damaged, 6.72. See also Gearshift. 

TJmck. Types, 19.10. 

Tube,Tire. SeeInnerTube. 

3bbiIlg. Bending, 10.10; repairing dented, 10.10; to put oil in housings, 18.11; 
to transfer fuel, 17.10. 

Tune-Up. Procedure, 18.12. 

Untig. 19.40. 

universal Joint. Power-transmitting joint for a twisting shaft made of two 
V-shaped brackets with a fom-pointed "spider" between them. Cover, 15.20; 
damaged, 8.33; greasing, 18.10; noises, 8.80; periodic inspection, 18.21; 
repairing, 10.24. 

Vacuum. wine, to test, 9.20; in fuel tank, 9.50; locating leaks, 9.20. 

Vacuum Gauge. Meter for measuring vacuum as a test instrument. Adjusting 
carburetor, 10.30, 18.12; operation, 9.20; testing timing, 9.80. 

Valve (Engine). Plug that closes cylinder at various points in the engine 
operating-cycle;usually located in the cylinder head. Adjusting, 10.91; 
basic principle, 2.05; checking by exhaust color, 9.90; cmpression test, 
9.20; Diesel engine, 13.10; grinding, 10.91; moving, 10.91; sticking, 8.62; 
testing, 9.20; timing, 8.62; tune-up, 18.12; vacuum test, 9.20. 

Valve(Tire). Stopper in the air ;lipple of a tire or inner tube which lets 
air *to the tire but not out. Leaking, 10.62. See also Tire. 

Vehicle. .&sic designs, 19.10; selecting new, 19.00. 

Vibration. Locating cause, 8.33. 

Vines,, To replace rope, 4,OO. 

volkswagen. 19.41. 

Voltage. rrPre~surett of electricity in any electrical system. To liaise 
charging, 10.53. 

.v01bIleter. 14.30. 
9.70, 

To adjust voltage regulator, 10.52; *LO test generator, 
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Voltage Regulator. Electrical controls for the battery charging circuit, 
usually consMing of two or mxe small relays under a metal. or plastic 
cover. Adjusting, 10.52; locating defects, 8.14; testing, 9.70. 

~~-teT?. Adding to radiator, 7.70; battery, 18.14; car subnepged in, 5.01; 
carryh, 7.70; distilled, 18.14; draining from gas tank, 15.20; driving 
in, see Fording; for the shop, 12.00; heater for shop, U.00; ignition splash 
guard, 15.20; in crankcase, 9.20; in engine, 7.10, 8.11; in exhaust system, 
9.90; in fuel, 7.50; 15.20; on ignition wires, 7.82; radiator, 18.13; reserve 
supply, 2.01; still for producing, 5.00; substitute for radiator, 7.70. See 
also Submerging. 

Water F+mp. Centrifugal pump, usually munted on front of engine with fail\,, 
for moving cooling water through engine and radiator. 
noises from, 8.80; repairs, 10.71. 

Leaking air, 9.10; 
See also Cooling System; Radiator. 

Weight. Capacity of vehicle, see also Lcad, 

Welder. Shop tool for joining metal by heating and melting the joint area. 
Electric arc, 14.42; gas, 
14.42. 

14.41; generator type, 14.42; transformer type, 

Welding. Chain repairs, 6.23; chassis, 11.10. 

Wheel. Metal circle on which the tulx and tire are mounted. 
for, 9.40; rrmnting, 10.62; noises, 8.80. See also Rim. 

Bent, to test 

Wheel, Spinning. See Traction. 

Wheel Bearings. Locating Defects, 8.34; to test, 9.40. See also Ball Bearings, 
Roller Beixdngs. 

Winch. Accessmy tool usually munted on tint of car for applying force by 
winding up a rope or cable. See all of Section 6.00. Rt-oken cable, 6.42; 
cable for, 6.34; cable snarled, 6.43; capstan type, 6.31; drive system for, 
6.33; drum type, 6.31; economic aspects, 6.30; electric, 6.33; going down- 
hill, 6.53; hydraulic, 6.33; in md, 6.50; in snow, 6.51; installing, 6.32; 
operation, 6.40; recover submerged car, 5.01; selecting, 6.31; to wind cable, 
6.43; used as shop hoist, 12.00; while fording, 3.08. 

Window. See also Glass. 

Windshield Wiper. Flat rubber-edged blade which oscillates across windshield 
to frerrove rain drops. Blade maintenance, 18.14. 

wire. Ignition, to test, 9.80, 

Wire Rope. Carrying on vehicle, 6.03; for winch, 6.34; joining sections, 6.02; 
splicing, 6.02; storage, 6.03; strength, 6.Ol; to form eyes, 6.02. See also 
Cable; Rope. 

Nmkbench. For shop, 12.00. 


